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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation explores the ritual behavior and material culture associated with 
ceremonial dining at the court of King Charles I of England (b.1600 – d.1649). 
Employing archival sources that have heretofore been underutilized by historians of 
seventeenth-century England, this study reconstructs the king’s dining ceremonies and 
situates them within the broader context of the political, religious and cultural milieus of 
the court.  
 The first chapter examines King Charles’s personal religious preferences, as 
exemplified by his English and Scottish coronations. Illuminating his religious 
convictions and exploring his fervent attachment to the Beauty of Holiness helps to 
reveal the material and ritual congruencies between dining ceremonies and religious 
rituals. The following chapter reconstructs these dining ceremonies and places them in 
the context of the ritual life of the court, while also charting the complex system of 
provisioning food for the royal household. This chapter illuminates how these ceremonies 
revived older modes of ritual kingship and aided the king in presenting a particular vision 
of his rule that was characterized by the conflation of the secular and the sacred. The 
following chapter explores the various roles of silver plate at court including its place in 
the material culture of dining and religious worship. The final chapter presents the Order 
of the Garter as a “case study” for the confluence of dining and religious ritual at court. 
The Garter Feast and Charles’ relationship to it help to demonstrate the sacral tone of his 
kingship as well as the “antique magnificence” that he promulgated. Ultimately, this 
dissertation demonstrates the ways in which dining ceremonies served as an expression of 
the core ideals of the kingship of Charles I. 
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 1 
Introduction 
 
Interest in the history of the English royal courts is relatively recent. In the year 
2000, David Starkey observed that, unlike other overly historicized phenomena, the 
plight of the court is that it has suffered from too little attention, not too much. Unlike a 
number of other social and political institutions, the history of the royal courts needs 
writing, not rewriting.1 While the scholarship on the seventeenth-century court of King 
Charles I of England is still in need of expansion, a number of important essays, articles 
and monographs have been published in the last three decades, which have helped us to 
rethink the cultural, political, and religious significance of the Caroline court and its 
activities. 
Although the culture of the court had not been offered a proper political context 
until at least the 1990s, the court itself has stood at the center of nearly every 
historiographic dispute about the political history of early modern England over the past 
half-century.2 In the 1960s and 70s, as they searched for the causes of the English Civil 
War, historians began viewing the English polity in terms of a diametrical opposition 
between the “court and country.” This dichotomy was used, again and again, to 
characterize the social, cultural, political and religious split that eventually led to the 
                                                
1 David Starkey, “Foreword” in The Stuart Courts, edited by Eveline Cruickshanks (Stroud, UK : Sutton, 
2000.), xii. Courts have, of course, received some attention. For discussion of European courts in general 
see: R.G. Asch’s “Introduction: Court and Household from the Fifteenth to the Seventeenth Centuries” in 
Princes, Patronage and the Nobility: The Court at the Beginning of the Modern Age c 1450 – 1650, eds 
R.G. Asch and A.M. Birke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991) and John Adamson’s “The Making of 
the Ancien Régime Court 1500 – 1700” in The Princely Courts of Europe: Ritual, Politics and Culture 
under the Ancien Régime, 1500 – 1700, ed. John Adamson (Weidenfield and Nicholson: London, 1999). 
2 Neil Cuddy “Reinventing a Monarchy: The Changing Structure and Political Function of the Stuart Court, 
1603 – 1688” in The Stuart Courts, edited by Eveline Cruickshanks (London: Sutton Publishing, 2000), 60. 
Cuddy’s assertion may seem over stated, however when considering the predominance of the Whig 
interpretation of history and its purposeful de-emphasis of the court and its significance, it becomes clear 
that the court, one way or another, has been at the heart of the historiography.  
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breakdown of government in the 1640s.3 Eventually, due in large part to the work of 
Conrad Russell, historians began to rethink this alleged dichotomy. The group who came 
to be called “revisionists” moved away from the idea that long term constitutional, 
economic and religious factors led to a steady building of tension between the Crown and 
Parliament until the inevitable conflict that produced the Civil War.4 By employing 
sources that were scattered across country records offices and buried deep within the 
archives, Russell and others argued that it was a fallacy to view the Crown (Court) and 
Parliament (Country) as bitter rivals. The established orthodoxy on the subject had 
heretofore viewed Parliament as set on a self-conscious path to extend its power in a 
long-term process that ultimately ended in the Civil War. However, through their efforts, 
revisionist historians transformed Parliament from the pinnacle of Whiggish ideals of 
liberty into what one scholar has described as “a weak, impotent body” that was better 
conceived as a series of irregular occurrences rather than a free-standing institution.5 If 
the court and the parliament were not rivals, then the paradigm that was inherent in the 
court versus country debate could be set aside. Indeed, revisionists saw consensus, not 
conflict, as the ruling ideology of the period before 1640.  
The court versus country model ultimately fell apart because it proved too limited 
a view into the troubles of the 1640s. The field needed a new perspective that more 
accurately reflected the roles and influences of both parliament and the court in the lead 
up to the Civil War. This new perspective was built upon new evidence; and eventually, 
                                                
3 The works that best exemplify this model are Perez Zagorin’s The Court and the Country: the Beginning 
of the English Revolution (1969), Lawrence Stone’s The Causes of the English Revolution (1972) and 
Robert Ashton’s The English Civil War (1979). 
4 John Kenyon, “Revisionism and Post-Revisionism in Early Stuart History.” The Journal of Modern 
History, 64:4 (December 1992), 686. 
5 Thomas Cogswell, “Coping with Revisionism in Early Stuart History” The Journal of Modern History, 
62:3 (September 1990), 539. 
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by moving away from a teleology that favored parliament and its contribution to the rise 
of the nation-state,6 historians began to frame the court as an important political locus. 
Thus, by doing away with strict polarities and allowing for more broadly defined 
conceptions of the court, political historians helped to set the stage for a more nuanced 
vision of the court that would, as it happened, coincide with the emergence of the new 
cultural history and interest in material culture.7  
In recent decades, political and cultural historians have attempted to use new 
types of evidence and new sets of sources to diagram the worldview of the kingdom’s 
decision makers at court.8 Part of this work has included attempts to find political and 
social significance in the court’s seemingly apolitical activities. For instance, court events 
such as masquing, dancing and hunting have all seen impressive treatments in recent 
decades. The work on masques, such as Erica Veever’s Images of Love and Religion: 
Queen Henrietta Maria and Court Entertainments (1989) helped us to understand the 
role of masquing at the Caroline court and to see how the particular masques put on by 
Henrietta Maria had broader religious and political significance.9 Skiles Howard’s work, 
The Politics of Courtly Dancing in Early Modern England (1998) reveals the ways in 
                                                
6 See Conrad Russell’s, “Parliamentary History in Perspective, 1604 – 1629,” History 61 (1976). 
7 See Kevin Sharpe’s review article “Culture, Politics and the English Civil War” Huntington Library 
Quarterly, 51:2 (Spring 1988). 
8 The Mental World of the Jacobean Court, edited by Linda Levy Peck (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1991) contains several essays which successfully map the mentality of courtiers in the Jacobean 
period. These include: Malcolm Smuts’ “Cultural Diversity and Cultural Change at the Court of James I,” 
Peter Lake’s “Lancelot Andrewes, John Buckeridge and Avant-garde Conformity at the Court of James I,” 
and Linda Levy Peck’s “The Mentality of a Jacobean Grandee.” 
9 Veevers’s argument is complemented in many ways by Karen Britland’s more recent Drama at the 
Courts of Queen Henrietta Maria (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). Like Veevers, Britland 
argues that the courtly masques put on by the Queen Consort were politically engaged and perhaps at times 
even evangelical in their nature. Also, Martin Butler’s essay “Politics and the Masque: Salmacida Spolia” 
in Literature and the English Civil War, edited by T. Healy and J. Sawday (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), which attempts to discern the political messages inherent in one particular masque 
at the court of Charles I, is another fine example of relatively recent efforts at reading politics in courtly 
performances.  
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which dancing at court functioned as a discursive practice that negotiated power relations 
which was primarily concerned with issues of dominance and subordination in English 
society. In his Hunting and the Politics of Violence before the English Civil War (2008), 
Daniel Beaver argued that forests, royal parks and hunting itself were all part of a 
complex, symbolic and performative relationship of power between the king and his 
nobles.10 These works, each from one of the last three decades, represent the broad scope 
of scholarship on the political significance of various aspects of aulic life.11 
Indeed, this interest in the Caroline court and its relatively new position as the 
focus of historical inquiry has allowed for the serious study of its culture and activities. 
However, dining at the court of Charles I, which was a frequent and expensive endeavor, 
has received almost no attention in the historiography. A guiding axiom of courts in this 
period was that the royal household must always “convey an impression of stupendous 
magnificence.”12 As Malcolm Smuts has argued, this impression was chiefly achieved by 
the distribution of copious amounts of food at meals, feasts, and banquets.13 Lavish and 
bountiful hospitality, with feasting at its core, had been the raison d’être of nearly every 
great household in England since the medieval period. 14 In that period, the feudal lord 
would provide sumptuous food, drink and entertainment for his vassals, which was a key 
aspect of the symbiotic relationship of protection and vassalage that characterized 
                                                
10 Emma Griffin’s Blood Sport: Hunting in Britain since 1066 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007) is 
a more general study of hunting in the British Isles, but her chapter on James and Charles as “The Two 
Sporting Monarchs” is a useful study on the role of hunting at the early Stuart courts. 
11 Here and elsewhere in this work, I use the word “aulic” to stand in for the words court and courtly. This 
is a suitable choice given the antique quality of the word itself and the patina of the antique that Charles 
brought to this own court.  
12 R. Malcolm Smuts, Court Culture and the Origins of a Royalist Tradition in Early Stuart England. 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987), 90. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Martha Carlin and Joel Rosenthal, eds. Food and Eating in Medieval Europe. (London: The Hambledon 
Press, 1998); Christopher Woolgar, The Great Household in Late Medieval England. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1999). 
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political and social life in the Middle Ages.15 It is clear that providing for the many 
nobles and gentry who attended the king and queen within the royal household was a 
primary manifestation of royal magnificence both in England and across early modern 
Europe.16 Accordingly, the obligation to feed “the hoards of councilors, servants, guests, 
and miscellaneous hangers on” was the “first claim on the royal purse” and the 
household’s largest peacetime expenditure.17 
With the advent of the field of “Food Studies” in the last decade, food symbolism 
and feasting have received fascinating treatments.18 Indeed, in recent years, the study of 
feasting has emerging as one of the most powerful vehicles for understanding an entire 
range of cultural processes. 19 Work on feasting, which has primarily been conducted by 
anthropologists and sociologists, has been useful for historians, but much work remains 
to be done. While continental courts have received some treatment, little research had 
been conducted on the English court’s dining practices.20 Dining warrants attention as an 
                                                
15 For general discussions of food and feasting in the medieval period see: Susan Weiss’s “Medieval and 
Renaissance Wedding Banquets and Other Feasts” in Food and Eating in Medieval Europe, Martha Carlin 
and Joel T. Rosenthal, eds. (London: The Hambledon Press, 1998) and C.M. Woolgar’s The Great 
Household in Late Medieval England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), especially Chapter 6. 
16 John Adamson, ed. The Princely Courts of Europe: Ritual, Politics and Culture Under the Ancien 
Regime 1500 – 1750. (London: Weidenfield and Nicholson, 1999), 30.  
17 Ibid. 
18 Works include: Michael Dieter and Brian Hayden’s Feasts: Archaeological and Ethnographic 
Perspectives on Food, Politics, and Power. (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001); 
Christina Lee’s Feasting the Dead: Food and Drink in Anglo-Saxon Burial Rituals. (London: Boydell 
Press, 2007); and Martin Jones’s Feast: Why Humans Share Food. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007). 
19 Brian Hayden, “ Fabulous Feasts A Prolegomenon to the Importance of Feasting” in Feasts: 
Archaeological and Ethnographic Perspectives on Food, Politics, and Power, Michael Deiter and Bryan 
Hayden, eds. (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001), 24. Work on feasting has enhanced 
understandings of a broad range of social phenomena -- from the generation and transformation of 
surpluses, to the emergence of social and political inequalities, to the creation of prestige technologies 
including specialized domesticated foods, and to the underwriting of elites in a complex societies. 
20 Roy Strong’s Feast: A History of Grand Eating (London: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2002) provides a 
good but very general introduction to dining in early modern Europe. Also see: Michel Figeac’s, “Les 
Pratiques Alimentaires de la Noblesse.” Dix-Septième Siècle, 5:4 (2002); Marc Favreau’s “Le Palais de 
Monseigneur: Approche de la Gastronomie et de l’Art de la Table à Bordeaux Sous le Règne de Louis 
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important ceremony of the royal household in part because it happened so frequently. 
Courtiers and royal servants who were permitted to dine at the king’s expense were 
furnished with two meals a day. In addition to these daily meals, nearly every major 
event at court provided the occasion for elaborate dining ceremonial. For instance, grand 
dining helped to emphasize the gravity of important state occasions such as the visit of 
foreign princes, as well as coronations and funerals. Holidays, religious feast days and 
days of estate such as Christmas, Michaelmas and Easter all called for the solemnity of 
the king’s dining-in-state, which happened on these special occasions but also perhaps as 
frequently as twice a week. On these occasions, the monarch dined in the Presence 
Chamber, in front of his courtiers, alone at a table situated under the Canopy of Estate, 
next to the Great Cupboard of Estate, which displayed his exquisite collection of plate.  
Through an investigation of the ritual behavior and material culture of the king’s 
dining-in-state, I offer a nuanced vision of dining as a political ritual at this early modern 
English court. I argue that dining rituals, once examined and situated within their proper 
contexts, can offer insight into the political point of view of this king. As Caroline 
Hibbard has noted, the political views of Charles I “have proved famously elusive; he 
expressed himself seldom and often obliquely on political subjects” either in written or 
spoken form.21 Unlike James I, who constantly expressed his political point of view in his 
sermons, speeches and treatises, Charles was relatively silent on the page and notoriously 
hindered in his speech. Charles I suffered from a lifelong speech impediment, which 
                                                
XIV.” Annales du Midi, 241 (2003): 51-68; and Bryan Holmes’s Princely Feasts and Festivals- Five 
Centuries of Pageantry and Spectacle (1988). 
21 Caroline Hibbard, “Theatre of Dynasty.” In The Stuart Courts and Europe, edited by Malcolm Smuts. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 164. 
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caused him to stammer and to speak with some difficulty.22 While not making too much 
of this here, it is worth suggesting that an impediment in spoken language could perhaps 
have lead the king to rely more heavily on gesture and the language of things.  
Moreover, Judith Richards has pointed out that in Charles’ reign there is little 
evidence of the king’s personal involvement in his own printed statements and the 
“personal voice of the king” is hardly discernable in his royal proclamations.23 However, 
where historians have attempted to recover the king’s political ideologies and points of 
view, they have naturally tried to make use of the speeches, letters and other state papers 
that still exist.24 Seminal works on the reign of Charles I such as Anthony Fletcher’s The 
Outbreak of the Civil War (1981), Caroline Hibbard’s Charles I and the Popish Plot 
(1983) and Conrad Russell’s The Causes of the English Civil Wars (1990), all employ 
close readings of letters to, from and about the king, Charles’s speeches and 
proclamations as well as memoirs and diaries of influential courtiers and confidants.25 
However, these types of sources have their limits. Words on a page, especially without 
benefit of the appropriate context, cannot always adequately evoke the worldview of the 
writer. For instance, recognizing the limitation of speeches, Conrad Russell explains: 
We may read the most perfect report of a speech, yet if we 
do not know that this speech was delivered with the head in 
the brief, never looking at the audience, that one was 
                                                
22 In 1625, the Venetian Ambassador reported to the Doge that the “king spoke in French and expressed 
himself much more with his heart than his voice, having some difficulty in his speech which prevents him 
talking easily.” Calendar of State Papers, Venetian (hereafter CSPV), 1625-6 H.F. Brown and A.B. Hinds, 
eds. (London: 1913), 9-24. 
23 Judith Richards, “ ‘His Nowe Majestie’ and the English Monarchy: The Kingship of Charles I before 
1640.” Past and Present, 113 (1986), 76. 
24 For an in-depth discussion of the king’s letter writing during the 1630s, see Sarah Poynting’s “From his 
Matie to me with his awin hand:” the King’s Correspondence during the period of the Personal Rule” in 
The 1630s: Interdisciplinary Essays on Culture and Politics in the Caroline Era. Ian Atherton and Julie 
Sanders, eds. (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006). 
25 See also, Kevin Sharpe’s “Conscience and Public Duty in the Writings of Charles I.” The Historical 
Journal 4:3 (September 1997).  
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delivered with waves of anger which the audience 
reciprocated, or the other was read in a flat inaudible 
monotone, we will not know why they created the reaction 
they did. 26 
This is true for proclamations, declarations, and letters as well. Moreover, the majority of 
the king’s own pronouncements on his rights and duties as king and the tenets of his 
kingship appeared either early in the reign during the transition from the government of 
his father; or they were produced towards the end of his reign as a prelude to war. 
 In their attempts to overcome these limitations, historians have, in recent, decades 
turned to other media and forms of interpretation. Moving beyond studies that have solely 
relied on the types of evidence listed above, some historians have sought the political in 
the arts and culture of the court. These studies have examined portraits, sculpture and 
architecture with the goal of decoding the king’s point of view, preferences and approach 
to rule.27 Here, Inigo Jones and Anthony Van Dyck have dominated the discussion.28 
While these studies have had some success in getting at Charles’s worldview, more is 
required if we are to fully grasp this king’s political outlook and his own idiosyncratic 
take on kingship.29 
Moving beyond these works, I argue that Charles I astutely used ritual and “the 
language of things” to express his personal views on governance and his own kingcraft. 
Objects have an important place here because this was a society lead by people who 
                                                
26 Conrad Russell, The Causes of the English Civil War. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 185. 
27 For instance, David Howarth’s Images of Rule: Art and Politics in the English Renaissance, 1485 – 1649. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), treats buildings, tombs, portraits, subject pictures and 
masques as a sort of visual propaganda meant to promulgate the monarch’s ideas and beliefs at court.  
28 Recent exemplary works on these artists include: Hans Vlieghe’s Sir Anthony Van Dyck: 1599-1999: 
Conjectures and Refutations (Turnhout: Brepolis, 2001) and Christy Anderson’s Inigo Jones and the 
Classical Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
29 In the works on Van Dyck in particular, such as Gudrun Raatschen’s “Van Dyck’s Charles I on 
Horseback with M. de St Antoine” in Vlieghe, Charles is presented as an astute connoisseur and a man who 
knows what he wants in terms of art and objets d’art, but the political relevance of his tastes and artistic 
choices have generally not been explored.  
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deeply valued consumption and display and placed a high value upon material objects as 
symbols.30 Additionally, I highlight the importance of religious practice to the tone of 
ritual dining and explore the material congruencies between divine worship and the 
rituals of monarchy. This approach is reflected in the title of this dissertation. By calling 
my work “The Chapel and the Chamber” I hope to highlight the intrinsic connections 
between the Chapel Royal and the Presence Chamber. Indeed, these two spaces had two 
key similarities: they were both used for the veneration of majesty – terrestrial and 
celestial, and they housed objects and furnishings that aided in this veneration. This 
similarity in the treatment of the Lord and the treatment of his “deputy on Earth” was an 
essential aspect of the ritual life of the court. This connection between the secular and the 
sacred was bolstered by the fact that English kingship was underpinned by “a 
choreography of religious devotion” and that most contemporaries were intellectually 
unable to separate politics and religion.31  
In addition to offering the first in depth study of dining at the Caroline court, I 
shall also attempt to give these ceremonies their proper material and ritual context. 
Furthermore, in my own efforts to discover the political significance of seemingly 
apolitical activities, I shall argue that these ceremonies must be decoded and 
                                                
30 We see evidence of this in Smuts’s essay on “Material Culture, Metropolitan Influences and Moral 
Authority” in Material Culture and Cultural Materialism in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Curtis 
Perry, ed. (London: Brepols, 2001). The author explains that even the most austere moralists understood the 
value of “costly ornaments and rich attire” to demonstrate “the worthiness of their offices and functions” 
and “strike terror and fear into the hearts of the people to offend against the majesty of their callings.” 
(212). Malcolm Vale expresses a similar sentiment in his work on an earlier period, see The Princely 
Court: Medieval Courts and Culture in North Western Europe, 1270-1380. (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2001), especially page 71. 
31 Adamson, 101 and Thomas Cogswell, “England and the Spanish Match” in Conflict in Early Stuart 
England: Studies in Religion and Politics 1603 – 1642. Richard Cust and Ann Hughes, eds. (London: 
Longman, 1989), 109 and Carl Estabrook “Ritual, Space, and Authority in Seventeenth-Century English 
Cathedral Cities,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 32:4 (Spring 2002), 595. 
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contextualized in terms of religion because they were conceived and executed in those 
terms. 
Royal courts had assumed and exploited the connection between religious ritual 
and royal ceremony since the time of Æthelberht, and from the Middle Ages onward, the 
Chapel Royal had been the most obvious venue for ritual behavior at court. 32 As Starkey 
notes, throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, English royal ritual had 
remained centered in the Chapel Royal and preserved a remarkable degree of continuity 
with the medieval period.33 Moreover, in the daily routines of the king’s household, two 
features of aulic life tended to be the most heavily endowed with ritual gesture: the 
procedures for the prince’s dining and the arrangements for his public worship of God.34 I 
argue that at the court of Charles I, the ceremonies of the Presence Chamber and the 
Chapel Royal were written from the same ritual vocabulary and that they had important 
material congruencies, especially in terms of silver plate. Although ritual behavior and 
material culture were two crucial aspects of early Stuart court culture, they have not often 
been examined together in the growing historiography.35 With this work, which attempts 
to view the political through the lens of ritual behavior and material culture, I am hoping 
to contribute to a new vision of the court. 
                                                
32 See Fiona Kisby’s “ ‘When the King Goeth a Procession’: Chapel Ceremonies and Services, the Ritual 
Year and Religious Reforms at the Early Tudor Court, 1485 – 1547, ” Journal of British Studies, 40:1 
(2001), 44-75; Diarmaid MacCulloch’s Tudor Church Militant: Edward VI and the Protestant 
Reformation. (London: Penguin, 1999), 81-82 and Peter McCullough’s “The Architectural Settings of 
Elizabethan and Jacobean Court Preaching” in his Sermons at Court: Politics and Religion in Elizabethan 
and Jacobean Preaching. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 11 – 42. 
33 David Starkey, “Welcome: The Coronation, A Peculiar History.” The Court Historian 9:1 (July 2004). 
34 Adamson, 27. 
35 The obvious exception here being the work done on Laudianism and the Church of England. See Peter 
Lake’s essay on “The Laudian Style” in The Early Stuart Church: 1603 - 1642. Kenneth Fincham, ed. 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993). Also, Ian Archer’s article “City and Court Connected: The 
Material Dimensions of Royal Ceremonial, ca. 1480 – 1625” Huntington Library Quarterly 71:1 (March 
2008) is a useful treatment of the roles of London merchants in supplying the material goods for royal 
ceremonial in the centuries before the reign of Charles I.  
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My examination of dining builds on certain insights into the role and utility of 
ritual that have been most clearly articulated by the anthropologist Catherine Bell. A 
main thrust of my thesis is that dining rituals worked to enact hierarchical relationships, 
not just to merely represent them. This is supported by Catherine Bell’s argument that 
“ritual activities are themselves the very production and negotiation of power 
relationships.”36 Indeed, in Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice (1992) Bell argues that the 
formation and use of rituals was “first and foremost a strategy for the construction of 
certain types of power relationships, effective within particular social organizations.”37 
Moreover, Victor Turner has argued that rituals are often orchestrations of various media, 
rather than the presentation of a single medium.38 During the king’s dining ceremonies, 
many messages about the relationship between God and king and the sacrality of 
kingship were communicated through various sights, sounds, smells, or even tastes. 
Some scholars have framed the primary purpose of court ritual as the 
manipulation of courtiers by functioning as “highly flexible instrument of power for 
kings” as Norbert Elias has touted. 39 Unwilling to see the king merely as a puppeteer, I 
wish to move away from this school of thought. Edward Muir has argued that early 
modern European princes were keenly aware of the heavily theatrical dimensions of 
governmental/political processes and they used rituals to enact kingship and speak to the 
wider world.40 While “there is no real evidence that the Stuarts ever used culture 
                                                
36 Catherine Bell. Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 196. 
37 Ibid, 197. 
38 Victor Turner, The Anthropology of Performance. (New York: PAJ Publications, 1988), 23. 
39 Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: Vol. 1 The History of Manners (Oxford: Blackwell, 1969), 90. In 
Elias’s important, but flawed, work, the Civilizing Process, he argues that monarchs used etiquette and 
rituals to influence and regulate the behavior and mentalities of their courtiers. 
40 Edward Muir. Ritual in Early Modern Europe. (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 231 
and 246. 
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systematically as public propaganda,”41 evidence from the Caroline court suggests that 
Charles I, like his contemporaries, used ritual activity to aid him in performing his duties 
and expressing his own point of view. Moreover, as we shall see, his dining ceremonies 
are most effectively understood as the performance of paraliturgical rites as well as 
theatrical performances.42 
Clearly, elaborate ceremonial played a major role in the daily life of the court of 
Charles I. During this reign, the court was organized around complex ceremonial “from 
the king’s waking, dining and going abroad, to his retreat at night.”43 In understanding 
the king’s role in these rituals, historians owe a great debt to Albert Loomie, who edited 
the notebooks of John Finet, the king’s Master of Ceremonies. Loomie has pointed to 
evidence that Charles “took pride in being the leading figure in a ceremony and, in fact, 
could … plan, in considerable detail, rituals as well.” 44 Since the king considered royal 
ceremonial to be a key aspect of the decorum and splendor of his monarchy, he was 
sensitive to even the smallest details.45  
Based on his personal preferences, which may have resulted from his displeasure 
with the disorder of his father’s household along with the deep impression made by the 
court of Phillip IV, Charles I created an environment at court that was characterized by 
ritual and protocol almost immediately upon his accession.46 In the first year of this reign, 
the Venetian ambassador noted that “the king observes a rule of great decorum.” The 
                                                
41 Smuts, Origins, 5. 
42 Here, and throughout this dissertation, I use the term “paraliturgical” to describe court ceremonial that, 
while not religious in character, borrowed heavily from the established liturgy of the Church of England 
and, in many cases, from pre-Reformation forms of religious worship. 
43 Kevin Sharpe, “Stuart Monarchy and Political Culture:” in The Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor and 
Stuart Britain, John Morrill, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 247. 
44 Albert Loomie, Ceremonies of Charles I (New York: Fordham University Press, 1987), 5-6. 
45 Ibid, 5. 
46 Throughout this dissertation, and particularly in the first chapter, I suggest that the king’s preoccupation 
with order and ceremony resulted in part from his trip to the court of King Philip IV of Spain. 
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ambassador cites the fact that “the nobles do not enter his apartments in confusion as 
heretofore, but each rank has its appointed place…” as an indicator of the new rule of 
order in place at the English court.47 Again, as Loomie has put it, Charles was “at ease in 
the midst of ceremony, yet highly sensitive to all the minutiae of proper decorum, which 
he insisted, had to be observed.”48  
Despite all of this, “the semiotics of the [Caroline] court have had less attention 
than they deserve,” and “relatively little attention has been paid to the iconography of 
gesture: to understanding the symbolism of formalized actions and to analyzing the 
relation between ceremonial objects and their ritual use.”49 This is partly because earlier 
historians largely dismissed this kind of ceremonial as mere extravagance and were 
reluctant to ascribe any serious socio-political import to it. Moreover, historians had, for 
some time, only focused on the political history of the court from the very limited 
viewpoint of politics as “the exercise of command.”50 In his seminal study of politics and 
culture in Bali, Clifford Geertz explained that “those dimensions of authority not easily 
reducible to a command-and-obedience conception of political life have been left to 
drift.”51 Geertz’s observation of nineteenth century Bali is true for seventeenth century 
England as well. Indeed, the “semiotic aspects” of the court life must been seen through 
the lens of politics so that ceremonies can be viewed as “actuate things.”52  
                                                
47 CSPV, 1625-6, 7-15. 
48 Loomie, 6. 
49 Hibbard, “Theatre of Dynasty,”164 and Adamson, 28. Despite this, there have been some efforts at 
tracing the ritual behavior of the court. See for instance, Antony Milton’s important essay “That Sacred 
Oratory: Religion and the Chapel Royal During the Personal Rule of Charles I” in William Lawes: 1602 -
1645, edited by Andrew Ashbee. (London: Aldershot, 1998).  
50 Richards, 95. 
51 Clifford Geertz, Negara: The Theatre State in 19th Century Bali (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1981) 122. 
52 Geertz, 122 and Richards, 95. 
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 While we are attempting to understand the political significance of court rituals, 
we must also understand the larger political scene at the court and beyond. Although this 
study is not presently organized around a strict periodization, the majority of my sources 
pertain to the rather static years of the king’s Personal Rule (1629 – 1640). During this 
time, the court was self-contained and relatively unencumbered by foreign wars and 
domestic conflicts.The end of war with France and Spain in 1629 and 1630 marked the 
beginning of a period of peace that was shattered by the Bishops’ Wars of 1639 and 
1640. Yet, despite the relative peace of the “Halcyon Days,” this period of Charles’s 
reign was bracketed by rather shaky beginnings in the 1620s and a tragic finale in the 
1640s.  
 To finance wars against France and Spain, the king called the final two 
parliaments of the 1620s, which ultimately ended with the king making a number of 
concessions without receiving the subsidies he desired. These frustrations, along with 
what the king perceived as attacks on his religious policies by MPs, led him to close the 
session. Unable to secure funding for his military campaigns, he chose to broker peace 
agreements with the France and Spain. Once these wars ended, the peace that persisted 
for the next eleven years allowed the king to rule without calling parliament again until 
1640.  
 This tranquility was shattered in 1637 when the king imposed his will on his 
church in Scotland with a new prayer book that pushed the Scottish church inline with 
English practice. This was met with opposition by the Scots, most significantly with the 
formation of the National Covenant in 1638. By 1640 this political crisis escalated into a 
military conflict and the king recalled parliament to help finance his campaign against the 
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Covenanters. The newly formed “Short Parliament” immediately demanded that the king 
answer a long list of grievances that had built up during the preceding eleven years. 
Unwilling to be called onto the carpet, the king dissolved the body only after three weeks. 
Later that year, further troubles in Scotland led the king to call parliament again in 
another effort to raise funds. The convening of this so-called “Long Parliament” marked 
the beginning of the collapse of the royal government and English society, which 
ultimately lead to the execution of the king in 1649. 
My goal here is to explore the court scene that existed before this monumental 
breakdown. Although it was a relatively static period, I aim to reveal that the court and its 
rituals had larger political relevance. Indeed, exploring the role of material culture is key 
to understanding the relative political significance of the court’s ritual behaviors. Indeed, 
an abundance of materials complemented and facilitated the court’s ceremonies. As we 
shall see, the food that enhanced the king’s magnificence and contributed to the splendor 
of his court was first among these materials in terms of its impact on the royal budget. 
The majority of information used here for the court’s food comes from the 
“Establishment Book of 1627/9”. Our knowledge of the benefits of using this type of 
documentary evidence should be largely attributed to the work of G.E. Aylmer. In 
developing a broad image of the household administration of the Stuart court, no work 
has been more substantial than his The King’s Servants: The Civil Service of Charles I, 
1625 – 42 (1961).53 It remains the most comprehensive survey of the servants of the royal 
household and provides a model for using previously overlooked administrative and 
bureaucratic documents, including the Establishment Book, in writing the history of the 
court. The Establishment Book, which was created during the early years of the reign and 
                                                
53 G. E. Aylmer, King’s Servants: The Civil Service of Charles I, 1625 - 42 (London: Routledge, 1961). 
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currently is housed at the National Archives, consists of a number of different records 
concerning the Lord Steward’s Department and its role in the royal household. 54 These 
documents include lists of annuities and pensions of servants and officers of the 
household, documents concerning monies assigned by Parliament for the provision of the 
royal household, as well as a household ordinance, which laid out the rules, and 
regulations of the king’s house. It also includes listings of the king and queen’s diets, the 
boardwages and diets of various officers and servants, and the bouges allowed at the 
king’s expense.55 The fiscal character of this document is indicative of the context out of 
which it was created. Between spring of 1626 and winter of 1627, the Crown sought a 
number of major financial reforms in its efforts to augment “the king’s revenue while 
lessening his charge.” On New Year’s Day 1627 the king approved a new Establishment 
Book as part of those reforms.56  
In addition to the food, there were a number of objects that facilitated and 
enhanced these ceremonies. Scholars have long recognized the importance of Charles I’s 
orientation towards the arts. Accordingly, the king’s massive collection of paintings, 
which was unrivaled in mid seventeenth-century Europe, has long been framed as the 
most important aspect of the king’s artistic and cultural patronage. Yet as Malcolm Smuts 
has demonstrated, the fine arts, and particularly paintings, were of much less monetary 
value compared to other forms of material culture – particularly textiles, plate and, of 
course, food. These aspects of the court’s material culture, comprising all of the king’s 
                                                
54 The Establishment Book of 1627/9 is a set of documents concerning the Lord Steward’s department and 
its provisions for the royal household.  
55 The National Archives, Lord Stewards Department (LS) 13/30. 
56 G.E. Aylmer, “Buckingham as an Administrative Reformer?” English Historical Review 105:415 (1990), 
355. Whether or not the Establishment Book listed as LS 13/30 is actually the book in question is 
debatable. While the document is catalogued as “The Establishment Book of 1627,” which would make it 
the same book to which Aylmer refers, the date 1 October 1629 is actually written on the front cover. If this 
is indeed not the same book, it is clear that one must be related to the other.  
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important physical possessions, had not been the subject of much scrutiny until the 
publication of the groundbreaking book, The Late King’s Goods (1989), edited by Arthur 
MacGregor. Despite the triumphs of this book, the possessions of the king and their role 
within his court require further exploration as we continue to find linkages between the 
king’s material possessions and his “political” actions. Here, I attempt to use invoices, 
receipts, inventories and the like to highlight the importance of silver plate as symbols of 
majesty and magnificence as well as to chart their other multivalent uses in the royal 
household. I have made use of a large and important set of documents housed at the 
Somerset Archive and Record Service in Taunton, Somerset County. These documents 
concern the life and career of Sir Henry Mildmay, Master of the King’s Jewel House. 
Among Mildmay’s personal papers are a great number of “official” documents directly 
related to the king’s silver plate that was in Mildmay’s care during his tenure. 
Despite the availability of these valuable sources, there is a significant dearth of 
primary source material available to give a full and complete account of dining at this 
court. The loss of two types of information is particularly regrettable. Firstly, there is no 
full narrative description of the king’s dining in public by an eyewitness. To redress this 
loss, I have used household ordinances, which were written by the men charged with 
facilitating the ceremony and prescribed behavior of the king’s attendants as well as 
offering some description of the material settings. While this is a useful approach, it is 
not ideal. Indeed, it is analogous to a dramaturge attempting to write about a play using 
only stage directions and the stage manager’s notes because the full script of the play has 
disappeared. The other regrettable loss concerns the king’s silver collection. Due, in large 
part to a massive liquidation (quite literally) of the king’s silver by the Crown and then 
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the Parliament during and after the Civil Wars, there are very few remaining pieces of the 
king’s collection of silver that can be viewed and contextualized. In this case, I have 
attempted to utilize the long paper trail that the silver collection has left behind to 
understand the role of silver in the ritual life of the court and its place in the larger 
material culture of the royal household. 
 Moreover, where manuscript sources have been unavailable or unattainable within 
the confines of finite time and resources allotted for research, I have relied on printed 
resources. My discussions of two major aspects of Caroline court culture have relied 
primarily on printed primary sources that were edited and complied in previous centuries. 
My explorations of the Order of the Garter and Charles’s two coronations are based in 
large part on sources provided by Elias Ashmole and Christopher Wordsworth, 
respectively. In Ashmole’s The Institution, Laws and Ceremonies of the Most Noble 
Order of the Garter (1672) and Wordsworth’s Manner of the Coronation of Charles I 
(1892) both scholars have made choices that affect how we understand either event. 
These choices are sometimes made apparent in introductions and notes, but more often 
than not they remain hidden. For instance, as we shall see, despite Wordsworth’s heroic 
efforts at compiling many of the major documents that help recreate Charles I’s 
coronation in 1626, for reasons unknown, the editor did not include a text of the 
coronation sermon, which was a key aspect of the coronation service. Where I have been 
able, I have attempted to highlight the individual manuscript sources referenced in these 
works and to discern if any other sources on the same subjects exist if they have not been 
included.  
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From the sources that are available, I have attempted to offer snapshots of courtly 
dining divided into four thematic chapters. The first chapter explores the king’s personal 
religious preferences and provides the religious context for the culture of the Caroline 
court. Here, the tone of the king’s piety and his adherence to the ideals of the Beauty of 
Holiness are discussed. Making use of primary source documents, which have fortunately 
not been lost to history and are contained within Christopher Wordsworth’s edited 
volume, The Manner of the Coronation of King Charles the First (1892), I examine 
Charles’s English and Scottish coronations as examples of how the king’s religious 
preferences were manifested in both the rituals of sacral monarchy and the rites of the 
Church of England.  
 The next chapter reconstructs the dining ceremony and places it in the context of 
the ritual life of the court. It also charts the complex system of providing food service for 
the royal household. Here, ordinances are employed to recreate the ritual of the king’s 
dining in state. Account books and lists of bouges, diets and boardwages are used to 
illuminate how food was provided for the court and the ways in which diet at the king’s 
expense functioned as compensation for servants and courtiers. The following chapter 
explores the role of silver for dining and its use at court in general. Inventories, 
household warrants and the papers of Sir Henry Mildmay highlight the ways in which 
silver functioned as a symbol of the king’s munificence, a perquisite for high-ranking 
officers of the royal establishment and as a key instrument of diplomacy.  
 Finally, in the last chapter, I examine the annual Feast of the Order of the Garter, 
held on St. George’s Day at Windsor Castle. The rituals of the Order of the Garter 
provide a “case study” for the confluence of dining and religious ritual at court. Warrants, 
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inventories and Elias Ashmole’s History of the Order of the Garter help to reconstruct 
the rituals of the order as well as the king’s attitudes towards it. This chapter discusses 
the ways in which the antique character of the order and its origins in the fourteenth-
century contributed to the nostalgic tone of the magnificence that the king actively 
pursued in rituals and culture of his court. 
This “antique magnificence” that was produced and sustained by the king and his 
household had been an important part of court culture for generations. Indeed, “since the 
days when Erasmus visited England…the outlook of the English court had been affected 
by the study and imitation of classical civilization.”57 Thus, this dissertation highlights, 
where it is relevant, the importance of classical or antique modes of thought and culture 
and their importance in the political, ceremonial and religious cultures of the court. 
Indeed, one of the main thrusts of my argument is that Charles I was deeply interested in 
antique forms of magnificence and kingship. Dining ceremonies that were written from 
the same ritual vocabulary as older forms of liturgy provide a window into understanding 
his kingship in these terms. Indeed, the congruencies between dining ceremonies and 
religious rituals aided the king in his blending of antique liturgy and the rites of 
monarchy. We now turn to the rituals of religion promulgated by the king in order to 
build context for his dining ceremonies. 
                                                
57 Smuts, Origins, 84. 
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Chapter 1: 
“Visible Signs of Invisible Graces:” 
The Piety and Religious Practice of King Charles I 
 
On the morning of 2 February 1626, the magnificent Gothic façade of 
Westminster Abbey reflected the splendor and gravity of the ceremony that was due to 
take place within the walls of England’s historic coronation church. A stage had been 
erected in the middle of the four large pillars that stood between the choir and the altar. 
On the stage the ancient coronation chair, the throne of St. Edward, was covered with 
cloth of gold and stood empty awaiting the arrival of its royal occupant. Immediately 
behind the stage stood the altar, covered by fine linens and adorned with the regalia. St. 
Edward’s Crown, the coronation robes, the rod, the two scepters, the spurs and the 
ampoule containing the oil for the anointing as well as the paten and chalice all stood on 
the altar waiting to be put to use.1 This glittering tableau, comprising the instruments of 
monarchical rule and divine worship, would soon be animated by the magnificent 
spectacle of the coronation of King Charles I.  
Charles I’s coronation is an appropriate place to begin, not only because it marked 
the start of his reign, but also because it was a public expression of the tone of the 
monarch’s piety and it was a excellent indicator of the king’s priorities as Supreme 
Governor of the Church of England. To fully comprehend the broad impact of ritual 
dining at court we must first place it in context of the king’s piety and religious point of 
view. The crucial ritual moments of Charles’s two coronations illuminate his religious 
convictions and help us to explore the religious complexion of his court based, in part, on 
the bold choices he made in planning these events.  
                                                
1 Christopher Wordsworth, ed. The Manner of the Coronation of King Charles the First. Henry Bradshaw 
Society, Vol 2. (London: Harrison and Sons, 1892), 10 – 14. 
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This chapter seeks to describe the politico-religious milieu in which royal dining 
ceremonies were created and performed. Here, I discuss the king’s personal piety, his 
attraction to the Beauty of Holiness, and the vision of sacral monarchy that shaped his 
kingship. To begin, I seek out the earliest influences on the king’s piety. I then turn to the 
coronation ceremonies to examine the king’s religious preferences and attitudes that were 
manifestly on display during these rituals. Indeed, the coronation always served as the 
first major spectacle of a reign and functioned as the “supreme expression of monarchy 
and the master template for monarchical ritual.”2 For King Charles I, the two most 
significant aspects of his piety – the Beauty of Holiness and the promulgation of sacral 
monarchy – were present in both his English and Scottish coronations.  
While the goal of this chapter is to examine the religious preferences of the king 
as revealed in his coronations, we must first understand how these preferences developed. 
Julian Davies best described the foundation of these preferences and idiosyncrasies when 
he noted, “for the king, there could be no inner piety without its visible manifestation.”3 
Indeed, this “visual manifestation” became a key feature of the court nearly from the start 
of the reign. But what and who formed the theological basis for the particular tone of his 
piety? We can turn to the writings of Sir Philip Warwick to gauge the influences on the 
king’s piety. Warwick, who served as a secretary to the king during the 1640s, identified 
Lancelot Andrewes, William Laud and Richard Hooker as the king’s “three great 
authors.” Indeed, the king recommended the works of all three men to his eldest daughter 
                                                
2 Douglas Shaw, “Scotland’s Place in Britain Coronation Tradition” The Court Historian 9:1(July 2004), 
41. 
3 Julian Davies, The Caroline Captivity of the Church: Charles I and the Remoulding of Anglicanism, 1625 
-1642, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 22.  
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on the eve of his execution.4 Out of these three, Hooker presented the first and perhaps 
most vehement articulation of the style of sacrament-centered piety that was preferred by 
the king.5 As mediated through divines such as John Cosin, Lancelot Andrewes and 
Matthew Wren, Richard Hooker’s late sixteenth-century attempts to reclaim the 
symbolism and ritualism of the Church from “popish superstition,” perhaps laid the 
groundwork for the Beauty of Holiness movement which significantly impacted 
Charles’s personal piety and wider religious views.6 While writing in the time of 
Elizabeth, Hooker discussed the implications and benefits of worship that depended on 
material means for the realization of spiritual ends. Moreover, the theologian saw the 
practices of the Old Testament as foundational for proper Christian worship. Indeed, 
Hooker evoked the Temple at Jerusalem and the Holy of Holies as important historical 
and scriptural precedents for the material beauty of religious worship. He writes: 
Manifest it is, that the verie majestie and holiness of the 
place where God is worshipped, hath in regard of us great 
vertue, force and efficacy, for that it serveth as a sensible 
help to stirre up devotion, and in that respect, no doubt, 
bettered even our holiest and best actions in this kind…O 
worship the Lorde in the bewtie of holiness.7 
 
 Although this idea had existed since the days of the Old Testament (the phrase “beauty 
of holiness” is taken from the twenty-ninth Psalm) and was a key feature of the high 
medieval church, Hooker’s late sixteenth-century articulation of the importance of the 
Beauty of Holiness laid the foundation for what was to become the ritual and liturgical 
                                                
4 Kenneth Fincham and Peter Lake, “The Ecclesiastical Policies of James I and Charles I” in The Early 
Stuart Church: 1603 – 1642, Kenneth Fincham, ed. (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1993), 42.  
5 Nicholas Tyacke, “Anglican Attitudes: Some Recent Writings on English Religious History, from the 
Reformation to the Civil War,” The Journal of British Studies 35:2 (April 1996), 150. 
6 I am leaving William Laud aside for now. His influence has been well documented and well debated. A 
number of excellent pieces have been written on Laud including “The Laudian Style” by Peter Lake and 
“Archbishop Laud” by Nicholas Tyacke, both of which appeared in Fincham’s The Early Stuart Church. 
7 Richard Hooker, The Works of That Learned and Judicious Divine, Mr. Richard Hooker: with an Account 
of His Life and Death, edited by John Keble. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1876), V:XVI. 
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tone of the Caroline church. Charles and his bishops believed that every detail of the 
divine service ought to be directed to the worship of God. If beauty was the result of 
order imposed on chaos, then man’s religious actions were furthered, ordered and made 
understandable through visible and audible signs. Indeed, these things were simply the 
outward reflections of an inward faith.  
 Although he died in 1626, Lancelot Andrewes was a seminal figure in the 
development of the Beauty of Holiness movement. His appointment as dean of the 
Chapel Royal in 1618 not only reflected an increasingly anti-Calvinist tone of James’s 
ecclesiastical policies but it also provided the first real opportunity for the Beauty of 
Holiness to influence the religious complexion of the court.8 While his preaching duties 
were rather restricted as dean, this position did allow him to place the culture and 
decoration of the Chapel in line with his own liturgical and ceremonial preferences. Peter 
McCullough tells us that he had a hand in new orders for “decent order and deportment in 
the chapel, and the altar at Whitehall was probably railed off during his tenure.”9 
Moreover, his position as Dean of the Chapel Royal also placed Andrewes in a key 
position to influence the religious views and practices of Prince Charles. It was Andrewes 
who saw to it that the staunch ceremonialist Matthew Wren served as the prince’s 
chaplain during his 1623 trip to Madrid, thus replacing Henry Burton whose “protestant 
zeal epitomized the anti-Catholic Calvinism that had lingered in Charles’s household 
since the death of Henry, Prince of Wales in 1612.”10 While it is unlikely that Andrewes, 
in his old age and declining health, ever preached before King Charles, he did participate 
in his English coronation, and presumably helped contribute to the tone of that ceremony 
                                                
8 P. E. McCullough, “Andrewes, Lancelot (1555–1626),” ODNB, np. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
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as well. Andrewes was influential not just on the king but also on William Laud, who 
would work closely with the king in the development of a style of churchmanship that 
would eventually come to bear his name.11  
 Matthew Wren, who was a client of Andrewes and a staunch Laudian, also 
wielded great influence on Prince Charles’s religious thinking in the early 1620s. As 
stated earlier, he played a key role in Charles’s trip to Spain and was rewarded for the 
relationship that grew out of his service during that journey with the Deanery of Windsor 
in July of 1628. Wren’s influence lasted well into the 1630s as evidenced by his 
accompanying the king to Scotland in 1633 for the coronation there, his appointment as 
clerk of the closet in that same year and even more so by his appointment as “Register of 
the Order of the Garter” in 1635.12  
 John Cosin, whose highest office was that of Bishop of Durham, also enjoyed a 
close relationship with the king. He had served as a chaplain-in-ordinary to King James 
and, like Wren, was initially selected by Andrewes to accompany Prince Charles to 
Spain.13 While Cosin ultimately did not join the prince’s entourage in Madrid, he 
nonetheless had a key role in developing and facilitating Charles’s religious point of 
view. At the king’s English coronation, Cosin served as the Master of Ceremonies. In 
1627 he wrote the controversial Collection of Private Devotions, which served as a book 
of religious offices for the ladies of the court and quickly attracted Puritan ire.14 This 
work angered staunch Calvinists because it appeared to be, at least from the Puritan point 
                                                
11 For more on the relationship between Andrewes and Laud see Peter McCullough’s “Making Dead Men 
Speak: Laudianism, Print and the Works of Lancelot Andrews.” The Historical Journal, 41:2 (June 1998). 
12 Nicholas W. S. Cranfield, “Wren, Matthew (1585–1667),” ODNB, np. Cranfield explains that the fact 
that Wren received plum appointments even well after the death of his patron, Andrewes, may suggest the 
king’s continuing affection for Wren which began during the trip to Spain.  
13 Anthony Milton, “Cosin, John (1595–1672),” ODNB, np. 
14 Ibid. 
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of view, a Book of Hours, which, like other aspects of the Beauty of Holiness program, 
seemed to be steeped in the “superstition” and “idolatry” of the pre-Reformation Church.   
 Moreover, despite his physical distance from court, Cosin stayed in good favor 
with the king throughout the 1630s. In his capacity as Bishop of Durham, Cosin brought 
the Beauty of Holiness out of the metropolis into the country. Cosin saw that Durham 
Cathedral was magnificently decorated, that singing and musical instruments played a 
role during the liturgy and that the clergy were decked in appropriately splendid 
vestments.15 Eventually, all of his efforts to beautify the materials and rituals of worship 
at Durham Cathedral were rewarded by the king. On his way to his Scottish coronation in 
1633, the king’s visited Durham, wherein Cosin arranged the divine services and the 
king’s reception. Shortly thereafter, Cosin was appointed a chaplain-extraordinary to the 
king and became a chaplain-in-ordinary only three years later.16  
Much of what constituted Charles’s religious point of view may have had its 
origins in the years before his reign began. Certainly, many of the divines that knew him 
as a young man were promoted and supported by him as king, as was the case with Cosin 
and Wren. To my mind, their involvement with the visit to Spain and their closeness to 
Charles during that time in his life were reasons for the king’s favor. Indeed, as I argue 
below, the court of King Philip IV of Spain, observed by Charles during his trip to 
Madrid in 1623, held a lifelong influence on this English king.17 Many of the new forms 
of court life and culture that he witnessed in Spain became part and parcel of his own 
court culture only a few years later. Resplendent rituals and nearly stifling ceremonial 
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characterized the royal court at Madrid in the early seventeenth-century. The dignity of 
the king was the primary focus of deeply solemn ritual behavior there. While a close 
comparison of the two courts has yet to be written, it is clear that by the time of his 
Personal Rule (1629 – 1640), Charles had transformed his court into something that 
resembled the court that hosted him in 1623. The transformation was notable even in the 
first year of his reign.  
In addition to ceremonial and royal dignity, his preoccupation with privacy and 
his avoidance of crowds of his subjects may have been another attribute that Charles 
learned in Spain. Indeed, the key to their dignity was the Spanish Hapsburgs’ physical 
and symbolic distance from their subjects. Early in Charles’s visit, the royal family 
paraded around the Prado in each of their respective carriages. Although the king and his 
sister, the Infanta, would stop to speak to one another they always remained in their own 
carriages. Prince Charles witnessed this whole episode and later in his reign, “when 
Charles became famous for his refusal to play to the gallery, coaches would become a 
means of concealing himself.”18  
 During this visit Prince Charles was accorded the same dignities that would befit 
a visiting sovereign. Some of the greatest nobles in Spain were selected to attend the 
prince. The Count of Monterrey was named as his great Chamberlain assisted by two 
other counts, including the royal favorite Gondomar. Sixteen of the king’s own privy 
gentlemen were made available to Charles, along with many lesser officials. As a sign of 
princely affection the king allowed Charles to select eight of his own gentlemen of the 
bedchamber and personal servants. As was the Spanish custom, the primary duty of this 
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small army of courtiers was to “interpose themselves between the prince and the mortal 
world.”19 
Ultimately, the trip was a learning experience for Charles. While as Prince of 
Wales, he may have had some early ideas as to how a royal court should be run, it is clear 
that his experience in Spain was in some respects a didactic one. For instance, in 
preparation for their first meeting, the prince suggested that he come to the royal palace 
to meet the king. However, Philip VI declined this proposal, explaining that Charles did 
not come to Spain with a sufficiently grand entourage for a meeting in the state 
apartments to be appropriate. The meeting ultimately took place outdoors at the Prado.  
While learning lessons in protocol, privacy and royal dignity, Prince Charles was 
also learning the effectiveness of the sacralization of the king through the conflation of 
religious and royal ritual. As Glyn Redworth explains, the religiosity of Spanish political 
life showed through in the way members of the royal family lived a quasi-liturgical 
existence.20 The king and his family were treated with a sense of reverence that bordered 
on worship. At mass, the king would be hidden from view behind a curtain. Thus, he 
would become an object of veneration almost as if he were himself a precious relic or the 
Reserved Sacrament. Ultimately, “his regal presence was always felt but rarely 
revealed.”21 The Infanta also was treated and behaved like an object of veneration. When 
the Earl of Carlisle visited the Prince in Spain, he reported that the Infanta was so rigid, 
grave and silent during his audience with her that she seemed “as immovable as the 
image of the Virgin Mary, when suppliants bow to her on festival days.”22 Given the tone 
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of ceremonial at the Spanish court, this may have indeed been precisely the desired 
effect.  
When the prince and his entourage returned from Spain after six months, Matthew 
Wren, who served as Charles’s chaplain there, met with Bishops Andrewes and Neille to 
discuss his opinion on the Prince of Wales’ stance on religion and the Church. Wren 
explained that while the Prince was not as learned as his father, he was confident that in 
terms of “upholding the doctrine and discipline and the right estate of the church” Charles 
would outperform James.23  
The questioning of the future king’s stance on religion and the English Church 
was prompted perhaps not only by the bishops’ desire to know Charles’s mind and to see 
how closely it aligned with their own, but also perhaps by popular fears of the prince 
being too greatly influenced by that Catholic court. Indeed, given the future king’s 
relatively staunch Calvinist upbringing by his tutors and chaplains, it would appear that 
Charles developed sympathy towards the ceremonialist position after his visit to Spain, 
when he came into direct contact with the most resplendent rituals and materials of 
Catholic worship outside of Rome. A consequence of the visit was the troublesome and 
popular notion that Charles not only found inspiration in Spanish art, culture and 
ceremonial but that he may have been swayed spiritually as well. The question of how 
deep the influence of the Spanish court and its religion ran was one that plagued Charles 
almost immediately after his return from Madrid and resurfaced often when any doubt 
about his Protestantism was raised.24 Thomas Cogswell’s essay on “England and the 
Spanish Match” explicates the popular (and largely negative) reactions to the proposed 
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Spanish alliance as well as the influence of Spain on Charles. These reactions, including 
one that said the proposed Anglo-Spanish marriage would be neither “safe for the king’s 
person nor good for the Church and Commonwealth,” represented the strong anti-Spanish 
and even stronger anti-Catholic fears.25 Ultimately, Cogswell argues that the controversy 
over the Spanish match, which played out mostly via newsletters and pamphlets, 
introduced a generation of Englishmen to a “potentially dangerous brand of popular 
politics.”26  
 These fears, though never proven, were not entirely unwarranted. It was well 
known that the Spanish held Prince Charles’s conversion to Catholicism as a major 
condition of the marriage treaty and King Philip, seeing Charles’s surprise arrival as a 
sign of his willingness to convert, certainly made a number of special arrangements to 
help this process along.27 While the religious ceremonies of the Spanish court were 
already by far the most solemn and resplendent of any European royal court, the presence 
of Prince Charles and King Philip’s desire for his eventual conversion prompted even 
greater solemnities. For instance, at the procession for Corpus Christi Day all religious 
orders, including those which did not typically participate, were ordered to take part 
along with the three military orders that were formed centuries earlier to wage holy war 
against the Moors – all for the prince’s benefit.28 Using the festival of Corpus Christi as 
the grandest and most powerful conversion tactic was clever and appropriate on many 
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levels. Indeed, the festival has its origins in the thirteenth-century when Pope Urban IV 
issued a papal bull to establish a feast day aimed at countering the then popular heretical 
denials of the Real Presence in the Host. The presence of the Protestant Prince of Wales 
at the festivities in 1623 lead Philip IV to put on the most lavish Corpus Christi 
celebrations in the history of Madrid.29 David Cano sees religious celebrations such as 
this as the key component of the campaign to convert the prince. He argues that these 
festivals were organized with conversion as the ultimate goal. It was intended that at 
these celebrations, the King of Spain, “His Catholic Majesty,” as the Pope had allowed 
him to be styled, would beguile the Prince of Wales with the splendors of Catholicism 
and the demonstrations of the “true faith” of his people.30  
All of these religious ceremonies required the prince’s quiet observation, despite 
any offense that he may have taken. Moreover, perhaps most significantly, in April the 
prince attended a formal religious debate with Catholic divines organized, but not 
observed, by the Spanish king. The debate, which ultimately centered on the nature of 
papal supremacy, featured Prince Charles on one side and Phillip’s personal confessor 
supported by three Capuchin fathers on the other. While this encounter seems to have 
annoyed Charles, other overtly pro-Catholic aspects of his visit seem to have been taken 
in stride. Perhaps it is no surprise that for a man who would later come to be defined by 
his reliance on ritual and ceremony at the expense of verbosity, the prince seems to have 
tolerated the visual displays of the grandeur and magnificence of Catholicism much better 
than a debate about the finer points of theology. Indeed, while witnessing the splendors of 
the Catholic Church, which were inexorably linked to the magnificence of the Spanish 
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court, he “displayed every indulgence towards his host’s religion” observing ceremonies 
and processions with appropriate gravity.31 
Yet despite his complacency in witnessing masses and processions and debating 
the merits of Catholicism versus Protestantism, Charles was still seen by Wren as being 
willing and able to hold up the doctrine, discipline and rightful estate of the Church of 
England.32 However, it does seem plausible that the material and visual wonders he 
witnessed in Madrid, along with his desire for the English court to rank with Spain in 
terms of splendor, may have colored his own style of worship and his vision for the 
church of which he would soon become Supreme Governor.  
Certainly, for Charles the doctrine, discipline and the rightful estate (or dignity) of 
the church were intrinsically connected. Believing that external manifestations expressed 
and shaped sensibilities and beliefs, he was committed to the maintenance of the 
materials and ceremonies of the church. These visual and tactile aspects of Christian 
worship, more than fine theological distinctions, were the foundations of his piety. 
Although he was interested in questions of church government, the king showed little 
concern for doctrine. He once remarked that each individual would be saved according to 
his own beliefs, “so as he be an honest pious man,” and was reported to have believed 
that “so long as a man believed in Christ, he could save his own soul whatever religion he 
was born, baptized and bred.”33 Moreover, it is clear that Charles’s piety was founded on 
devotions. Indeed, he “attended assiduously to his devotions” and his bedchamber 
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contained devotional paintings.34 For instance, we know that at least three paintings of 
the ten found in Charles’s bedchamber were devotional in nature. Francis Haskell 
identifies these works as a painting of the Holy Family by Parmigianino, a Virgin, Child 
and St. John the Baptist by Raphael and a Mary Magdalene perhaps by Correggio.35 
Moreover, the king regularly attended confession and consistently followed prescribed 
prayers and practices. Ultimately, for Charles, piety meant the practice of worship in 
accordance with the “established liturgy” of the Church of England.  
While there have been many theories of Charles’s theology, a number of 
important questions remain. Was Charles’s spirituality more aesthetic and political than 
theological? Was it his obsession with order and formality that made Laudianism an 
obvious choice? Indeed, we have seen examples of royal faith being displayed for 
political ends. Simon Thurley has suggested that Henry VIII’s attendance at public 
services in his Chapels Royal ‘had very little to do with his faith,”36 but was this also the 
case for Charles? As Anthony Milton has reminded us, the king was emphatically and 
publicly on display throughout the performance of divine service in the Chapel Royal.37 
So, was it only the show that mattered and not the substance of the liturgy? Ultimately, it 
was the substance of the liturgy that mattered most, which accounts for attention that the 
king paid to the minutiae of these ceremonies.   
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While the king’s presence and comportment in the Chapel Royal can be revealing 
for the tone of his piety, nowhere was the monarch’s participation in divine service more 
meaningful than in the rites of his coronation in which he was the central character. Thus, 
studying coronations can augment and refine our understanding of English constitutional, 
political and social histories. More specifically, coronations both expressed the historic 
principles that were considered central to monarchy and gave expression to 
contemporaneous aspirations and concerns.38 The coronation announced the religious and 
dynastic sources of the sovereign’s authority, the cultural and political pretentions of the 
monarchy, and the ideological program of the new regime.39 Steeped in the liturgy of the 
medieval Church, the English coronation was the major event in a suite of ceremonies 
that early modern monarchs inherited from their medieval predecessors and relied upon 
for broadcasting their legitimacy and sacrality.  
The historiography of this ceremony is nearly two centuries old. 40 The earliest 
modern historians of the coronation were the nineteenth-century antiquarians whose 
romantic notions propelled them towards histories that were lovely in their prose but 
entirely lacking in analysis. Works such as Arthur Taylor’s The Glory of the Regality: An 
Historical Treatise of the Anointing and Crowning of the Kings and Queens of England 
(1820) and T.C. Banks’ An Historical Account of the Ancient and Modern Forms, 
Pageantry and Ceremony of the Coronations of the Kings of England (1820) exemplify 
this school. The next generations of studies of the coronation can be characterized by 
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debates between works that focused on the continuity between coronation ceremonies 
and those that focused on change over time. The works that highlighted continuity were, 
in large part, produced by a community of Anglo-Catholic scholars such as L.W.G. Legg, 
Herbert Schramm and Christopher Wordsworth. As David Sturdy has pointed out, the 
religiosity of these historians and the culture in which they were writing may have 
bearing on the historiography. 41  
 A more recent aspect of this historiography that has developed over the last two 
decades has been focused on the effects of the Reformation on the coronation. For some 
historians, the reformed sacramental doctrine of the late Tudors and early Stuarts was 
simply incompatible with the notion of sacred monarchy. 42 In his essay on the coronation 
of Elizabeth I, Richard McCoy posits that the stability of the coronation rites and their 
sacramental force were inevitably shaken by the Reformation.43 However, as John 
Adamson and other historians have argued, despite the Reformation, this period saw the 
sacralization of the monarch reach its zenith.44 Moreover, as Helen Hackett argues “the 
Reformation had, if anything, served to enhance the sacred authority of secular rulers by 
attributing to them the power to protect the true Church.”45 Based on the emergence of 
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this new debate, the historiography of the English coronation in the twenty-first century 
constitutes a new avenue in the pursuit of understanding the long process of the English 
Reformation and it provides new opportunities for historians to trace the effects of the 
Reformation down to the reign of Charles I.  
The post-Reformation coronation that has received the most attention is certainly 
that of Elizabeth I.46 This is due, in large part, to the fact that it encapsulated so perfectly 
the political and religious tone of her reign, particularly in its early years. The coronation 
anticipated the inconsistencies of her early religious settlement, “which was less often a 
Via Media than an erratic ‘mingle-mangle’.”47 Indeed, Elizabeth’s intentions were hardly 
clear and her subjects’ conflicting consciences were in many cases more alarmed than 
reassured by the service’s ambiguities.48 
In planning her coronation, Elizabeth contravened all of Queen Mary I’s work to 
re-catholicize the ceremony. For instance, she diminished the number of clergy attending 
her by excluding the staunchly Catholic primates such as Heath and Bonner from the 
service. And most dramatically, the Host was not elevated above the head of the priest 
during the mass.49 Moreover, the coronation sermon delivered by Cranmer featured a 
thoroughly Protestant view of the liturgy and kingship: 
The solemn rites of coronation have their ends and utility, 
yet neither direct force or necessity: they be good 
admonitions to put kings in mind of their duty to God, but 
no increasement of their dignity: for they be God’s 
anointed, not in respect of the oil, which the bishop useth, 
but in consideration of their power, which is ordained of 
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the sword, which is authorize of their persons, which are 
elected by God, and endued with gifts of His spirit, for the 
better ruling and guiding of his people.50  
 
Ultimately, the coronation of Elizabeth I, in its attempts at moderation and compromise, 
presents a foil for the coronation of Charles I, which, as in most aspects of this king’s 
reign, was firmly rooted in his own idiosyncrasies with little regard for more oppositional 
or divergent viewpoints. Certainly, many of the specific choices made by Elizabeth were 
generally abandoned some sixty-six years later when Charles I ascended the throne of 
England. In 1625, the new king appointed a committee to review the coronation.51 On 
that committee sat both bishops and peers, including Laud, then Bishop of St. David’s, 
who had a key role in the planning of the ceremony. Yet, not content to allow the 
committee to take control of how the coronation would take shape, it is clear that the king 
himself took a keen personal interest in planning the event.52  
As we shall see, the king’s approach to the coronation was directly in line with his 
religious sentiments, which were rooted in both the material and the ritual. For instance, 
at the coronation rehearsal Charles noticed that one of the wings of a dove atop one of the 
scepters of St. Edward was missing. He sent for the royal goldsmith and demanded its 
immediate repair. Thomas Fuller reports that the king fell into a fury when he was told 
that it could not be repaired in time. However, the scepter was taken away and an entirely 
new dove was instead manufactured.53 As we can see, the importance of materials and 
their magnificence was a crucial aspect of the king’s character, piety and kingship.  
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 As in many aspects of his kingship, the coronation presents the first major sign of 
Charles’s desire to move away from his father’s style. Indeed, the coronation service that 
had been developed by James I “had been drawn in haste and wanted many things which 
might have been considered in a time of leisure.”54 It was perhaps these circumstances 
that prompted Charles to set up a commission to revise the order. The king was not 
content to leave all of the details to the committee, however, and he often consulted with 
Laud and made personal changes indicated by his annotations on the manuscript itself. It 
is clear that the king himself was involved in the planning of the ceremony as indicated 
by Laud’s own words on the subject and the fact that king carried the coronation order 
with him during the service. 55 
While the coronation provides an interesting vehicle to examine aspects of 
Charles’ kingship and piety, it is difficult to recreate the ritual with any exactitude. As 
David Sturdy has noted, the surviving evidence for coronations is often too fragmentary 
or self-contradictory to sustain dogmatic interpretations.56 We do know, thanks to the 
efforts of Christopher Wordsworth and the Henry Bradshaw Society, how the ceremony 
was meant to play out. In 1892, Wordsworth complied and edited most of the key sources 
pertaining to the 1626 coronation in a volume called The Manner of the Coronation of 
King Charles I.57 While this source is valuable, it is not complete. For instance, this 
volume contains relatively little information about the coronation sermon. Although it is 
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mentioned, its full text is not included in the sources complied by Wordsworth. This is 
perhaps because, as Peter McCullough has noted, only the conclusion of the sermon has 
survived in manuscript Latin translation.58 However, we do know that Charles selected 
Richard Senhouse, Bishop of Carlisle, who had served as one of Charles’s Chaplain’s 
from 1616 onwards, to deliver the sermon.59 What little contemporary commentary there 
is notes that while Senhouse was “an eloquent man…and one who could express very 
well a passion…he had chosen such a text as was more proper for a funeral than a 
coronation.”60 The text was a verse from the second chapter of the Book of Revelations, 
which ends with the phrase “I will give thee a Crown of Life.” According to Peter 
Heylyn, this line and the tone of the sermon “was rather thought to put the new king in 
mind to his death than his duty in government.”61  
 Despite its limitations, this volume provides ample detail into how Charles had 
envisioned his coronation. Indeed, Charles’s plans for the coronation were consistent 
with the king’s powerful attraction to a style of religious worship that called to mind the 
pre-Reformation church because of its focus on rituals and materials and its movement 
away from the primacy of Scripture.62 The Beauty of Holiness, which existed as a 
coherent and distinctive vision of the Church, recognized the divine presence in the world 
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and outlined the appropriate ritual response to that presence.63 Peter Lake has explained 
that these ritual and material responses became the guiding force behind the “policies and 
priorities of the Personal Rule produced by clerical spokesmen and supporters of the 
regime.”64 With this style of worship the king was attempting to redraw the line between 
the sacred and the profane and to use beauty as a means to a spiritual end.65  
 Before discussing the king’s two coronations in depth, we must first understand 
the essential problem of how we understand the role of the king’s personal choices in a 
ceremony that had existed since the tenth century. Indeed, we must ask ourselves how 
much leeway could he have had in a ceremony that was first used at least six centuries 
before him? The key to understanding this conundrum actually provides the key to 
understanding ritual at the court of King Charles I in general. This king, by looking 
backward to historical precedents of the medieval kings was not seeking to be innovative 
but instead was simply reinstating older ritual forms that had either fallen out of use, or 
out of fashion. While his interest in the Order of the Garter, to which I devote a later 
chapter, was a excellent example of Charles’ interest in antiquity, the choices he made in 
both of his coronation ceremonies also reveal his point of view, which I argue, was firmly 
rooted in antiquity. As sovereign, Charles had the right and privilege to design his 
coronation based on older existing precedents. The existence of the king’s annotated copy 
of the coronation order and his commissioning of a committee to revise the coronation 
make it clear that some changes where well within the purview of the king. However, like 
all aspects of legal, religious and royal life in this period there needed to be some 
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precedent that would legitimate any proposed major change. Indeed, the lack of precedent 
for Laud’s alleged changes to the coronation oath was highlighted as one of his many 
major offenses during his impeachment trials of the 1640s. 
Indeed, there were specific changes to the service that relied on older precedents – 
chief among them being changes to the anointing. It is worth noting that Charles 
reinstated the anointing of the monarch’s hands, breasts, between the shoulders, elbows 
and head with Sign of the Cross, which had been abandoned at James’ coronation.66 
Clearly, the Beauty of Holiness, which reached back far beyond the violent iconoclasm of 
the Edwardian period to the grandest and most glittering expressions of Christian worship 
in the high medieval period, seems to have had an obvious appeal for Charles. In England 
and in Scotland, both coronation ceremonies were designed and decorated in accordance 
to the primary tenets of the Beauty of Holiness.67 
Moreover, the staging and use of the altar was a marker of the king’s vision of his 
church and his style of worship. The preparations for the coronation called for “a stage 
set up, square, close to the four high pillars, between the Quire and the Altar, railed 
about. The Stage is to be spread with Tapestry and the Railes of it to be richly covered.”68 
The altar, which was draped in fine linens, surrounded by Turkish rugs and cushions for 
the king to kneel on and adorned with a crucifix and the regalia, was behind the stage and 
became the focal point of the king’s and bishops’ actions.69  
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Indeed, as a liturgy, the coronation service centered on the altar more than it 
centered around the coronation chair.70 “Doing reverence” at the altar was the first act 
performed by the king after entering Westminster Abbey and crossing through the church 
and choir.71 The king placed his offerings, the first of which was a pound of gold, upon 
the altar. Then he made another trip up to the altar to kiss the Gospel. Later in the service, 
he would receive the sword of state, the spurs and the scepter from the Archbishop in 
front of the altar.72 Before being invested in Saint Edward’s Robes, the king laid himself 
prostrate before the altar.73 The king also took his oath before the altar. The coronation 
order reads: “Then the king rising out of his Chare is led to the altar where laying his 
hand on the Bible he taketh his oath in sight of all the people…”74 The king was also 
anointed in front of the altar.75 Although the crowning happened down stage at the 
coronation chair, before this moment, the crown was placed on the altar and blessed by 
the bishop.76  
The final part of the service, the communion, also happened at the altar. The king 
kneeled before the altar during the consecration of the sacrament, and he received 
communion at the steps of the altar.77 The altar also featured prominently even after the 
ceremony had ended. The coronation order tells us that, “the ceremonies of the 
coronation being ended the regalia were offered at the altar by Bishop Laud in the king’s 
name and then reposited.”78  
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As evidenced by its key role in the coronation, the place of the altar within this 
king’s vision of religious practice and worship is clear. The altar-centric focus of the 
coronation, indeed the very use of the term “altar” in the coronation orders indicate a 
particular vision of the church that found its physical and visual manifestations even at 
the start of the reign. Clearly, this focus foretells of the altar controversy, which would 
cause heated debates in the 1630s and 40s. In a time when many Englishmen preferred a 
simple “communion table” for the service of the Lord’s Supper, Charles regarded the 
altar as a “throne of presence to which as much respect was due as to his own chair of 
state.” Moreover, for the king’s bishops it was the primary focus of worship and the 
“greatest residence of God upon earth.”79 For Laudians, the altar was the physical 
manifestation of their belief in the sacrament of the Eucharist and their attention to the 
altar represented one of the foremost tenets of the Beauty of Holiness, to move away 
from services focused on scripture and towards liturgy focused on worship and the 
sacraments. This focus on the altar became increasingly problematic and sparked 
controversy as churches in England began to see “communion tables” which were 
typically oriented east-west being replaced with altars which were fixed at the east end of 
the church and oriented north-south.80 
As the center of ritual activity, the altar was adorned befitting the solemnity of the 
occasion as well as the ever-present majesty of God. Like the altar, other aspects of the 
court’s material culture were also revamped according to the Beauty of Holiness. 
Physical spaces and the objects that filled them were of key importance and great care 
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was taken by the king to use them to enhance the Glory of God and to magnify his own 
relationship to the Divine. The Chapels Royal were the religious spaces that saw the most 
important changes based on the king’s devotion to the Beauty of Holiness. The provision 
of exquisite plate, about which I go into some detail in another chapter, in addition to fine 
textiles, was the most important attempt by the king to beautify his chapels according to 
his own sentiments. Charles spent considerable sums beautifying the Chapels Royal – 
particularly the one at Whitehall – in order to meet his standards. Small, but costly 
improvements were made often. For instance, the architectural historian Simon Thurley 
notes that in 1634-5 the king ordered that the lead cames of his chapel closet at Whitehall 
should be gilded and that the stained glass in the Tudor east window should be taken out 
and replaced with a new scheme of decorative glass. Moreover, new choir organs were 
introduced into the chapel at Whitehall and at each of the other principal royal 
residences.81  
Throughout his reign various warrants were issued by the Exchequer for the 
renovation of the Chapels Royal at Whitehall, Hampton Court and Greenwich.82 There 
are also a number of warrants issued by the Lord Chamberlain's department for the 
decoration of the chapels and the royal closets, which included silver altar services and 
vestments for the deans and chaplains.83 The royal closet, which was the small raised 
chamber used for the king’s private hearing of the divine service, was particularly 
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magnificently outfitted.84 Requests for textiles and fine linens for the chapel dominate 
many chapel and closet warrants. Turkish rugs, Holland cloth and taffeta are all requested 
repeatedly for vestments and to cover the altar. Closet warrants called for cushions and 
communion towels as well as Prayer Books and Bibles.85 Over the course of the 1630s 
hundreds of yards of fabric were requested for the King’s Chapels and his Royal 
Closets.86 In authorizing the beautification and luxurious decoration of his chapels, and 
the royal closets within them, these warrants demonstrate the king's devotion to “the 
Beauty of Holiness” and confirm his commitment to his nostalgic forms of worship. 
These improvements represented Charles’ fascination with older forms of sacred 
monarchy and with the important ritual and aesthetic aspects of the pre-Reformation (i.e. 
pre-Edwardian) Church. 
Moreover, the king’s religious program saw all churches, including the two 
coronation abbeys, as places where the “Lord God most holy most doth inhabit” and as 
God’s “proper mansion or dwelling house.”87 From this line of thinking, it followed that 
God’s presence in the church suffused the entire structure and all the objects used in His 
worship with an aura of holiness. This prompted refurbishment and beautification of the 
actual fabric of the church, and also the refinement of the ritual practice and “liturgical 
exactitude” of those attending the church, both clergy and laity. While physical objects 
used in that worship could lay no claim to “inherent sanctity” such objects were to be 
esteemed “holy in relation to the holy use whereto it is assigned. And in this sense times, 
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places, oil, bread and utensils…when they be applied to divine worship are holy.”88 The 
church, in this sense and according the sentiments of the king, was not simply a 
preaching place or a meeting space for a congregation but truly the dwelling place of the 
Lord and both coronation churches were outfitted accordingly. 
Aside from the material aspects, the king’s obsession with decorum and order was 
also emphatically reflected in the coronation. To maintain proper order during the 
service, the Earl Marshall issued an order that no one except those he called for should be 
on the main platform, that all peers must appear wearing their proper coronation robes 
and that the attire of the ladies of the court was to be of “one manner.”89 Laud 
commented on the order and decorum of the festivities thusly: 
In so great a ceremony and amidst an incredible concourse 
of people, nothing was lost or broke or disordered…and I 
heard some of the nobility saying to the king in their return 
that they never had seen any solemnity although much less 
performed with so little noise and so great Order.90  
As in every aspect of his court culture, the rigid and decorous behavior of Charles’ court 
was greatly enhanced for observers by comparisons to that of the previous reign. For 
instance, during the swearing of homage portion of the coronation of James I, Lord 
Pembroke (one of James’s early favorites) kissed James instead of the crown “and the 
king laughing gave him a slap.” 91 No such indecorum appeared at Charles’ coronation, at 
the homage, the Duke of Buckingham held the text, which each peer read, before making 
three obeisances to the throne.92 
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The coronation was a liturgical spectacle and the most significant spiritual 
moment of the liturgy was the anointing with consecrated oil. It was an ancient rite, 
which had its roots in pre-Christian religious ritual. Indeed, as Jinty Nelson points out, we 
see many examples of anointing for various purposes in the Old Testament: to consecrate 
altars for instance, or priests – and eventually kings.93 The oil, which the papal bull first 
granting its use in the British Isles referred to as the “dew of spiritual grace” was deemed 
to confer a sacral quality on the king, as God’s representative on earth by infusing the 
monarch with God’s grace.94 Upon his anointing, king took up his mantel as the 
representative of God to his people and as the representative of his people to God.  
The king used a complex and costly balm for his anointing. This balm, for which 
the king paid £200, went beyond traditional chrism in its complexity. 95 To create the oil 
the royal apothecaries prepared a compound of orange and jasmine, distilled roses, 
distilled cinnamon, oil of ben, extracts of flowers, bensoint, ambergris, musk and civet 96 
and before it was used in the ceremony, Laud consecrated it in his private chapel.97 In 
addition to the composition and consecration of the oil, it was also used in a manner that 
recalled the anointing of priests. In excess of what the Liber Regalis prescribed, Charles 
commanded that the oil be applied in the form of a cross not only on the head but also on 
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his chest, shoulders and hands.98 Ultimately, the anointing would have deep meaning for 
the king and it would provide the basis for the logic of his kingship, which emphasized 
his sacrality through the use of paraliturgical rituals.  
While unction would have indeed transferred God’s grace to the anointed through 
the touching of the king’s body with the consecrated oil in the Catholic context, in the 
context of the early Stuart Church of England perhaps the anointing was a symbolic, 
visual reminder of the divine Grace that was innate in the sovereign. This falls in line 
with the Protestant focus on representation, wherein communion wafers were meant to 
call to mind Christ’s sacrifice but were not considered to actually become Christ’s body 
during the consecration. Moreover, this also helps to explain the significance of the 
anointing in the English context. Since the rise of primogeniture as the system of 
inheritance, kingship was understood to have been conferred immediately upon the death 
of the incumbent. Which is why, as Chart 1 indicates, the Liber Regalis listed the 
acclamation as the first act of the coronation ceremony:99  
Chart 1: Order of the Coronation Service 
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Indeed, the king already was king before he was crowned and anointed. Yet, there is no 
doubt that the inclusion of anointing in the ceremony and the enhancement of its potency 
through newly consecrated materials and enhanced gestures, lent a pronounced sacrality 
to the coronation. 
Nor is there a doubt as to the king’s own belief in his own sacred status. Indeed, 
the king patronized a number of writers who advocated his sacrality. In 1627, Robert 
Sybthorpe, a divine whose ceremonialist views put in him good standing with Laud and 
the king, maintained that based on the authority accorded to him through his relationship 
with God, the King “doeth whatsoever pleaseth him, where the word of the king is, there 
is power.”100 In the same year, Matthew Wren hinted at the monarch’s innate or natural 
divinity by stressing “the Image of God which is upon kings…the lively image of His 
Divine Power.”101 In a similar vein, Roger Maynwaring argued that royal power “is not 
meerly humane but Superhumane and indeed no less then a power Divine.”102 Clearly, 
the anointing provided the basis upon which the king and his supporters relied. 
If the anointing was thought to imbue the king with divine power, then the 
ceremony for the touching of the “king’s evil” saw those powers at work. Although there 
was a sharp decline in magical thinking over the course of the early modern period, there 
was still a wide-ranging and powerful belief in curing of scrofula or “the king’s evil” by 
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the laying on of the king’s hands. Indeed, the tenacity of the popular belief in the 
miraculous healing powers of the king was remarkable and Charles I administered the 
royal touch with some frequency, although it was often interrupted by seasons of plague. 
The appointed days were announced in advance by royal proclamation. Although we 
have no accurate figures for this reign, the impression is that there was great enthusiasm 
for the ceremony. Certainly, over the course of the reign, there were a number of 
proclamations that sought to regulate the great numbers of people who came to court for 
the touching ceremony.103  
The ceremony followed liturgical forms adapted by Elizabeth and James and it 
soon became an integral part of the regular religious life of the court. According to Marc 
Bloch, whose work remains the authority on the rituals of the king’s evil, its liturgicality 
was solidified when the service of “healing” was introduced into the Book of Common 
Prayer in 1633. Over all, during the reign of King Charles, this popular miracle had 
become a very real institution of a “well-ordered monarchical State.”104 As Bloch notes, 
“belief in the royal miracle was part of that body of half-religious and half-political 
doctrines to which the partisans of the royal prerogative and of the Established Church 
remained attached.”105 
Moreover, there is no reason to believe that the faith and zeal of the sick was in 
any way diminished over time by the events of the 1640s. Indeed, the belief in the 
miraculous power of the king intensified after his execution. After his beheading, “special 
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powers of healing were attributed to his relics, especially the handkerchiefs dipped in his 
blood – the same power that had resided in his hands when he was alive.106  
In addition to the anointing and the touching for the king’s evil, the swearing of 
the coronation oath also presented a key moment for the demonstration of the king’s 
closeness to the divine and the sacred status of his office. During the oath, the king 
promised faithfully to serve Almighty God and to maintain the Gospel of Jesus Christ 
against all atheism, profaneness, heresy, schism or superstition whatsoever. He also 
promised to rule his subjects according to the laws, constitutions, and customs of his 
kingdom, causing justice and equality to be ministered without partiality and to endeavor 
the peace of the church of Christ and all Christians. Finally he swore to maintain the 
clergy with all the churches committed to their charge, in their old rights and privileges, 
according to the law and justice.107  
This oath outlined the king’s duties to his subjects and to the church and 
highlighted, like the anointing, the close and special relationship between Christ and 
king. Indeed, who but God’s deputy on earth could seek to defend God’s church against 
corruption? Yet, despite this promise to defend against corruption, the king’s style of 
worship, as demonstrated in his coronations was deeply troubling to English Calvinists as 
well as Scottish Presbyterians. Due to their very nature, the coronations served as models 
for the real and significant changes the king and Laud foresaw as the future of the Church 
in each of the Stuart kingdoms. Indeed, four years before Charles would alienate his 
Scottish subjects with the imposition of the Anglicized Prayer Book, he would offer a 
vivid preview of his plans for his church in Scotland. 
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The Scottish coronation, like the English coronation of seven years prior, clearly 
revealed the king’s point of view when it came to religious worship and the function of 
the Church. Indeed, what the king was practicing in 1626, he had perfected by 1633. 
Furthermore, as Maurice Lee has argued, after the coronation, it became clear to the 
Scots that a chief purpose of the king’s visit was to assimilate the Church of Scotland to 
the Church of England.108 Ultimately, Charles “believed in the polity and ritual of the 
Church of England” and was determined to extend it to Scotland.109  
There were many clues as to his intentions for his Church in Scotland throughout 
his coronation, which was the occasion for his first visit to Scotland as king. The first 
clue lay in materials of worship used in Holyrood Abbey. As at Westminster Abbey 
during his English Coronation, the communion table at Holyrood was transformed into an 
altar in both its placement and its decoration.110 Behind the altar hung a “rich tapestry 
wherein the crucifix was curiously wrought.” In his description of this event, James 
Balfour recorded that whenever a bishop passed by the embroidered crucifix “they were 
seen to bow their knee, and beck, which […] bred great fear of bringing in popery.”111 
Moreover, during the coronation, all of the attending clergy donned surplices. The 
clergy’s wearing of richly embroidered vestments at the coronation must have struck at 
the heart of godly sensibilities in Scotland, particularly since such a costume had not been 
seen in Scotland since the Reformation of 1560.112 Moreover, Lee tells us that the king 
required his Scottish bishops and the English bishops, like Wren, who came as a part of 
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the king’s retinue, to wear surplices at all of the subsequent church services he attended 
while in Scotland. Notably, in St. Giles on June 23, the Bishop of Moray preached in a 
rochet, which was similar in form to a surplice, and the English Prayer Book was used, 
which created additional unease.113 
The king’s anointing, which took a similar style and oil to the English ceremony, 
was also a point of contention for the Scots. In his important article on the Scottish 
coronation, Douglas Shaw argues that the anointing was one of many aspects of the 
coronation about which Charles kept many Scots unaware. He argues that James Balfour, 
the Lyon King at Arms, whose papers form the most significant sources for the 1633 
coronation, was purposely not kept abreast of the king’s plans for the anointing with a 
rich and costly balm that was sure to agitate some Scottish Presbyterians. Indeed, as 
Shaw notes that just as “Presbyterians were considering the eradication of royal unction, 
Charles was edifying the ancient practice.”114 
While the materials of worship would have been problematic, an even more 
dramatic hint of what was to come was revealed in the bodily forms of worship taken by 
the king and his bishops during the ceremony. Charles audaciously chose to kneel upon 
entering Holyrood Abbey. This move, which Shaw calls “political dynamite,” does not 
appear in the coronation plans but only in the eyewitness accounts, which suggests that it 
was a last minute surprise revision. Kneeling would occur several more times throughout 
the ceremony. This bold and unmistakable aspect of the coronation service would have 
great political potency, given that Charles would soon attempt to force the Scots to kneel 
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during the communion service in accordance with Anglican practice.115 This coronation 
also marked a stark reversal of many of the steps taken during the 1590 Scottish 
coronation of Charles’s mother, Anne of Denmark. Queen Anne’s coronation at 
Holyrood Abbey had been marked by a number of reforms that suggested an attempt to 
steer “Scotland’s coronation tradition in a radically more Calvinist direction.”116 
Charles’s abandonment of these changes and his own bold additions fanned the fears of 
anti-ceremonialists in Scotland. Ultimately, the Scottish coronation acted as a prelude to 
the introduction of English ritual, only a few years later, which, according to a Scottish 
Jesuit, “mortified and exasperated the Puritan preachers and their adherents.”117 
Bodily expressions of worship and reverence – such as kneeling – were at the 
very center of the king’s vision of the Church, and what he considered the outward 
profession of the Christian faith should be. The Beauty of Holiness also elevated the 
importance of the clergy. We should note that the word “priest” rather than “minister” 
was the preferred nomenclature, stressing their sacramental, priestly role rather than the 
didactic, preaching one.118 
Given all of this, the king’s proclivity towards this style of worship appeared 
problematic to his detractors because it seemed to align him – at least in visual and 
material terms – with the Catholic Church. By seeking to promote the Beauty of Holiness 
through a revival of liturgical practices inherited from the medieval church he convinced 
many of his opponents that he was welcoming popery back to England with open arms.119 
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For instance, the presence of devotional images of the Blessed Virgin and other saints, 
crucifixes and the use of candles all helped to convince anti-Laudians of what they 
perceived as the true direction in which the Church of England was headed. 
 Certainly, the king and the Archbishop of Canterbury promoted doctrines and 
ceremonies reminiscent of Catholicism, which seemed to undermine essential bulwarks 
of the Reformation.120 Indeed, the liturgical reforms of the 1630s were more determined 
and provocative than any the realm had seen since the accession of Elizabeth. The 
imposition of these reforms coincided with the development of an international political 
climate that magnified fears of papist subversion. This coupled with the influence of the 
French Catholic queen consort and her retinue heavily colored how the king’s piety and 
religious doctrines were perceived and it contributed to the political instabilities of the 
late 1630s and early 1640s.121  
That the king’s politico-religious thinking was both congenial to Catholics and 
vehemently anti-Calvinist cannot be denied. During his reign, the court shifted most of its 
animosity away from papists and directed it towards anti-Laudians. The influence of the 
queen and powerful courtiers, such as the papal agent George Con, would secure leniency 
for Catholics. While at the same time, the court became increasingly hostile to alternative 
sentiments. As Peter Lake asserts, much of what constituted Calvinist religious practice, 
including “private meetings for the repetitions of sermons, conventicles, fasts and prayer 
sessions in private houses, barns and woods,” offended the king and his co-religionists.122 
Indeed, the attitudes, behaviors and religious practices of the “godly” came to be seen as 
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an affront to the authority of the clergy, the stability of the commonwealth and the 
authority of the king.123  
On the other hand, for Calvinists, the culture of the royal household suggested too 
close a proximity to Rome. For instance, the affectionate cross confessional marriage of 
the king and queen contributed to distrust and suspicion from Calvinists. As Caroline 
Hibbard has noted, the harmonious and outwardly loving Protestant/Catholic union of the 
king and queen seemed at least in the minds of some “to point to larger political and 
religious opportunities” between England and France as well as Canterbury and Rome.124 
The cosmopolitan tone of the court also contributed to suspicions of popery. As was 
expounded by several of the contributors to the 1996 volume The Stuart Court and 
Europe, the court of Charles I was constantly looking toward the continent in terms of 
culture and politics. Certainly, it was the major European (and consequently Catholic) 
princes whom Charles counted as his equals. Spain, France and the Holy Roman Empire 
were the major courts that heavily influenced the cosmopolitanism of the court at 
Whitehall.  
While the king may have appeared to mingle too often with the trappings of 
popery, the king’s personal attitudes towards the Catholic Church were far more 
complicated. Hibbard has asserted that the king personally did not object to his wife’s 
Catholicism, indeed he facilitated her practice and regularly conceded to her advocacy for 
individual Catholics.125 Yet, he emphatically blocked her attempts to convert their 
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children and he even allowed anti-Catholic sermons to be preached at court by prominent 
churchmen such as Peter Heylyn.126 
In addition to the highly liturgical coronation ceremonies, the splendor of the 
king’s court, the reverence accorded to him, and the majesty of his authority all 
contributed to a distinctive spirituality and the religious complexion of the court.127 The 
ritualized deportment preferred by the king such as kneeling, bowing and genuflecting 
would be imposed upon his household both in the Chapel and the Chamber. Bowing 
toward the altar was likened to bowing towards the chair of state, thus removing (if not 
entirely successfully) popish undertones from this activity and increasing the dignity of 
the crown by likening it even more with the divine.128 This was part of a practice that was 
happening all over Europe. One of the most common trends amongst European princely 
courts during this period was what John Bossy has described as the “transmigration of the 
sacred: the transference of sacral power from things ecclesiastical to things 
monarchical.”129 This transference eventually came to characterize the tone of the 
Caroline court in all aspects. Indeed, at the Caroline court much of royal ritual had been 
unapologetically borrowed from the pre-Reformation liturgy.130  
Just as the Beauty of Holiness stressed dignity and ceremonial gravity in both 
material and liturgical terms so too did the king’s dining practices in terms of materials 
and rituals. Thus, understanding the nature of ritual in the coronation churches and the 
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Chapel Royal enlightens us as to the nature of ritual in the Presence Chamber. 
Essentially, by conflating these two rituals, Charles transformed the secular into the 
sacred.  
 Indeed, as Lake notes, Laudian apologists “referred to the church as God’s own 
house and presence chamber” or “the presence chamber on earth of the King of Heaven 
and Earth.” 131 These men also believed that “if the church was the house of God,” we 
should able to “behold his glory and majesty in the stateliness and beauty of the building, 
in the richness of the sacred vessels and ornaments, the numerous multitudes of his 
servants, the various fruits of the blessed sacraments, the dignity, holiness and sacred 
pomp of his ministers.”132 While this could be the banner statement for Beauty of 
Holiness, much the same language could be used to discuss the king’s household. 
Certainly, the sense of reverence for the dwelling place of the King of Kings was 
appropriated and expected for the house of the King of England.  
Ultimately, in the 1620s and the 1630s the king’s piety began to color the political 
theology of the Church of England, which treated the king, in a very literal way, as the 
living image of God on earth. Charles, as God’s deputy, saw fit to articulate his authority 
and protect his dignity by borrowing from liturgical and sacramental behaviors and 
language. Indeed, the manner by which this king ruled and reigned was inspired by and 
borrowed from ritualized high medieval, pre-Reformation kingship.  
Although it is the least frequent royal ritual, the fundamental tenets of the 
coronation rite are present in other aspects of the court’s ceremonial life. During the 
anointing, the Archbishop of Canterbury offered this prayer:  
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Looke down almighty God with thy favorable countenance 
upon this glorious king….Give him of the dew of heaven 
and of thy fatness of the earth, abundance of corne and 
wine and oile and plenty of all fruits of thy goodness long 
to continue; that in his time there may be health in our 
countrey, and peace in our kingdome.133 
 
This focus on food and plenty had deep meaning for the way the royal household 
conducted itself, particularly in relation to its over abundance of food and drink. The 
prayer for divine favor, in the form of “the fatness of the earth” was reiterated each time 
the king dined publicly and served as a reminder to his court of the Grace of God at work 
upon the king and his reign. The prayer ends with the lines “and that the glorious dignity 
of his Royall Court may brightly shine as a most cleare lightening farre and neere in the 
eyes of all men.” For over two decades after this prayer was offered on behalf of the king, 
Charles I saw that the glorious dignity of his court did shine before the eyes of his 
subjects. This dignity was ensured by the frequent and splendid rituals of the court such 
as the king’s dining-in-state, to which we turn our attention in the next chapter
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Chapter 2: 
The Liturgy of the Board: Dining at the Court of King Charles I 
 
 In 1635 the Dutch painter Gerrit Houkgeest created the impressive painting 
Charles I and Henrietta Maria Dining in Public. [Figure 1] The picture depicts the king 
and queen at table while a cavalcade of attendants proffers various items of food and 
drink in a highly dignified and elaborate ceremony. While the painting may not depict it, 
there would have been a minimum of twenty-four dishes served to the king and queen 
over several courses. The meal, which would have consisted of dishes featuring mutton, 
beef, veal, chicken, lark, lamb, rabbit, kid, and quail, was no small affair. 
 Although the baroque palace interior in which the lavish meal takes place was the 
creation of the artist, the gravity and solemnity of the dining ritual that is represented was 
quite real. Each royal servant would have had explicit orders for when and how to 
discharge his duties and for their bodily comportment while doing so. The attendants who 
approached the king would genuflect before placing the food on the table and then slowly 
back out of the king’s presence. The gravitas of this ceremony was enhanced by the fact 
that the meal would begin and end with a benediction as well as a ritual ablution. 
Courtiers, at times numbering over one hundred, would stand in the Presence Chamber 
and observe the king dining-in-state, like a congregation watching divine service. Indeed, 
each time the king dined in public, his courtiers bore witness to a potent ritual of sacral 
monarchy. As this painting helps to reveal, dining was an important ceremony of the 
court of King Charles I. This chapter seeks to reconstruct the ritualized dining ceremonies 
of this king as well as to chart the complex system for feeding the court. Once we have a 
clearer picture of dining at Charles’s court we will be able to better understand his 
approach to kingship.  
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It is clear that the court recognized the significance of dining. For instance, the 
importance of dining ceremonies to the daily life of the king and his court is 
demonstrated by their survival throughout the peripatetic turmoil of the 1640s and even 
during the king’s imprisonment at Carisbrooke Castle.1 Moreover, even when the king 
dined privately in his privy chamber, his table in the public setting of the Presence 
Chamber was laid as usual. The courses were “carried to the royal table even in absentia 
and then redistributed to the lower tables of his courtiers.”2 The performance of these 
ceremonies, even outside of the presence of the king, indicates the central of role of royal 
dining to the daily life of the court. 
Since the beginning of the English monarchy, dining and feasting had been 
essential attributes of court life. An important reason for its significance was the 
magnificence of the king. Felicity Heal defines magnificence as “that contempt for 
moderation and any form of meanness which revealed itself in elaborate display and 
conspicuous consumption.”3 This elaborate outward display was central to the success of 
pre-modern kingship.4 Dining provided both elaborate display in the stylized gestures of 
the table and conspicuous consumption in the abundance of food that was consumed by 
the king and his courtiers each day. To dine in splendor and to provide sustenance for 
hundreds of his servants allowed to king to fulfill two of his foremost royal duties – to 
live in a manner that demonstrated his claims to sit atop the social, political and cultural 
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hierarchy, and to provide largesse for his subjects. The antique virtues of magnificence 
and largesse were revealed when the king dined publicly and when the court dined at his 
expense.  
The political necessity of these attributes had been recognized across Europe for 
generations. In the early sixteenth-century, Machiavelli argued that “it would be splendid 
if one had a reputation of generosity,” and Erasmus posited that “bounty and largesse is 
befalling for Kings.”5 Though perhaps standing at opposite sides of the moral spectrum, 
both men recognized the political exigency of largesse, which resulted, at least in part 
from the idea that by receiving the king’s generosity his “guests…acknowledged their 
obligations to him.”6 As Linda Levy Peck has argued, “the king’s rewarding of the 
political elite…was essential because he thereby reinforced the reciprocal bonds 
established between the Crown and its most important subjects.”7 Moreover, in terms of 
dining, the social microcosm of the royal court represented the larger political nation in 
that to eat, to be provided with the means to continue living, was a palpable metaphor for 
the largesse of God and indeed enacted the king’s role as pater familias of his people. 
Providing largesse had long been a key function of the royal household. As the 
courtier and writer Edward Chamberlayne boasted in his work The Present State of 
England (1669): 
The court of England hath for a long time been a Pattern of 
Hospitality to the Nobility and Gentry of England. All 
Noblemen or Gentlemen, Subjects or Strangers that came 
accidently to Court, were freely entertained at the plentiful 
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Tables of His Majesties Officers. Divers Services or 
Messes of Meat were every day provided Extraordinary for 
the Kings honour.8 
Food service on this scale suggested the courtier’s dependence on the generosity 
of the monarch. As recipients of the monarch’s largesse, his courtiers were bound to him 
in terms of political alliance, the showing of deference, and, of course, in returning that 
same generosity when called upon to do so. Peck reminds us of the whole point of 
largesse of this type in her argument that “the purpose of...hospitality...is a moral one: to 
establish conditions of trust, solidarity and the obligation to uphold one’s commitments.”9 
Because these ceremonies were so tightly bound to traditions of honor and hospitality, 
they needed to happen frequently. The relationships that were created and then 
represented by these ceremonies could be fragile and tenuous. Each occasion reminded 
the king and his courtiers of their reciprocal obligations and strengthened the foundations 
of this bond.10 All of this harkened back to feudal obligations of homage and medieval 
ideals of honor. As we shall see in Chapter 4, the ancient notions of obligations of honor 
and homage played a major role at this court, and they were particularly vivid in the 
celebrations of the Order of the Garter.  
 This meant that the king was obliged toward splendor and abundant hospitality 
even when the Crown’s financial circumstances called for frugality. In first four years of 
his reign, England was at war with both France and Spain. The financial strain on the 
Crown was massive. To lessen the burden, the king and his councilors instituted a 
number of financial reforms, which aimed to reduce expenditure.11 Despite these early 
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efforts, his obligations to spend enormous sums of money on hospitality remained strong 
and continued throughout his reign. During the king’s Personal Rule, in which the king 
ruled without Parliament from 1629 to 1640, the Crown was in constant need of money. 
In 1635, at the height of the Personal Rule, Vincenzo Gussoni, the Venetian Ambassador, 
presented an analysis of whether or not England was prepared to enter the Thirty Years 
war that also served as a critique of the king’s persistent liberality in what should have 
been a period of relative thrift. Gussoni related that the expenses of the royal household 
consumed such a large portion of the royal budget that each year the Crown went deeper 
debt. And even though the king refused to call Parliament to help alleviate some of the 
financial strain, he continued to spend. Gussoni observed: 
His majesty spends a very considerable sum of money 
merely for his own household, which abounds with many 
superfluous things, both in the number of officials and 
ministers of every rank and condition and by the 
assignment of daily food allowance, which is given with 
great pomp and splendor even to excess to everyone and 
particularly to the lords of outstanding rank…12 
The sum of money spent on his feeding his household alone was “very 
considerable” indeed. In the early 1630s, the diet of the king and his personal servants 
alone was approximately £47,000 per annum or roughly 6.5% of the entire royal budget 
each year.13 Out of this £47,000, approximately £8,760 was spent providing for the king’s 
meals alone. 14 As the royal family grew in size, the numbers increased exponentially. By 
the end of the 1630s, the total cost of diet for the king, queen, their children and each of 
their separate establishments was well over £100,000 a year.15 Moreover, according to 
Aylmer, “no sooner had the king's children been given a separate establishment than the 
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arrival of the young Elector Palatine and his brother, Prince Rupert, put a new burden on 
the Cofferer.”16 To place these numbers in perspective, let us consider how these 
expenditures compare to the incomes of wealthy landowners in this period. Lawrence 
Stone estimates the yearly landed income of the Earl of Suffolk for 1633 at £11,000, 
which is just better than a tenth of what the king spent on the diet of his court in any 
given year of his reign.17 
   A large entourage and numerous attendants increased the dignity and 
magnificence of the king and his obligation to feed them was as old as the concept of 
noble or princely honor itself. Indeed, we can better understand the reason for the 
seemingly perilous “superfluousness” of the court, when we see the dining table as a 
stage upon which the king’s royal virtues were displayed. When the dining table served 
as a stage, the king was able to perform before an audience of his courtiers. In addition to 
its ceremonial presentation and consumption at the table of the king, the provision of 
food for the court was also a costly and complex endeavor for the royal establishment. 
The king was traditionally obligated to provide two meals a day for the majority of his 
servants and courtiers. Thus, dining, on a massive scale, took place daily at court. These 
two aspects of dining, the functional and the ceremonial, were divided between the two 
major departments of the royal household. The Lord Steward’s Department, commonly 
referred to as the “Household,” tended to the day-to-day management of the royal 
household, as well as providing for the necessities of daily life at court, including food 
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and drink.18 The Lord Chamberlain’s Department, which was known as the “Chamber,” 
handled the ceremonial aspects of court life, including personal service to the king and 
royal family as well as the ceremonies of the king’s dining-in-state.19 These two 
departments worked together to provide the ceremonial and functional food service of the 
royal court. Simply stated, “what ‘the Household’ was responsible for providing, ‘the 
Chamber’ saw was consumed with due pomp and elegance.”20 
 This administrative divisions of Charles I’s household have their roots in the late 
medieval/early Tudor period. Over the course of the late medieval period in England the 
royal household was transforming from a “warband” of warriors and royal servants into a 
court, populated by courtiers with their own styles and modes of behavior.21 The 
administrative divisions of “the Household” and “the Chamber” were known to the 
medieval courts as the Domus Providencie and the Domus Magnificie, respectively. 
These medieval institutions worked in very much the same way as their seventeenth-
century counterparts.22 Thus, I have approached my examination of courtly dining and 
the Caroline household along these lines. By dividing my discussion of court’s dining 
practices between the Domus Providencie and the Domus Magnificie, I seek to explicate, 
as fully as the extant sources will allow, the forms and function of dining at court. I turn 
to the Domus Providencie, or the Lord Steward’s Department and its role in the 
preparation and provision of food for royal ceremonial as aspect of the king’s 
magnificence and as form of payment and a right of privilege for courtiers and royal 
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servants. Then, I turn to the Domus Magnificie, or the Lord Chamberlain’s Department, 
to recreate the ceremony of the king’s dining-in-state and the gastronomic culture of the 
court. Finally, I examine the king’s dining practices within a broader European context, 
which highlights both the cosmopolitan tone of the Caroline court and the robust 
connections among royal ceremonies across confessional lines.  
The Lord Steward’s Department and Provisioning Magnificence  
On any given day, the servants of the royal household supplied copious amounts 
food and drink for the king, the royal family, and up to six hundred courtiers.23 The 
magnificence of the king’s household and the huge task of provisioning the lifestyle of 
the court required the work of hundreds of people. Thus, the lavish provision of diet for 
courtiers and the royal family made the Lord Steward’s department the single costliest 
government department in peacetime.24  
 As the largest division of the royal establishment, the organization of this 
department was a complex hierarchy in and of itself.25 Besides providing food and drink, 
other expenses of this department included the provision of liveries of certain servants, 
the arrangement of the celebration of St. George's Day, the entertainment of foreign 
ambassadors and, most expensively, the payment of servants and officers.26 
 Under Charles I, servants in the Lord Steward’s Department, excluding officers 
extraordinary and private attendants, numbered over 500 people, one half to one third of 
whom were typically on duty at any given time within the numerous kitchens, service 
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buildings and food-storage facilities. In most palaces the Great Kitchen seems to have 
been situated on the cooler north side of the palace, which better facilitated storage of 
foodstuffs and reserved the sunny south side for royal lodgings and gardens. 27 All of the 
courtiers who had the privilege to dine at court were fed from the Great Kitchens. 
However, the meals of the royal family were often prepared in the smaller Privy Kitchen, 
which was typically detached from the Great Kitchen. The existence of a separate smaller 
kitchen for the monarch and his family allowed the royal family to dine on a more 
flexible timetable than that of the Great Kitchen. Additionally, the Privy Kitchen was 
better able to cater to specific dietary needs of royal family members, as well as more 
closely monitor the king’s meals to ensure against poisoning.28 
 Although the layout of the kitchens varied slightly from palace to palace, the 
kitchens at Hampton Court offer some idea of their general elaboration. Simon Thurley 
explains that at Hampton Court the kitchen areas were fronted by a separate gatehouse 
and surrounded a series of three courtyards. These courtyards were home to the 
administrative offices of the Lord Steward’s Department, such as the Cofferer and the 
Clerks of the Greencloth, cooking facilities such as the great kitchen and the baking and 
boiling houses, as well as storage facilities like the flesh and wet larders.29  
 The large number of people spread across these various sub-departments was 
necessary to facilitate the system of paying court servants and officers, at least partially, 
in terms of diet.30 The Establishment Book of 1627/9 reveals the ways in which these 
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diets were distributed at court.31 Additionally, this document demonstrates the manner by 
which royal servants and officers were grouped administratively and where they stood in 
the socio-political hierarchy of the royal household. For instance, as a requisite feature of 
their personal honor and dignity important officers of state and the high nobility who 
attended the king at court were entitled to impressive individual diets. The Lord Steward, 
the Lord Chamberlain, the Treasurer and the Comptroller each received two ten dish diets 
daily. The Groom of the Stole, The Cofferer and the Master of the Household each 
received two seven dish diets daily.32 Tables or diets were also allocated to whole 
departments and groups of servants. The nine officers of the Compting House shared a 
three-dish diet and the four Gentlemen Ushers had two five-dish diets.33 The six or eight 
Grooms of the Privy Chamber had only one five dish diet. Moreover, some officials who 
were not technically members of the royal household had also received meals there, like 
the Secretaries of State and the Lord Privy Seal. 34 The Privy Council also received a 
substantial diet at the Starchamber at Westminster.35 Given the sizes of their diets, these 
officers of the household “must all have needed the help of their servants, under-officers, 
friends, relatives, suitors and clients to face these groaning boards.”36 
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There were, of course, great expenditures associated with the allocation of 
individual diets. The following represents the amount of money spent each year on the 
smallest diets at court: 
Table 1. Total cost in 1630 for diet consisting of five, four, three or two dishes.37 
Five Dishes £634 15s 10d 
Four Dishes £440 1s 8d 
Three Dishes £389 13s 4d 
Two Dishes £230 6s 10.5d 
  
In an effort to reduce the amount of money spent on food, most of the diets attached to 
the holders of individual offices were commutable into cash payments known as board 
wages.38 The Crown as a means of cutting costs, either granted Boardwages to officers 
who would be away from court for a prolonged period of time or offered to boardwages 
to servants in place of diet. Most of the king’s highborn officers of state and people in 
supervisory roles were entitled to boardwages. Although they were instituted to save 
money, the expenditure on boardwages still managed to add up. For instance, in 1626 
total boardwages amounted to well over eight thousand pounds.39 This form of payment 
was desirable as was indicated by the fact that some servants who did not receive diets at 
court still sought out board wages, such as the pages of the chamber that petitioned their 
right to boardwages in 1633.40 Moreover, to supplement diets and board wages, certain 
individual officers and entire household departments were allowed a “bouge.”41 A bouge 
(or bouche) of court consisted of bread and ale, firewood, and candles for servants’ 
apartments or offices. Generally, the size of an officer's bouge depended on the size of his 
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diet. The largest bouges consisted of three loaves, three gallons of ale, three torches, one 
pound of wax, ten pieces of wood, and eight bundles of twigs a day.42  
In addition to diet, boardwages and bouge there were also various perquisites for 
officers in the kitchens and other sub-departments of the household. Aylmer notes that 
the Sergeant of the Cellar had the right to all empty wine casks, and that other Cellar and 
Buttery officers had a joint right to “four fingers” at the bottom of every bottle that was 
opened. All fish heads and tails belonged to the Chief Kitchen Clerk and the Master 
Cooks; some of the skins, tallow and heads of meat carcasses went to the Cooks; and 
various officers of the Acatry43 got the heads, midriffs, paunches, belly, tails and feet of 
all oxen, as well as the heads of all sheep and the skin, heads and feet of all calves.44 
Typically, after arriving at court but before their formal presentations to the king 
and queen, ambassadors also received diets at the king’s expense.45 The size of the diets 
typically coincided with the political status of the ambassador’s home country. For 
instance, in the 1630s, the Spanish Ambassador was provided with six tables, which 
provisioned the ambassador and up to 120 additional members of his entourage.46 Yet, in 
1626 the relatively minor Transylvanian and Danish Ambassadors and their embassies 
were temporarily lodged in the same house and dieted from the same tables before their 
presentations.47 However, upon the arrival of the Ambassador of the Holy Roman 
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Emperor, while the ambassador dined with the king, fifty of his servants were feasted in 
the Guard Chamber.48  
To feed the masses of people entitled to diet, the household had to purchase very 
large quantities of foodstuffs. For instance, in the year 1631 the court required 1,500 
oxen, 7,000 sheep, 1,200 calves for veal, 300 pigs, 400 sturks or young steers, 6,800 
lambs, 300 slabs of bacon, and 26 boars. Additionally, it required 140 dozen geese, 250 
dozen capons, 470 dozen hens, 750 dozen pullets, and 1470 dozen chickens and 36,400 
bushels of wheat.49 While we know little about beverages served at court, it is clear that 
beer and wine were consumed in astonishing quantities. For instance, in the year 1626, 
the household imbibed well over 400 gallons of beer and nearly 4,200 gallons of wine at 
a cost of £ 2,330. 50 
The Lord Chamberlain’s Department and Performing Magnificence 
While the Lord Steward’s Department supplied the food service for the court, the 
Lord Chamberlain’s Department oversaw and organized the communal dining and 
ceremonial spaces of the royal household. At the Palace of Whitehall, the great hall, the 
great chamber, and the Presence Chamber were the primary locations of court spectacles, 
ritual dining, and other ceremonies, and by the late 1620s the Banqueting House at 
Whitehall provided yet another space for feasting and entertaining.51Although these were 
the “public” areas of the palace, each of these rooms worked on a graduated scale of 
restricted accessibility. Strict rules of protocol and precedence governed which courtiers 
were permitted to enter which rooms. These rules played into the power structures and 
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spheres of influence that were at work here. For instance, the location in which any 
courtier ate was one of the principle indicators of status, or ‘degree’ at court. The rules of 
entrée that governed one’s ability to move about the palace also reflected the social and 
power hierarchies in place at court.  
Most often at least at the Palace of Whitehall, the Great Hall, because of its size, 
served as a communal dining room for the lower ranking members of court, as well as the 
serving as the primary venue for courtly entertainments.52 From the reign of Henry VIII, 
the Great Chamber was smaller than the Hall and had stricter rules of access. This room 
served as the dining room for peers, ambassadors, and officers of the royal household, 
including the Lords Chamberlain and Steward. However, like the Great Hall, the Great 
Chamber also served as the venue for a number of courtly entertainments.53 
The Presence Chamber was the venue for solemn court ceremonies including the 
occasions when the king dined in public.54 When the court resided at one of the smaller 
royal houses, often one room would serve as both the Presence and Privy Chambers. The 
distinction between when the room functioned as either the Privy or Presence Chamber 
was of some importance, particularly when the king wished to dine privately.55 Although 
the king dined privately more often, the most important type of dining at court occurred 
when the king dined publicly.56  
                                                
52 Ibid. 
53 Simon Thurley, The Royal Palaces of Tudor England: Architecture and Court life. (New Haven: Yale, 
1993), 121 and 122.  
54 Ibid., 122.  
55 An ordinance from the records of the Lord Chancellor’s Department wherein Charles I commands that 
“the said chamber shall be avoided and become the Privy Chamber after warning given to cover the table 
there for our meals and also at other times when our pleasure shall be to have the same private.” (PRO 
LC5/180). 
56 Note that by privately, I do not mean to suggest alone. The king was attended by at least three servants 
when he dined privately in his Bed Chamber or Privy Chamber.  
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 The ceremony of the king’s dining-in-state presented a splendid tableau that had 
profound political relevance due to its rich ties to religious practice. The most important 
aspect of the king’s dining in state was the representative and transformative power of the 
ritualized consumption of food and the material setting in which it occurred. The dining 
ceremony was a celebration and a solemn reminder of the mysteries of monarchy and the 
exalted status of the king. This ceremony encouraged courtiers to rejoice in the splendor 
of monarchy by presenting the king in terms that were analogous to presentations and 
representation of God during the Liturgy of the Eucharist. Like other aspects of his 
kingship, this presentation was born out of older “antique” liturgical forms.  
As with the religious rituals of the Caroline Church, the material culture built up 
around dining rituals was just as important as their gestural forms. The full significance 
of dining can only be understood in terms of the materials and the behaviors deployed. 
Indeed, the materials of dining from the furniture to the vessels, utensils and incidentals 
such as napkins, were all imbued with sacrality because of their deployment in this ritual 
and their contact with or proximity to the royal body. For instance, at the ritual ablution 
before the meal, the water and towel that came into contact with the king were treated as 
consecrated objects. Upon retrieving the towel that had cleaned the king’s hands, the 
gentleman usher processed out of the room and held the towel above his head 
commanding reverence from all present.57  
The centrality of the liturgical calendar to court life began in the fifteenth century 
during the reign of Edward IV. On “days of estate” the king dined publicly after attending 
mass in the Chapel Royal. The importance of these days of estate as feast days both in the 
religious and secular sense remained despite the Reformation and the court of Charles I 
                                                
57 BL Sloane MS 1494, “The Ancient Order of the King’s Dining Abroad in State,” 11 – 13.  
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maintained considerable continuity to the high medieval courts. 58 As at the court of 
Edward IV, the ceremony of the Charles I’s dining-in-state began and ended with the 
washing of the king’s hands – just as ritual washing, at the lavabo and post communion, 
respectively proceeded and concluded the consecration of the Host in the Liturgy of the 
Eucharist. As Edward IV had done, Charles required the two most senior peers at court to 
perform this ritual. When this was complete, the highest-ranking prelate present offered 
the benediction.59  
At dinner and supper combined, the king would be served a total of forty-eight 
dishes spread over several courses, 60 each of which interrupted by a musical interlude or 
representation.61 The leftovers of the massive meals served to the king both when he 
dined publicly and when took his meals in his Privy Chamber were distributed to 
courtiers, officers, and royal servants according to the established hierarchy of the court. 
Sergio Bertelli notes that in some cases the remaining scraps left over from the meal even 
reached the kitchen staff.62  
At the conclusion of the meal the king’s almoner – who was also involved in the 
ceremonies of the touching for the king’s evil – approached the king’s table to receive the 
cloth that had covered it. As he came near to the table he paused and genuflected as if 
before an altar.63 Then two gentlemen ushers removed the cloth and presented it to the 
almoner to carry it to the door of the Presence Chamber where it was received by the 
                                                
58 There were five days of estate in the ceremonial year. These included, 1 January, the Feast of the 
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yeoman ewer.64 When the king dined, only peers, bishops and privy councilors were 
permitted to come near his table and the ushers were ordered to ensure that no man come 
too close to the king or dare to stand under the cloth of state in his absence. They 
themselves were reminded to remain appropriately reverent when they performed their 
duties.65  
During each meal there were a number of royal servants in attendance upon the 
king. Out of the many positions listed in royal household ordinances, the sewer,66 the 
cupbearer and the carver were by far the most important. While serving as the king’s 
carver would not have been the “profession” of the gentleman bestowed with this honor, 
excellence in this craft was still expected and was seen as a sign of courtly politesse. 
Indeed, there were manuals dedicated to the craft of the carver.67 The graceful execution 
of his duties along with the beauty of his carving skills was of the utmost importance. A 
gaffe or awkwardly sliced portion presented to the king would have been an unacceptable 
misstep that could be perceived as an affront to the king’s dignity.  
Serving at the king’s table was closely tied to gestural expressions of honor and 
deference. Deference was, of course, exhibited to the monarch by all courtiers and this 
reiterated the sovereign’s unique status as “society’s keystone, the fount from which all 
order and distinction flowed.”68 In this culture of patronage and honor hierarchies, the 
king’s servants legitimated their own authority and jealously guarded their rights and 
                                                
64 Ibid.  
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66 The sewer was the attendant who supervised the arrangement of the table and the tasting and serving of 
dishes during this ceremony.  
67 Bertelli, 192. 
68 Robert Bucholz, "Going to Court circa 1700: a Visitor's Guide," The Court Historian 5:1 (December, 
2000). 
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privileges through their service at the king’s dining table.69 Thus they committed 
considerable attention to executing their duties. To ensure proper service to the king, the 
cupbearers and carvers received these orders: 
Before they give their attendance upon the king’s person to 
wash their hands; the while they are with the Gentlemen 
Ushers in washing, every man in the chamber is to be 
uncovered…After the Carver hath his towel upon his 
shoulder, he and the Gentleman Usher goeth together in the 
Presence Chamber where they make three congés (or bows) 
at three several parts of the Chamber and so come to the 
board.70 
Like the king’s ablution, washing was an important ritual for the servants attending the 
king as well. The cupbearers’, ushers’, and carvers’ performance of these rituals, which 
occurred for the most part beyond the scrutiny of the king and his courtiers, reveal the 
importance of these rituals as a part of court life. Indeed, they are reminiscent of the 
solemnity required of churchmen while they prepared to perform their duties in the vestry 
before a religious service.  
As with the attendants, reverence and solemnity was required of the audience as 
well. However, the king’s Master of Ceremonies recorded in his notebooks that some 
time before and after meals was devoted to affairs of state. Moreover ambassadors 
sometimes presented their credentials to the king during meals.71 In 1634, the Marquis of 
San Germano, Ambassador of Savoy was ceremoniously presented to the king and queen 
after their dining-in-state. Finet recorded “thence after dynner, descending towards the 
                                                
69 Jennifer Loach highlights the importance of honor and reciprocal bonds of loyalty in court ceremonial in 
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70 BL Stowe MS 561, fo 4v 
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Presence and received before the door by the Captain of the Guard and at the door by the 
Lord Chamberlin, he was presented to theyr majestyes.”72 
In addition to the graceful and dignified comportment of the royal servants and 
audience, the venue in which dining in state took place also contributed to its ritual 
potency. The king typically dined publicly in his Presence Chamber, which was also the 
site of many important moments in the daily life of the court, such as the reception of 
ambassadors, the signing of state documents and the hearing of petitions. In this room, 
the royal dining table was raised on a dais and placed before the throne, under the canopy 
of estate, thus allowing the king to reveal himself at his most magnificent to his nobles, 
courtiers and other foreign dignitaries while he dined. Given its importance as a political 
and ceremonial space, a number of rules and regulations were applied to the functions 
and role of this room. The Gentlemen Ushers Daily Waiters, who directed the duties of 
the Quarter Waiters and Pages of the Chamber, staffed this room. A Quarter Waiter was 
posted at the door of the Presence Chamber beginning at 9am to ensure the quality of the 
visitors to the room.73 The rules that governed the protocol of the Presence Chamber 
dated back at least to the early sixteenth-century. At a court that was always looking 
backward to tradition and precedence, it is no surprise that household ordinances 
developed generations before were still very much in place. The most important 
regulations for the accessibility and use of this room are contained in a household 
ordinance of the early Tudor period. The ordinance commanded household servants 
thusly: 
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And that then the gentilman usher shall command of one of 
the aforesaid yeomen ushers to keape the king’s dining 
chamber dore when the clothe of estate hangeth.  
And that he shall let no manner of sevante pass into the 
king’s dining chamber onles he be a gentilman, the servants 
of a duke, marquess, an earle or a baron. 
And when the king is departed out of the chamber then the 
gentilman usher that keepeth the door shall command a 
yeoman usher to keep it for when the king is in Presence no 
man ought to keep it but a gentilman usher.74  
 
Rules such as these not only regulated which servants were responsible for 
attending in this room, but also regulated who could enter the space. These rules reflected 
and reinforced the power structures and spheres of influence at work in the palace.75Out 
of all of most often used by the king, the Presence Chamber in fact had the most relaxed 
rules of entrée, as all person of quality were permitted to enter. This was perhaps partly to 
ensure that the greatest number of people could be present at any number of ceremonies 
taking place there. A large audience was important because the peopling of this room was 
key to the dignity of the court. The gentlemen ushers who attended the Presence Chamber 
were commanded to remain in the space even after events were over “for some 
reasonable time that so strangers and men of quality that shall have occasion to resort 
to…court may not find it empty.”76  
Indeed, the courtiers, ambassadors and servants of the king were the audience that 
mattered, they were the “congregation” who venerated him and contributed to the ritual 
life of his household. For these courtiers “living with their sovereign as the apostles with 
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Christ, the image of divine monarchy became reality.”77 The immediate world of the king 
was that of his courtiers and the ambassadors of foreign princes. We should not forget the 
importance of ambassadors and envoys as observers of court ceremonial. David Starkey 
reminds us that “courts, as modern historians with their obsession with domestic politics 
too easily forget, existed at least as much to impress other, foreign courts as their own 
subjects.”78   
The Gastronomic Culture of the Court 
 Unlike his courtiers, the king, whose diet also included breakfast, dined three 
times a day.79 The king’s breakfast, which was taken either in his Privy Chamber or his 
Bed Chamber, was relatively simple consisting mainly of mutton, chicken, beef, butter, 
eggs, manchet,80 beer and wine.81 The menus for dinner and supper were relatively 
similar to one another and consisted of mutton, beef, veal, capon, chicken, lark, lamb, 
rabbit, wardens, kid, and quail.82 As we can see, a distinguishing characteristic of royal 
diet lay in the ample amounts of meat served to the king on daily basis. Indeed, since the 
Middle Ages, the English aristocracy ate vast amounts of meat, with very little vegetable 
consumption.83 
Although meat was of particular importance for the court, fish was also a key 
aspect of the royal diet not just because of the abundance of fish available to this island 
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nation but also because of the persistence of important religious strictures. The standard 
pattern of diet in gentry and noble households in later medieval England was one of 
abstinence from meat on Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and throughout the season of 
Lent.84 This was at least partly the case right down to the reign of Charles I as well. 
Despite the Reformation, the menus were separated into Fish Days and Flesh Days. The 
Fish Days menu featured a broad range of fish and seafood such as salmon, sole, bass, 
pike, flounder, sturgeon and lobster. Indeed, during 1626 the household consumed £5,500 
worth of all manner of fish.85 
Another striking feature of what we know of the royal diet is the fact that 
consumption of dairy, produce and fresh fruit and vegetables appears to have been 
minimal. What accounts for the carnivorous nature of the court? Although we can make 
some guesses as to the nature of the early modern palate, without being able to account 
for exact reasons it clear that in Western Europe, which was highly carnivorous compared 
with other areas of the world, England was especially devoted to the eating of meat.86 
Indeed, the Englishman’s love affair with meat drew regular comments of surprise from 
foreigners visiting England in the sixteenth-century. Coming nearly always from the 
Continent, they were convinced that the English ate far more meat that other Europeans.87  
It is likely that the records do not always indicate the presence of vegetables 
because they were often so cheap, they did not warrant accounting. Indeed, it has been 
sometimes argued that fresh fruit and vegetables were in reality available and consumed, 
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but do not appear in the records because they came from palace gardens.88 Moreover, 
when vegetables were consumed they were often used as ingredients as opposed to 
separate dishes. Finally, it is worth noting that the available records list the dishes that 
were required to be served to the king at each meal. If simple vegetables (as opposed to 
costly meats) did not directly contribute to the king’s magnificence they may have been 
served but were not required and thus not listed in the records of the king’s fare.  
 In my attempt to better understand the gastronomic culture of the court, a major 
hindrance of the lists of diets is that they do little to explain how foods were prepared or 
the types of dishes that were available. For this kind of information we must turn to 
remaining recipe books of this period. The Art of Cookery Refin’d and Augmented of 
1654, which was written by Joseph Cooper, who on the title page claims to have been 
“Chief Cooke to the Late King” provides an excellent source into the methods of 
preparations that were enjoyed by highborn people in this period. Meats, fish, game and 
poultry were often stewed, roasted, made into sausages and baked into pies and fritters.89 
They were also fried and hashed and made into savory tarts as well.90 Of the few 
vegetables that regularly appear in these books, most of them were pickled or fried, as 
was the case with artichokes, mushrooms and beans.91 Elites also consumed a number of 
sweet dishes and baked goods such as tarts, puddings, jellies, cakes and a large variety of 
preserved berries and fruits such as cherries, gooseberries, damsons, plums, barberries, 
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quinces and oranges.92 Trifles, fools, cheesecakes, and bread and rice puddings were also 
prepared. Moreover, spices of various sorts including mustard, pepper, ginger, cloves, 
nutmeg, cinnamon and saffron were all used.93 Other ingredients such as red and white 
vinegar, rosewater and almond milk were used in cooking as well.94 Finally, although it 
was certainly an important aspect of the dining ceremonies, the role of drink at the table 
of the king cannot be significantly elaborated here. It is important to note, however, that 
the usual wine was claret (a term applied then to all red wines), which was drunk young, 
at less than eighteen months old.95  
The European Context: Dining at the Court in Madrid 
The importance of dining at the Caroline court is best highlighted in terms of a 
broader European context. Indeed, given its cosmopolitan tone, the court of King Charles 
I lends itself to comparisons with other European courts.96 Charles and his courtiers were 
connected, in myriad ways, with the Continent and the wider cultural worldview of these 
international courts. Most princely courts of Europe also had dining rituals in which the 
service and consumption of food presented striking analogies with the liturgies of divine 
service. In these courts dining was also a political performance with sacral overtones, 
whose aim was to exhibit the prince’s sovereignty and to reaffirm the social hierarchies 
of the court before a large audience.97 Despite differences in size, religion and character 
these crucial elements of ceremonial dining were at play at the court of Charles I as well.  
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The heavy influence of Charles' Bourbon consort and her retinue on the cultural 
and material life of the royal household makes a comparison to the French court of Louis 
XIII an obvious one. However, given the available sources and the lasting influence of 
Charles’s 1623 visit to Madrid, the Hapsburg Spanish court is perhaps the most logical 
and fruitful place to begin a comparison of the rituals and materials of royal dining. As 
we saw in the previous chapter, Charles’s trip to Madrid two years before his accession 
left a lasting impression on him. In many ways, “the desire to emulate and perhaps even 
surpass the Spanish court…colored his outlook down to the Civil War.”98 As his 
biographer has noted, “the trip to Spain was an important milestone in Charles’s 
development…it broadened his horizons in the six months he spent at the court of the 
most powerful king in Europe.”99 In addition to being the most powerful king in Europe, 
Charles’s host, the young Philip IV was also the focus of Europe’s most elaborate and 
solemn court ceremonial. Charles’s observations of and participation in many of these 
court rituals had what I suspect was a fundamental impact on the tone of his court 
ceremonial – particularly in terms of dining.100  
The most valuable source for this purpose is James Wadsworth's The Present 
State of Spayne first published in 1630. This work, which attempts to describe all of the 
myriad aspects of Iberian life, culture, politics, religion and royal affairs for an English 
audience also devotes space to the manner in which the King and Queen of Spain dined-
in-state. The inclusion of dining rituals in this work is not extraordinary given that from 
the sixteenth-century on, Spanish and foreign visitors believed watching the monarch and 
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members of his family dine was one of the chief attractions of the court. It was unusual 
for French or British travelers to publish an account of their visit to Madrid without 
describing a royal public meal.101 Here, Wadsworth describes in detail the meal service of 
Elisabeth of Bourbon, while adding a note at the end of this section explaining that “the 
King is serued in the same manner of State, Ladies attendants only excepted in whose 
place the Gentiles hombres de la Boca, or Gentlemen-tasters, doe performe their 
offices.”102 
  Like Charles, Philip IV of Spain also dined in public a few times a month.103 
Similarities also abounded in the manner in which the Presence Chamber (indeed, this 
was the primary venue for dining-in-state at both courts) was arranged for the service of 
the meal. In Spain, Wadsworth observed that the royal “table is placed at the vpper end of 
the presence, the place being a Boarded ascent a foote higher than the other part of the 
floore; and ouer the Table hangs a rich Cannopie of State.”104  
 After the room had been appropriately arranged, Wadsworth tells us “now the 
first course is brought vp by the Guard, and being brought to the Queenes Table the Lord 
High Steward placeth it thereon: which done the Queene commeth out hereselfe, and 
sitting down one of the Chaplaines sayes grace.”105 Here again, the English court 
followed a similar example. The king of England's meal also began with the highest-
ranking prelate present saying the grace. The importance of a benediction before the meal 
is clear both in Madrid and London. The inclusion of the saying of grace in both 
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instances also helps us to understand that some religious practice across courts even in 
multi-confessional Europe was ubiquitous. 
 Service of the meal at both courts was highly ritualized. For instance, in England, 
“after the Carver hath his towel upon his shoulder, he and the Gentleman Usher goeth 
together in the Presence Chamber where they make three congés (or low bows) at three 
several parts of the Chamber and so come to the board” to serve the king.106 While the 
precise service differed at the Spanish court, the solemnity and highly theatrical manner 
in which they were executed was the same. In Spain, the Queen had “three Ladies of 
Honour attending vpon her person, as they all doe in their dayly courses.”107 These ladies 
performed ritualized service to the Queen that was comparable to the gentlemen ushers 
that served the King of England. Wadsworth observed that “one of these Ladies 
vncourering of the meate dishes, deliuers them to a second, who presents them to the 
Queene, and if the Queene bee silent therat, the second Lady deliuers the dish of 
Meate.”108 
 Ultimately, the greatest significance of dining derives from its relationship to 
religious practice in this period. As I see it, dining in state, in its closeness to a form of 
liturgy offered the court the opportunity to venerate the monarch while also highlighting 
his proximity to the divine. The dining ritual was presented with a liturgical complexity 
that self-consciously paralleled the ritualism of divine service. Indeed, the Presence 
Chamber was arranged in such a way as to resemble the liturgical east end of a church. 
The king’s table, like an altar, was usually raised on a dais and covered with fine linens, 
positioned at the east end of the room. Meanwhile, the assembled courtiers would stand 
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in silence and watch the king at his meal like a congregation witnessing a religious ritual. 
And the king, positioned behind a table adorned with exquisite plate was close, at least in 
visual terms, to a cleric. However, despite his similarities to a celebrant, the reverence 
shown to the king and to the physical symbols of majesty, presented the sovereign 
himself as an object of religious devotion, venerated by a congregation of courtiers. The 
ritualized behavior of the royal servants such as their repeated genuflecting as well as the 
use of music all contributed to Charles’s vision of sacral monarchy and helped shape the 
ritual tone of his kingship.  
 The gestures of service at the king’s table and the behavior of the king himself 
contributed to the paraliturgicality of the ceremonies but also helped reinforce the antique 
quality of these ceremonies. Indeed, genuflection was not only a bodily gesture reserved 
for religious reverence, it also had its roots in medieval rituals of homage. By recreating 
rituals of feudal vassalage at court, Charles was perhaps attempting to recreate the tone of 
medieval rulership which called for personal loyalty to the sovereign from his lords and 
which was built upon the set of antique virtues discussed earlier.109 
While the importance of antiquity to the tone of Charles’s kingship cannot be 
denied110 (and should not be ignored) the key understanding lies primarily in religion. As 
we saw, during the dining ceremonies the Presence Chamber was not only a political 
theatre but it also was a quasi-sacred space. When the king dined-in-state, this room was 
connected both in terms of ritual behavior and material culture to the Chapel Royal, 
which was the center of religious life at court. This derives from the mimetic relationship 
between the sacraments and the rituals of monarchy. As we discovered earlier, the 
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coronation with its anointing ceremony mimicked the ordination of priests and the 
installation of bishops. The touching for the king’s evil mimicked the role of Christ as a 
healer and the miraculous power of touch and direct contact with the holy. Now it is clear 
that dining, in its closeness to liturgical practice, mimicked the mass and offered the court 
the opportunity to venerate the monarch while also reminding them of his closeness to the 
divine through its replication of liturgical practice and materials.  
The closeness of these rituals to pre-Reformation liturgical practice did not go 
unremarked in seventeenth-century England. Indeed, these rituals were cause for alarm 
amongst many of the king’s puritan detractors. Many Calvinists saw these ceremonies as 
indicative of the king’s sympathetic views of the Catholic Church, of his efforts to push 
the Church of England towards a pre-Reformation style of worship, and of his style of 
kingship, which they saw as a dangerous mimicry of the continental absolutism of France 
and Spain.  
Although dining and religion were inexorably connected, rituals of food service and 
consumption also had relationships to other aspects of court culture. Indeed, masquing 
can be decoded and contextualized in similar ways to dining. For the last three decades 
scholars across the humanities have attempted to search for the political within the 
masques, which had for a long time been considered apolitical. The importance of 
exploring the cultural and political impacts of masquing was first promoted by Stephen 
Orgel and Roy Strong and has been advanced by the work of other scholars such Karen 
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Britland’s Drama at the Courts of Henrietta Maria (2006), Erica Veever’s Images of 
Love and Religion (1989), and Barbara Ravelhoffer’s The Early Stuart Masque (2006).111 
The studies of masquing and performance at court are illuminating for dining in 
that the two events were highly choreographed, multimedia performances, which often 
shared the same venue. Moreover, we have recently come to better understand the 
relationship between masquing and politics. As Kevin Sharpe has argued “the language 
of the masque often echoed (and was echoed by) the discourse on politics.”112 Masques 
were clearly considered to be “political occasions” by contemporary observers, who 
frequently “described the king and courtiers as ‘busy’ rehearsing for masques, with all the 
connotations of attendance on duty.”113  
Just as we have come to consider and then reconsider the political import of 
masquing at court, we must eventually do the same for the court’s dining ceremonies and 
their political relevance. In their seminal work, Inigo Jones: The Theatre of the Stuart 
Court (1973), Orgel and Strong argue that the masque served as a “symbolic” cure for 
political ills and that royal spectacles such as the masque put power structures on display 
and presented them symbolically “often showing how they can better operate.”114 
Moreover, some masques have been characterized as direct political assertions, where 
“just as Neptune could tame the seas, or Pan could bring order to the wilderness’s savage 
beasts, so would the king’s wisdom create peace at home and in the commonwealth of 
                                                
111 Other works include: Clare McManus’s Women on the Reniassance Stage: Anna of Denmark and 
Female Masquing in the Stuart Court (2002), David Bevington and Peter Holbrook’s The Politics of the 
Stuart Masque (1999), and Tim Royler’s The Essex House Masque (2000).  
112 Sharpe, Personal Rule, 231. 
113 Ibid., 230. 
114 Mulryne and Goldring, 16. 
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nations.”115 Indeed, Albion’s Triumph (1632) was essentially a fable for the creation of 
sacred monarchy and Coleum Britannicum (1634) asserts the king’s ideology for court 
and church, which Orgel and Strong describe as “Ancient British purity revived.” As in 
the dining ceremonies, the revival of “ancient” practice is at the heart of Charles’s 
approach to his kingship and his supremacy over the Church.  
As we have seen both in this chapter and the last, ancient practice and the 
promotion of antique magnificence were key to the king’s political and religious points of 
view. This particular brand of ceremonial promoted the antiquity of sovereign authority 
in general and of the English monarchy specifically. Thus, dining ceremonies gave 
legitimacy both to the monarchy and to Charles’s authority as king. The conflation of the 
religious and the political in the ritual behavior of the court helped display this point of 
view. Antique forms of magnificence and dining ceremonies that harkened back to older 
modes of ritual kingship – particularly those that were prevalent before the Reformation – 
all aided the king presenting a particular vision of his rule, which is not accessible in 
political writings and verbal pronouncements.  
Like the Stuart court masques, the meal was also spectacle in that the entire 
ceremony is presented as a mise-en-scene that was meant to represent and reinforce the 
status quo and hierarchy that it also helped to create. The Presence Chamber was a theatre 
and the meal was an elaborate performance with the sovereign, his courtiers, and his 
servants all playing particular roles. Each element of this staging was beautifully 
orchestrated with the king as both its director and principal character. We now turn to the 
props and stage settings that facilitated and enhanced this performance. The following 
                                                
115 Loomie, 4 and Stephen Orgel, The Illusion of Power: Political Theatre in the English Renaissance. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 51- 57. 
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chapter explores the role of silver plate in these ceremonies and within the broader 
material culture of the court. 
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Figures 
 
 
Figure 1. Gerrit Houkgeest, Charles I and Henrietta Maria Dining in Public. Oil on 
Canvas, 1635. (The Royal Collection, London 
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Chapter 3: 
Exquisite Adjuncts of Rank: Silverwork and the Royal Household 
 
In the first year of the Civil War, the Parliamentary army marched southwest of 
London to Windsor. This town was home to Windsor Castle, one of the oldest royal 
residences in England, and to St. George’s Chapel, the grandest of all of the king’s 
chapels. The army had no plans to sack Windsor or to occupy the castle. Their primary 
concern was the treasure within St. George’s Chapel. The soldiers who looted St. 
George’s forcibly removed well over £3,000 worth of precious silver altar plate.1 Shortly 
there after, the Dean of the Chapel created an inventory of all of the treasure that was 
stolen. His list included a number of recent acquisitions such as “all the rich plate made 
by Van Vianen the Norimberger [Nuremburger], valued with the Workmanship and 
treble gilding, at 12 shillings per ounce.”2 The Dean also lamented the loss of older, 
antique pieces like “two fair double gilt Chalices, with covers, two fair double gilt 
flagons, a basin gilt for the Bread at Great Communions, a large carpet of gold wire for 
the Communion table, the great brass bason or font for Christenings given by Edward 
III.”3 Despite his efforts to record exactly what was stolen, there was little hope that these 
objects would be returned. Indeed, it was all presumably melted down straight away in 
order to pay troops and purchase provisions.  
As this episode reveals, silver plate was an extremely valuable commodity and 
was subject to meticulous documentation. Even in a time of crisis, the Dean of the St. 
George’s Chapel could list what was taken out of the chapel down to the very ounce. 
Moreover, descriptions of what was looted also help to reveal the importance of antique 
                                                
1 Maurice Bond, ed. The Inventories of St. George’s Chapel, Windsor Castle 1384 –1667. (London: 1947), 
32. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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objects, including at least one donated by King Edward III (1312 – 1377), which were 
still being used. Given that the material culture of this place was part and parcel of its 
ritual behavior, it is no surprise that St. George’s had a reputation as the most resplendent 
and ceremonial of all of the king’s chapels. We should understand that the soldiers who 
looted this chapel were not just acting as plunderers but also as iconoclasts. In practical 
terms, they removed and eventually destroyed the altar plate in order to turn it into coin 
to pay army debts. However, in ideological terms, these soldiers, led by John Venn, 
sought to destroy the material culture of the king’s Beauty of Holiness program as 
exemplified by the décor of St. George’s.4 By removing precious objects intended for the 
worship of God and for the enhancement of the dignity of the worshiper, the 
Parliamentary army had in effect attempted to desecrate the sacred space of St. George’s 
Chapel. Thus, while it was not a physical occupation of an enemy army, it was, at least 
for a short time, the ideological occupation of the army of the godly in what had been a 
bastion of Laudian splendor.  
Silver was a key component of the décor of the chapel, because it was both 
expensive and desirable for ceremonial purposes. As the celebrated silver specialist 
Arthur Grimwade has noted, “since the days of the pharaohs…the precious metals have 
exerted their hold on man and contributed largely to his expressions of power and 
security.”5 Moreover, Philippa Glanville, the renowned historian of English silver, has 
argued that “silver and gold items were seen not merely as manifestations of the 
                                                
4 Keith Lindely, “John Venn (1586 – 1650)” ODNB, np. Venn was a staunch Puritan and iconoclast. After 
becoming Governor of Windsor Castle in October of 1642, he ensured that St. George’s Chapel was subject 
to what his biography has called a “godly purge.”  
5 Arthur Grimwade, "New Light on English Royal Plate." The Silver Society Journal 7 (1995), 1. 
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monarch's power and status, but as essential adjuncts of rank.”6 Silverwork is clearly an 
important aspect of the artistic and cultural history of early modern England.7 Indeed, one 
scholar has argued that silver plate was an indispensible part of royal life and magnificent 
display.8 In this period, silver continued to serve as the medium through which royal 
magnificence and taste could be most easily and boldly advertized. And, as Ronald 
Lightbown has argued, princes’ “delight in the beauty and richness of its materials and 
workmanship was not checked by Puritanism or sobriety, save in exceptional cases.”9 
However, in an age that regarded the presence of silver plate as a key indicator of power 
and prestige, the place of silver has yet to be adequately explored in the study of the 
English Court as a center of politics and power. According to Malcolm Smuts, “nearly all 
modern studies of the English court’s visual culture have concentrated on analysis of 
paintings, architecture and masque designs, while leaving broader questions largely 
unanswered.” 10 Indeed, this field is still in need of a more systematic investigation of all 
forms of visual display at court.11 Here, I offer silverwork, procured by the king and 
court, as a major aspect of the material culture, a key historical source and as a cultural 
artifact of the court. 
                                                
6 Philippa Glanville, Silver in England. (London: Unwin Hyman, 1987), 203. While gold was found in 
jewelry, chains and medals, due to silver’s durability and remarkable aseptic qualities, silver had long been 
the preferred metal for dining in princely and elite households and thus is our primary focus here. However, 
it should be noted that references to plate were usually referring to silver gilt, which was silver covered by 
a thin layer of gold. 
7 Here and throughout the chapter, I use the term “silverwork” to describe all vessels, utensils, jewelry, and 
ornamentation made from silver.  
8 R.W. Lightbown, "Charles I and the Art of the Goldsmith." In The Late King's Goods: Collections, 
Possessions and Patronage of Charles I in the Light of the Commonwealth Sale Inventories, Arthur 
MacGregor, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 233. 
9 Ibid., 234. 
10R. Malcolm Smuts, “Art and the Material Culture of Majesty” in The Stuart Court and Europe: Essays in 
Politics and Political Culture, edited by Malcolm Smuts (Cambridge:1996), 87. 
11 Ibid. 
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Silver plate played a key role in the royal household. In addition to serving as an 
indispensible part of daily life at court and as a key means of royal display, plate was 
required for “issue to members of the royal family, for issue to ambassadors going abroad 
and for presents to visitors of importance such as ambassadors and foreign princes.”12 
Indeed, silverwork in its various forms – from the exquisite to the mundane –permeated 
all aspects of aulic life, most significantly with regard to dining ceremonies and religious 
rituals. 13 This chapter attempts to highlight the role of silver in both “the Chapel” and 
“the Chamber,” and argues that the relationship between its sacral and secular uses can be 
helpful in understanding the mentality of the person who commissioned, purchased and 
used these objects. In its relationship to the Chamber, I attempt to demonstrate how silver 
functioned both as a key component of the king’s magnificence and as the second most 
expensive manifestation (after foodstuffs) of his largesse. I also discuss the 
multidimensionality of silverwork as functional objects, objets d’art, and as an immediate 
source of revenue for the household. In silver’s relationship to the chapel, I highlight the 
place of plate in the religious life of the court, always with an eye to the material 
congruencies between its roles in the Chapel Royal and the Presence Chamber. However, 
before exploring various roles of silver at court, we must first attempt to confront the 
problems and challenges associated with the history of this king’s collection of silver and 
with silverwork in general in its use as a historical source for the ritual life and kingship 
of Charles I. 
 
 
                                                
12 Lightbown, 233. 
13 I use silverwork to include all silver objects embossed, engraved or otherwise crafted by goldsmiths for 
the court. 
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A Bias of Opinion and a Dearth of Sources 
 Nearly every piece of Charles I’s silver collection has been lost to history. Before 
understanding its role at his court, we need to first explore, not only how this came to be, 
but also how scholars and experts have framed this loss in the historiography. Philippa 
Glanville has summarized the loss of the Caroline silver collection this way: “there is no 
evidence that King Charles added to the ceremonial dining or buffet plate, rather that he 
plundered it as being the most readily disposable and most profitable of the Crown’s 
assets.”14 As we shall see, the logic of this statement, which has been reiterated again and 
again by art historians and connoisseurs, falls apart when compared against the evidence 
provided by household records stored in the National Archives and the papers of Sir 
Henry Mildmay at the Somerset County Record Office, which have largely been ignored 
by these scholars.  
 A number of prominent scholars, who have greatly contributed to our 
understanding of the role of silver in early modern Europe, have continued to cast this 
king in this light. In his Christie’s Pictorial History of English and American Silver 
(1985) Michael Clayton laments the loss of the royal silver, which he claims, was entirely 
“sacrificed to the Crown’s pressing need for even more money.”15 Clayton attributes the 
loss of this collection solely to “a great conversion of almost everything in gold or silver 
owned by loyal subjects, and even by churches if they had any particular links with the 
Crown, such as the Chapels Royal.”16 Moreover, Grimwade argued that although it is 
said that the English royal collection of plate in Tudor times was held to be the most 
                                                
14 Philippa Glanville. Silver in Tudor and Stuart England: A Social History and Catalogue of the National 
Collection, 1480 – 1660. ( London: 1992), 206. 
15 Clayton, 48. 
16 Ibid. 
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precious in Europe, the financial stress into which Charles I was plunged, both by the 
Civil War and before, swept all away.17 Charles Oman provides the harshest attack on 
this king as he frames his relationship with the royal silver as one of sheer greed and an 
almost philistine disregard for the intrinsic value of the silverwork. He argues that from 
the beginning, Charles was selling off plate for money and that there is no indication that 
he felt any compunction in doing so.18 He continues that “the reign of Charles I was a 
period when important orders were rare, the most important exception being church 
plate.”19 The logic behind these assumptions has run thusly: One of the primary ways to 
procure money before the troubles of the early 1640s was to sell off the silver. Glanville 
argues that the virtual emptying of the Jewel House in the 1630s and early 1640s came as 
Charles I desperately attempted to govern without resort to Parliament.20 She also states 
that the king “casually” gave away £4,500 of silver over the course of his reign.21 And 
she insists that Charles had a disdain for his inherited Great Gilt Cupboard of Estate.22  
 All of these scholars, to whom this author, nevertheless, owes a great debt for 
their work on early Stuart silver, have somehow ignored the fact that in times of financial 
crisis, plate was repeatedly, sold, pawned, melted and given intact to creditors. As at all 
other cash poor royal courts, plate was repeatedly pawned, redeemed and sold throughout 
the reign in order to pay debts. For instance, at the end of the seventeenth century, Louis 
XIV of France sacrificed the bulk of his silver furniture at Versailles to pay his armies.23 
Unlike paintings and statuary, plate and jewelry of precious gold and silver did not have 
                                                
17 Grimwade, 3. 
18 Charles Oman, English Engraved Silver: 1100 – 1900. (London: Faber and Faber, 1978 ), 9. 
19 Ibid., 25. 
20 Glanville, Tudor and Stuart England, 26. 
21 Glanville, Goldsmiths, 51. 
22 Ibid., 48. 
23 Frances Buckland, “Gobelins Tapestries and Paintings as a Source of Information about the Silver 
Furniture of Louis XIV,” Burlington Magazine 124:962, (May 1983), 271. 
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to be sold, which required skills and any number of brokers. Silver could be melted at the 
mint and instantly converted into usable cash. A number of the records that were in the 
possession of Sir Henry Mildmay, Master of the Jewel House, track and record the 
whereabouts of thousands of ounces of royal silver presumably, in part, so that the king 
and his officers could know what silver would be available if a need to liquidate or pawn 
these assets arose and so that the pieces could be reclaimed later. These records clearly 
demonstrate how silver objects were, at least in the minds of court officers, thought of as 
commodities and valued for their material worth rather than as finely crafted works of art. 
Indeed, these documents often carefully record the weights and values of the silver pieces 
rather than describe their artistic character.24 Although much plate was pawned in times 
of need or given away to help with debts, when the moments of financial crisis subsided, 
there were often efforts to redeem plate that had been loaned out or pawned. In 1635, the 
king even gave instructions to redeem plate and jewels from his beloved sister, the Queen 
of Bohemia.25 
 Moreover, art historians have largely ignored the role of the Parliamentary forces 
and later the Commonwealth administrators in the selling, melting and general 
destruction of the king’s silver during and after the Civil War.26 Yes the silver collection 
was destroyed and yes the king and his administrators had some hand in it, but the armies 
of Parliament stand equally culpable, if not more so. Furthermore, in this period it was 
commonly practiced and accepted that kings would frequently turn to the royal silver, the 
                                                
24 Somerset County Record Office DD-MI-19-48 All of the Kings Plate Abroad in Service of his 
Household; National Archives, Exchequer36/101 Gold and Silver in the Treasury, 1627; DD-MI-19-33 
Classified List of Plate and Weights; E 407 /70/ 3 An Inventory of Jewels and Plate 
25 National Archives of the United Kingdom, Office of the Exchequer (E) 351/1957. 
26 For silver and the Civil War see: Oliver Rackham’s Treasures of Silver at Corpus Christi College 
Cambridge. (Cambridge and London: Cambridge University Press, 2002), especially Chapter 8. 
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most fungible of their possessions, to address their constant want for money. Moreover, 
the tone of these accusations and the placing of blame squarely on the king rely on the 
modern and thus anachronistic idea of the presence of a “national collection” and the 
presumption that the king held his silver collection in trust for the nation. Indeed, the only 
collection belonging to the king but only held in trust were the Crown jewels, which he 
never jeopardized. 
Indeed, a more balanced account of the loss of the collection comes from Alfred 
Jones who states “the destruction, which was then begun by Charles was completed by 
Parliament on 9 August 1649.”27 Undoubtedly, the king did have much to do with the 
depletion of the collection. The wars truly represented a moment of financial crisis for the 
Crown; indeed, finances were certainly a precipitant of the conflict. In 1644 great 
numbers of items were melted down in order to provision the troops and pay for the 
war.28 Amongst other items of silverwork, there were eighteen dishes, thirty-one plates, 
two saucers, four candlesticks, five bowels, three water pots, and one warming pan. 29  
The king often resorted to pawning plate because debt was a central problem for 
his household and government. At his accession, Charles inherited his father’s debt and 
had to promptly deal with the fiscal issues this presented. For instance, in the first full 
                                                
27 E. Alfred Jones, “ The Royal Collections: The Silver,” Burlington Magazine 66:383 (August 1935), 89. 
28 Moreover, it was not just the collection of royal silver that faced destruction in this period. Noble 
families and both universities also saw their collections depleted by the war. A list of plate sacrificed by 
Queen’s College, Cambridge to the king on 3 August 1642, which is tactfully headed “in these dreadful 
times of imminent danger for the security thereof deposited with the King” itemizes vessels, the majority of 
white silver, with their donor’s names. Virtually all were for drinking – tankards between 13 and 19 
ounces, beakers rather less, flagons of 37 to 41 ounces, bowls with covers 25 to 190 ounces (a wide class 
meaning standing cups) and “college pots” of 14 to 21 ounces. Three salts were the only exception. Private 
families suffered differentially in the Civil War according to their accessibility. Richard Lybbe at Hardwick 
House in Oxfordshire contributed £40 in plate to Charles I’s efforts in 1642; a year later he was raided 
again by Parliamentary troops from Reading and lost plate worth a further £182. (Glanville, Silver in 
England, 50). 
29 DD/MI/19/82 
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year of his reign, the king sold off £16,976 worth of plate.30 Moreover, all sorts of loans 
to the king began to add up; by 1628 Phillip Burlamachi had advanced a total sum of 
£149,919 “for the king's affairs” without having received a single penny in repayment.31 
And suppliers, artisans and tradesmen demanded to be paid for jewels, silks, and other 
luxuries they supplied to the royal household, and the salaries and fees owed to servants 
and officials often ended up in arrears.32 G. E. Aylmer notes that in 1626 nearly £50,000 
in arrears remained to be paid off.33 To lessen these burdens, the king authorized 
Mildmay to sell a staggering half ton of “gilt, parcel gilt, and white plate” to John 
Acton.34  
While nobles clamored for money spent on costly embassies and other services 
performed on behalf of the Crown the king also had financial obligations abroad. Military 
and mercenary forces constantly demanded payment. For instance, the king owed 
£65,000 to the Estates of Holland for advances to Viscount Mansfield's troops, while the 
soldiers and captains abroad on the Île de Ré and other expeditionary forces in Europe 
had to be paid off.35 Familial obligations also tugged at the royal purse. Charles owed his 
uncle King Christian IV of Denmark for loans towards the campaign to restore the throne 
of his sister the Queen of Bohemia, who often clamored for relief herself.36 The sum total 
                                                
30 DD/MI/19/32 
31Frederick Dietz, English Public Finance, 1558-1641, second edition. (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 
1964), 18. 
32 SP 39/196 ; SP 16/379/ 22. 
33 Aylmer, “Reformer,” 359. 
34 SP 39/19. Acton was the London goldsmith that worked most often for the court in the 1620s and early 
1630s, before the arrival of Christian Van Vianen.  
35 Dietz, 19. 
36 SP 16/20/29; SP 16/148/95; SP 16/37/74; SP 16/21/103; SP 16/21/13; SP 16/81/47. 
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of all of these debts had a serious hold on the royal finances. By the mid 1630s, the 
King's debts had been reckoned at just less than two years gross ordinary revenue.37  
Although pawning happened more frequently, when it came to destroying plate, 
we can assume that older, less used pieces of plate were perhaps looked to first. For 
instance, in a letter to Philip Burlamachi dated 22 August 1629, Charles gave 
authorization to melt down “some pieces of old plate” to repay his debts to the Count of 
Nassau, Phillip Calandrini, Colonel Peblis and John Dalbier.38 Moreover, Glanville tells 
us that none of the metal from the jewels and plate weeded out as unserviceable under 
Elizabeth in 1600 went back into vessels; this weeding out benefited the Mint to a total of 
£9,500 and much of the old royal plate was bought by royal officials.39 Charles was 
therefore far from the only monarch to make the difficult decision to sacrifice precious 
objects, valued for both their material worth and the cultural capital they held as finely 
wrought works of art. It was common practice to sell/pawn silver; it was a first resort for 
many rulers. This also goes to the idea that silver, for all princes, was an important 
resource and source of ready money, because of its high value and the relative ease with 
which it could be liquidated. 
Regardless of who is to blame, as a result of the depletion of the king’s plate 
during and after the English Civil War, we are left with few extant pieces upon which to 
base an in-depth historical analysis. However, we can use the quantitative, bureaucratic 
records of the royal household to understand the size, uses, and costs of this collection. 
These sources, which include warrants, inventories and bills are useful – but they are not 
                                                
37 Aylmer, King's Servants, 67 
38 CSPD 1628-29, 22. 
39 Glanville, Tudor and Stuart, 26. 
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ideal.40 While they list the values and weights of each item, very rarely are they 
illustrative of the craftsmanship and skill that went into creating the piece and how highly 
the piece may have been prized for its artifice.41  
Despite the limitations, these sources can still tell us much about the unique role 
of silver at court. For instance, we can look to these records to understand how the 
constant giving, receiving and melting down of important silver pieces add further 
complexity to the meaning and importance of these objects at court. While more work 
must be done on the relationship between silver as a key aspect of the king’s 
magnificence and its vulnerability as the most fungible aspect of the court’s material 
culture, these sources highlight the complexity of this relationship and perhaps explain 
the current place of silver plate within the studies of the fine and decorative arts at the 
Caroline court.  
Additionally, these sources help us to understand the role that the sheer expense 
of plate, especially when compared to the relative low cost of other courtly art, played as 
an indicator of the king’s magnificence.42 The majority of sources concerning the king’s 
plate came out of the Jewel House at the Tower of London. The term “Jewel House” was 
applied both to the physical building at the Tower and to the department responsible for 
purchasing, issuing and maintaining plate.43 The papers of Sir Henry Mildmay, who 
served as Keeper of the King's Jewels and Plate and Master of the Jewel House, offer 
                                                
40 The most important of these inventories is Oliver Millar’s The Inventories and Valuations of the King's 
Goods 1649 - 1651. Vol. 43, The Walpole Society. (Glasgow: The University Press, 1972.) 
41 Indeed, many inventories and warrants such as Millar’s do not describe even what the items actually 
were and only list their weights in ounces. 
42 For an eloquent argument about the importance of other forms of art and material culture at court besides 
paintings see Malcolm Smuts’s Court Culture and the Origins of a Royalist Tradition in Early Stuart 
England. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996.) 
43 Glanville, Silver in Tudor and Stuart England, 20.  
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evidence as to how this department functioned.44 Mildmay was often commanded to 
supply the court with both important and ordinary pieces and suites of plate. The Jewel 
House was responsible for supplying the personal plate of the king, his family, their 
servants and the officers of the court. Ultimately, the high value of plate accounts for the 
meticulous records associated with this department.  
These records are useful in myriad ways. One of their important functions is to 
help us to highlight both the obvious and more discreet differences between the purely 
functional silverwork of daily life – things like chamber pots – from more important 
objects like saltcellars. This question as to what kind of importance we attribute to an 
object is greater than a simple matter of classification. Establishing the difference 
between an object and an objet speaks to a larger problem concerning how historians use 
and understand historical artifacts. In an undated list of items among the records of the 
Earl of Holland, a contemporary and sometime companion of the king, we find numerous 
examples of fine tableware such as “littill saltes,” a “great salte,” a sugar box, tankards, 
tumblers and “cuppers with covers,” and “a pere of great silver candela stickes.” These 
are listed alongside purely functional pieces of silver, which contributed not to the earl's 
magnificence, but simply allowed for the basic functioning of his household – chief 
among these are “silver chamberpottes,” “kettles and ladells” and cooking pots.45 
Moreover, on a single invoice, Vyner lists a “scallop voyder,” the scallop design 
indicating that this voider46 was meant for display, a wrought silver fruit basket, another 
decorative table item, along with a kettle, which would have been used for the 
                                                
44 These papers were considered “private” and thus do not appear as part of the collection at the National 
Archives due to the long standing tradition of public documents remaining in private hands.  
45 E 192/16/10 Plate Owned by the Earl of Holland. 
46 A voider is a small dish used to hold sweetmeats and dessert items. It is named for the “voyd or void” 
that was a course consisting of sweet dishes at the end of the meal in earlier periods. 
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preparation of food in the kitchens only.47 What these records suggest is that these 
distinctions in form and function are less important and that silver, (which always 
luxurious and expensive) in all of its forms both contributed to the magnificence of elite 
households and served as a source of financing those households.  
Silver and the Material Culture of Dining 
 During Charles’s reign, a number of merchant goldsmiths such as John Williams, 
John Acton and Thomas Vyner all procured and created silverwork for the court; 
however, the Dutchman Christian Van Vianen is the most notable of the king’s 
goldsmiths, particularly among art historians, due to his remarkable innovations in style. 
Van Vianen was a member of an illustrious family of goldsmiths, based in Utrecht. His 
father Adam was responsible for the creation of the revolutionary auricular style and his 
uncle Paul was goldsmith to the Emperor Rudolph II in Prague. In his youth, Christian 
served as an apprentice to both his father and his uncle. He later made his own mark 
amongst seventeenth-century goldsmiths in that he is widely considered to have “brought 
the auricular style to England.”48 This style, which got its name because the fleshy, 
organic folds and curves of the metal are reminiscent of the cartilage of the human ear 
became very popular with the king and the nobility after Van Vianen came to London in 
1630 and set up a large workshop in Westminster.49 
As a highly sought after and well renowned artisan, Van Vianen fetched very high 
fees for his work at court and garnered an annual pension of forty pounds from the king. 
A warrant from 1636 authorized the payment to Van Vianen of 336 pounds for an ewer 
                                                
47 E 192/16/10. 
48 Claude Blair, The History of Silver. (New York: Ballantine Books,1987), 96. 
49 Stephanie Seavers, the Metalwork Curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, kindly 
provided background information about Van Vianen.  
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and basin along with “sundry other particulars.”50 Glanville claims that prices paid by the 
king for plate appear to have been consistently higher than the prices charged to other 
customers. She notes that while this could be explained by the higher level of 
craftsmanship required for royal orders, it is also probable that goldsmiths demanded 
premium payments from the king for their willingness “to offer extended credit, supply 
special orders at short notice, employ alien workmen and negotiate purchases overseas 
for special orders.”51 The high prices charged for his work along with his substantial 
annual pension make it clear that as a court goldsmith Van Vianen's craft was highly 
valued.52 
Van Vianen’s popularity at court accounts for his work for the king’s 
contemporaries some of which remains intact or is represented in paintings from the 
period. For instance, the silver gilt cup, created by Van Vianen in 1644 and which is now 
a part of the collection at Waddesdon Manor, Buckinghamshire is a fine example of the 
new style in silver that Charles I highly valued in the mid and later 1630s (Figures 2&3). 
A cup in the same style, also presumably by Van Vianen, appears in a portrait by 
Bartholomeus Van Der Helst in 1657, which is now also housed at Waddesdon Manor 
(Figure 4). This cup’s positioning in the portrait allows us to see a number of surfaces 
and helps to reveal the exquisite skill that went into both created the cup and in 
representing it on the canvas.53  
The most celebrated extant piece by Van Vianen that did in fact belong to King 
Charles I is the Dolphin Basin (Figure 4). This basin and a now lost ewer would have 
                                                
50 SP 38/16 
51 Glanville, Silver in Tudor and Stuart England, 21. 
52 SP 38/14, A warrant to pay Van Vianen a pension of 40 pounds per annum. 
53 Information pointing to the paintings was taken from a handwritten curator’s note in the object 
information about the piece at the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
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been used for rosewater. They would have perhaps been used for the ritual ablution by 
the king before and after his meal. When not in use the basin was meant to hang 
vertically with the dolphins and the grotesque mask at the top. This ingenious basin, 
which was raised from a single sheet of silver features two sinuous dolphins framing a 
pool of water, their eyes and lips creating the illusion of a grotesque mask. This basin 
perhaps provides an example of the way in which Charles I wanted to bring a fresh look 
to the English Court, and a new style to English court silver. Although the accompanying 
ewer for this piece is now lost, the auricular style ewer decorated with the arms of the 
Duke of Sussex created by Van Vianen in 1632, may give us an idea of how it may have 
looked. This very ewer is depicted in Willem Calf’s Still Life with Silver Jug, c. 1655-57 
in the Rijksmuseum (Figure 6).  
When not in use at the king’s table the basin was probably meant to hang 
vertically with the lips and eyes of the two dolphins forming a grotesque mask, as 
evidenced by the holes at the top of the piece from which it could presumably be 
suspended.54 Each object created by Van Vianen was exquisite in its execution and 
design. They, like the rest of the king’s collection of silverwork, all worked to enhance 
and project his magnificence and renown as an astute connoisseur. The projection of 
princely magnificence was the chief function of the king’s silver. In this regard, 
silverwork fulfilled two functions of central importance: domestically impressing the 
court elite with the monarch’s splendor, and in the context of dynastic diplomacy 
                                                
54 Object information and display notes from the office of the Metalwork curator at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. 
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maintaining the fame and renown of the ruling house within the competitive company of 
European princes through their diplomatic representatives.55  
While nearly every event at court was graced with the presence of spectacular 
silverwork, the king’s silver was put to best use during his elaborate dining ceremonies. 
Finely wrought silver pieces provided the glittering backdrop against which all dining 
ceremonies were performed. The presence of silver communicated the king’s taste and 
perceived financial security as eloquently as the paintings and tapestries that adorned the 
walls. Given the necessity of close interaction with plate, the user of silverware, unlike 
the observer of a painting, handled and held the piece in close proximity, which may have 
offered a more potent reading and understanding of its iconography. Indeed, silver ewers 
and basins, bowls, salts cellars, flasks, plates and chargers used at the king’s table were 
replete with important themes, emblems, and scenes; the kind of visual imagery that is 
most often associated with paintings, sculpture, frescoes and tapestries.56  
Exquisite silver plate on the king’s dining table was one important part of a larger 
material culture that included ceremonial furnishings as well when the king dined 
publicly in the Presence Chamber. The king's table was placed under the canopy of the 
Cloth of Estate at the east end of the room, raised on a dais and covered with fine linen. 
Hugh Murray Baillie has argued that the Cloth of Estate was the most important symbol 
of majesty in this period.57 In every context in which it appeared, the Cloth of Estate was 
                                                
55 Adamson, 35. 
56 For nearly each delivery of plate, Mildmay’s papers note that items delivered from the Jewel House were 
often stamped with “CP” or “CR” along with the king’s arms. 
57 Hugh Murray Baillie, “Etiquette and the Planning of State Apartments in Baroque Palaces,” 
Archaeologia 101:51 (January 1967), 169. 
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always the marker of the highest rank, implying some degree of sovereign status. In the 
king’s houses it was reserved for use only by the sovereign and his consort.58  
The canopy of the Cloth of Estate had a long history as a symbol of status in early 
modern England. In an article on “Canopies, Couches and Chairs of State,” Peter 
Thornton argues that the use of canopies and chairs of state during the seventeenth-
century hearkened back to ancient traditions of the Medieval period and before. He notes 
that initially, the canopy represented a bed that had long come to be one of the principal 
symbols of majesty or high estate.59 In the late medieval period, to own a bed with 
curtains hanging from a tester was something only the wealthy could afford, and this 
piece of furniture soon came to be associated with high rank and therefore became a 
subject of reverence in and of itself. Since it was the tester and its curtains that were the 
most prominent signs of luxury, and, by extension of exalted status, one could remove the 
bed-frame below and leave the resulting canopy still retaining its full significance. A 
chair of state, which was itself a potent symbol of rank, was usually placed under such a 
canopy.60 In England, this type of armchair had gone out of fashion in private use during 
the sixteenth-century and was only retained for formal/ceremonial purposes. This form of 
seat, called an X-frame chair, represented the final modification of the medieval folding 
armchair – the “fauldstool,” which developed out of the peripatetic traditions of the high 
medieval elite lifestyle, could fold flat and was easily moved.61 
By the seventeenth-century this type of chair had assumed an aura of antique 
tradition; Thornton argues that it was thought of as the respected seat of one’s forefathers. 
                                                
58 Ibid., 178. 
59 Peter Thornton, “Canopies, Couches, and Chairs of State,” Apollo 100:1 (1974), 292. 
60 Ibid., 293.  
61 Ibid., 294.  
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This would explain why these chairs were still being made for courtly ceremonial 
functions well into the seventeenth-century. Moreover, Penelope Eames notes, many X-
frame chairs were made ensuite, being covered in the same pattern and fabric as the Cloth 
of Estate.62 Eames argues that the X-frame chair was one of the most ancient and 
therefore most significant forms of chairs of authority. The whole tableau, which 
included the dais and the Cloth of Estate, presented an striking image of kingship and 
antique magnificence63 
Two footstools of the same fabric were generally placed along side the X-frame 
chair under the canopy. These footstools may have served a number of functions in the 
Presence Chamber. For instance, they may have functioned as rests for the crown and 
other instruments of monarchy. Moreover, they may have been placed beside the chair to 
emphasize the height/status of the sitter. In giving the illusion of added height the 
footstool helped provide an essential ingredient in the creation of a chair or stool or 
authority, which was generally concerned with the elevation of the seated figure. 64 The 
Chair of State and the canopy were the only permanent pieces of furniture found in the 
Presence Chamber. Other important pieces were moved in and out depending on the type 
of event that was to occur in the chamber.  
Another key piece of furniture in this room was the sideboard or Cupboard of 
Estate. Like the Canopy of Estate, the cupboard was a potent symbol of the king’s 
majesty and enhanced the visual magnificence of king’s dining ceremonies.65 The tiered 
                                                
62 Ibid., 295.  
63 Penelope Eames, Furniture in England, France, and the Netherlands from the Twelfth to the Fifteenth 
Century. (London: The Furniture History Society, 1977), 181.  
64 Herbert Cescinsky, “The Development of the English Chair,” Apollo. (100:1), 18. 
65 For the best and most detailed discussion of the Cupboard of Estate see Peter Thornton’s chapter on 
“Tables and Cupboards” in his Seventeenth-Century Interior Decoration in England, France and Holland. 
(Yale: 1978.) 
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sideboard appeared at princely and royal households all across Europe beginning in the 
late medieval period. Although the relationship between the number of tiers and the rank 
of the owner varied from realm to realm, it was nearly always the case that the number of 
tiers indicated the status of the host. They were usually draped in fine textiles or Turkish 
rugs and were typically reserved for the display of the most extraordinary pieces of 
silverwork, which was meant to be admired but not used. Indeed, while it was beautiful 
and finely wrought, the functional silverwork placed on the dining table could not 
compare to the highly fantastical and extraordinary pieces that were usually displayed on 
the sideboard.  
Some of these objects may have included basins, bowls, and standing cups all 
adorned with diamonds, rubies, sapphires and emeralds, which are listed in an inventory 
from 1629.66 Other items that may have been displayed there included a high salt in the 
form of a ship, fixed with rubies, emeralds and pearls. A cup called “The Dream of Paris” 
featuring Jupiter, Juno, and Venus was adorned with diamonds and rubies, and an ewer 
with the spout in the form of a serpent.67 Moreover, in this age of exploration and 
colonization of the Americas, these sideboards typically displayed treasures from the 
New World. Often, natural wonders, like coral and coconuts, were fashioned into cups 
and other decorative objects and displayed there.  
Aside from the silver used for display on the king’s table or the Cupboard of 
Estate, silver was also used in the attire worn by the royal family and their courtiers. Like 
cloth of gold, cloth of silver was used to fabricate beautiful and costly articles of clothing. 
                                                
66 National Archives of the United Kingdom, Office of the Auditors of the Land Revenue (LR ) 2/123 f. 25 
67 LR 2/123 f. 30. Here it should be noted that this inventory is a rare example wherein particular pieces of 
plate are described in rather vivid detail and do not just include their weights and values, which is more 
typical. 
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We know of at least one example when Queen Henrietta Maria ordered clothing such as a 
petticoat “laced with broad silver bone lace sleeves and stomacher laced all over with a 
small silver lace.”68 The queen also had petticoats that were embroidered with silver 
thread, laced with gold and silver parchment and made from cloth of silver.69 Moreover, 
the royal children were also outfitted in clothing made from silver. In 1633, the queen 
ordered three coats and a gown made of silver from a London tailor for two of her 
children.70 While gold would have been the precious metal of choice for jewelry it is 
clear that silver, at least on occasion, was also desirable for adorning the body. 
Silver and the Culture of Gift Giving at Court 
In addition to its role in dining ceremonies and in other capacities, exquisite 
silverwork both used at table and exhibited on specially arranged sideboards also 
provided the monarch with a set of valuable tools for international diplomacy. Indeed, 
ambassadors and envoys not only reported on the impressive displays they observed at 
their host court, they put the wealth and prestige of their sovereigns on display in the 
foreign realm as well. Ambassadors had long been outfitted with several thousand ounces 
of plate in order to reveal their magnificence as the personal representatives of their 
sovereigns. In this way, rulers in early modern Europe competed amongst each other in 
the sheer scale of their deployment of silver. 71  
Foreign ambassadors also received gifts of plate from their royal hosts upon being 
recalled. For instance, in 1633, the Venetian Ambassador to England reported that his 
Polish counterpart received the “usual gift” of silver from the king before he was recalled 
                                                
68 LR 5/64, Lady Day Quarter 1627/8. I am grateful to Caroline Hibbard for this reference.  
69 Ibid. 
70 LR 5/65, again I have Caroline Hibbard to thank for this reference. 
71 Philippa Glanville, “The Goldsmiths and the Court” in Britannia and Muscovy: English Silver at the 
Court of the Tsar, eds. O. Dmitrieva and N. Abramova, (Yale: 2006), 48. 
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to Warsaw.72 As ambassadors constantly received massive amounts of plate, it can be 
argued that the diplomatic corps, consisting of both the king’s representatives going to 
foreign courts and the envoys of foreign princes in London, were a major drain on the 
king’s silver. For instance, in April and May of 1642 the Portuguese ambassador received 
2,000 ounces of plate from the king. In August of that year the French ambassador 
received 2,000 ounces and then in November the Venetian ambassador received 2,000 
ounces of his own.73  
Gifts of this kind were not only reserved for the diplomatic corps, the king gave 
away thousands of ounces of silverwork a year to his courtiers and servants as a part of 
his royal obligations. Indeed, the transfer of silver pieces among the king, his courtiers 
and ambassadors, through gift giving was an essential aspect of the symbolic role that 
silver played at court. Not only was the monarch expected to live and dine with splendor 
and magnificence, he was also expected to give with a generous hand. There were 
occasions for gift giving throughout the year such as the annual ceremony of New Year’s 
Day gift exchange, and on more personal occasions such as the christenings of the 
children of his household officers and courtiers.74  
It can be estimated that over the course of his reign, Charles I spent nearly 
£74,000 on silverwork and gold medals and chains, most of which was given away to 
visiting foreign diplomats and courtiers during New Year celebrations.75 The significance 
of silver here should be clear as this sum by far exceeded the Crown’s total expenditure 
on paintings and sculpture throughout the entire reign. Indeed, a warrant from the second 
                                                
72 CSPV, 1632-36, 1333. 
73 DD/MI/19/116. 
74 Glanville, Tudor and Stuart, 23. 
75 Adamson, 35. 
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year of Charles' reign reveals that John Acton charged totals of £ 2,609 for gilt plate 
given away on New Year's Day, £ 2,590 for gilt plate given to Ambassadors and £484 for 
gilt plate given away at christenings.76 Another warrant, dated from July of 1631, paid 
Acton nearly six thousand pounds for “gilt plate, chains and medals of gold given away 
in New Year's gifts and at christenings and to sundry ambassadors, and for mending 
broken plate.”77 
The king continued to give away thousands ounces of plate to his courtiers every 
year even up until the final breakdown of the royal government. A document amongst 
Mildmay’s papers groups recipients of royal generosity by noble title and lists how many 
ounces of plate each received. A selection of earls, barons, viscounts, countesses, ladies, 
knights and gentlemen are represented here and the amount of plate they received can be 
correlated to their rank.78 For instance, earls received £1,043, barons £258 and the 
Queen’s ladies £190 worth of silverwork.79 As these numbers demonstrate, the courtiers’ 
rank or the extent of their personal connection to the king saw a direct correlation to the 
amount of plate received as a gift. In 1625, the Duke of Buckingham, the king’s favorite 
and most powerful courtier, was given a gift of gilt-plate that totaled over 2,000 ounces.80 
On the other hand, gifts to servants in both the king and queen’s households were usually 
relatively small amounts ranging from sixty ounces for a Groom of the Chamber to 
twenty-four ounces for a Groom of the Robes.81 As the Mildmay papers indicate, the act 
of displaying royal munificence through gifts of plate was so crucial to the kingship of 
                                                
76 SP 39/19 The same warrant also pays Acton 1,500 pounds for the repair and alterations of plate. 
77 SP 39/30. 
78 DD/MI/19/59 
79 DD/MI/19/58  
80 DD/MI/19/103 
81 DD/MI/19/6-24 and 34-37  
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Charles I, that the practice continued even during the financially unstable 1640s. Indeed, 
in the year 1640 the King gave over £1,809 in plate to fifty-eight earls.82  
In many cases, high-ranking servants received suites of plate as both perquisites 
and necessary accoutrements of their office and rank. Indeed, a large portion of the royal 
plate went out on loan for the use of the king’s highest-ranking household officers. In 
1630, over 8,800 ounces of plate were out on long-term loan to these administrators 
including 1,243 to the Lord Chamberlain and 1,215 to the Master of the Horse.83 
Moreover, servants of the royal household not only received silver as a privilege of office 
but they were also issued plate in order to carry out their duties. For instance, in 1639 the 
apothecary to the Prince of Wales received a skillet, a pestle and mortar, a deep basin and 
a number of large spoons, and a gentleman usher to the six year old Duke of York 
received a warming pan, a “Scotch salt,” two knives and forks and eighteen trenchers and 
plates to outfit the duke’s apartments.84 
Since plate was loaned out over extended periods of time to a large number of 
people, much of what left the Jewel House in fact never returned. Indeed, King Charles 
had not yet recovered over five thousand ounces of silver that had been dispersed to 
courtiers in the final years of the King James’ reign by the middle of his own reign.85 The 
problem of lost or unredeemed plate in the hands of courtiers and officials of the 
Jacobean court reappears in a document that records 369 ounces of silver that was lost 
while in the service of The Duke of Richmond, 105 ounces lost by the Marquess of 
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83 DD/MI/19/48. 
84 DD/MI/19/79. 
85 DD/MI/19/102. 
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Hamilton, and 261 ounces lost by the Earl of Morton.86 There were substantial losses of 
plate during Charles's reign as well. The manuscript DD/MI/19/54 lists thousands of 
ounces of plate that had been lost by sundry officers and servants by the year 1634.87 
Given these losses and the amount of plate that went out from the Jewel House, 
Mildmay's records are also an attempt to provide a paper trail for the extremely valuable 
royal silver that was collected, distributed, used and sometimes lost (or stolen?) in the 
king's house.  
Although many ounces of silver left the Jewel House permanently, the sheer 
volume of plate that was continuously at the disposal of the household officers is 
astonishing. A list dating from 1626 containing nearly every piece of silverwork in the 
Jewel House lists over 150 types of objects, many with multiples of up to 25 each. This 
lists contains all manners of plate from saltcellars and candlesticks to sugar boxes and 
flowerpots.88 The great variety represented here was essential because nearly every 
department of the royal household was issued silver in some form. For instance, in the 
kitchens, cooks were equipped with large silver basting spoons. Silver was regularly used 
in royal kitchens because of its well-known hygienic properties. It was also practical 
because it could be repaired with relative ease. This explains why we see many bills from 
goldsmiths listing payments for ‘mending’ plate.89  
The Jewel House also provided the personal plate of the king, queen and their 
children. Over the course of the 1630s as the royal family continued to grow, the Jewel 
House outfitted the nurseries and smaller establishments of the royal children with 
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88 DD/MI/19/33 
89 See note 28. 
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thousands of ounces of plate for dining, bathing and décor. As the king’s three eldest 
children, the Prince of Wales, Duke of York and the Princess Royal, grew older they all 
received substantial amounts. For instance, in 1639 at the age of eight, the Princess Royal 
received 1,493 ounces of plate for use in her apartments.90 The king’s younger children 
also received substantial amounts of silver for their use as well. For instance, in 1639, 
while still very young, the Princesses Elizabeth and Anne received 476 and 490 ounces of 
plate respectively.91  
The royal progeny were not the only children at court who benefited from gifts of 
plate. The christenings of the children of courtiers were often performed at the royal 
palaces and were supplied with silver plate from the Jewel House. The children and their 
noble parents also received substantial gifts of plate from the king to commemorate the 
occasion. For instance, the christenings of the sons and daughters of even minor courtiers 
such as Sir Christopher Darcy, Sir Frederick Cornwallis, and Lord Newton were all 
supplied with suites of plate by the King.92 The impact of these displays of magnanimity 
on the royal budget is clear; in the year 1635, the King spent £148 for plate given at 
christenings.93 
The giving of plate as a gift at christenings was just one way that plate functioned 
in the religious life of the court. Indeed, one of the key roles of silverwork at court was to 
facilitate and enrich the religious services, rituals and feast days celebrated by the king 
and his household. While silverwork had a key role in the religious life of all of the major 
royal houses of Europe, its use in this Protestant court is particularly noteworthy. Indeed, 
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the influence of the “Beauty of Holiness” and the tone of the king’s personal piety etched 
out a significant place for plate at the Caroline court. 
Silver and the Material Culture of the Chapel 
As we saw in Chapter 2, from the outset of his reign, King Charles set out to 
restore the ceremonial and material aspects of the Church of England that had been 
abolished with the Reformation of the previous century – including the exquisitely 
ornamented high altar. The most elaborate example of the decking of the high altar 
during Charles’s reign is that of St. George’s Chapel. For instance, on the high altar at St. 
George’s there was always an alms dish and two candlesticks with lighted tapers. During 
the communion service the prayer book was supported on a cushion, and a linen cloth 
known as the “aire” covered the chalice. The silver-gilt canister containing the wafers and 
the flagon of wine stood on either side. The tricanale with water to dilute the wine stood 
in front of the chalice. Before communion, the canister and flagon were placed on a 
separate table known as the credence. Behind them were the basin, ewer, and towel used 
for the ablution before consecration. A censer for frankincense and an incense boat stood 
on the music table to the right of the pulpit in the main body of the church. 94 These 
precious objects, all crafted in gilt silver, were integral to the tone of the king’s piety. 
From the king’s point of view, precious objects in silver served to define the majesty of 
God. Lavish offerings reflected not only the glory of the Lord, but also the status of the 
donor. As vicars of God on earth, rulers presented rich gifts to God both to express their 
piety and to proclaim their rank. As we saw in the discussion of the coronation churches, 
                                                
94 Robert Richard Tighe, Annals of Windsor: A History of the Castle and Town. (London: Longman, Brown 
and Co, 1858), 170. 
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the Beauty of Holiness played a major role in how the altars of the king’s personal 
religious establishments were equipped and decorated.  
As James’ successor, Charles I shared his father’s high view of the divine aspects 
and religious responsibilities of monarchy. However, his own ideas on this subject were 
colored by his personal fascination with the romantic and theatrical traditions of antique 
monarchy. His conscious cultivation of the sacred dimensions of monarchy was 
accompanied by a resurgence of religious iconography that had fallen out of use during 
the reign of Elizabeth. 
Silver plate, whether it was found in the Chamber or the Chapel, served the same 
purposes at the court of Charles I. Indeed, objects placed on an altar for the Liturgy of the 
Eucharist were symbolic of the temporal and divine magnificence of the Lord, just as the 
objects displayed on the king’s table manifested both the king’s secular and sacral 
majesty. Silverwork and other pieces of ceremonial furniture enhanced the rituals of 
divine service and augmented the ceremonies of monarchy by serving as a reminder of 
antique magnificence of both God and king. Their similarities in form and function and 
their use in both rituals highlighted the connection between the monarch and the divine. 
The tableau presented by the dining table, raised on a dais, draped in fine linen and 
covered with silver cups and plates was strikingly similar to the tableau presented by an 
altar, raised on a dais, draped in fine linen and covered with silver chalices and patens. 
However, these similarities went deeper than visual congruencies indeed, as we have 
seen; the ritual behavior of these two settings comprised a language of gesture that was 
written from the same ritual vocabulary.  
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Like the Parliamentary army that opened this chapter, many of the king’s subjects 
resented the luxurious decoration of his chapels and his encouragement of the 
beautification of churches and cathedrals throughout the realm. For many, the image of 
an altar bedecked in exquisite silver plate smacked too much of popery. Moreover, the 
material congruencies between secular and religious ceremony may have only enhanced 
these feelings of alienation in terms of religion and in terms of politics as well. As we 
have seen in each of the previous chapters, the confluence of the religious ritual and the 
secular ceremonial characterized the court of Charles I. However, never did these 
congruencies seem more robust than at the annual celebration of St. George’s Feast. Each 
year, at Windsor Castle, the ancient home of the Knights of the Order of the Garter, the 
King and his Garter Knights would congregate to attend service at St. George’s Chapel 
and to dine together as members of a medieval, chivalric brotherhood. The following 
chapter traces the history of the Order of the Garter and examines the place of the Order 
and its festivities in the culture of the Caroline court.  
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Figure 2. Christian Van Vianen. 
Silver Gilt Cup, 1639. (Waddesdon 
Manor Collection, Buckinghamshire). 
Figure 3. Christian Van Vianen. Silver 
Gilt Cup, 1639 [Detail]. (Waddesdon 
Manor Collection, Buckinghamshire). 
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Figure 4. Bartolomaeus Van Der Helst, 
Portrait of a Boy with a Silver Cup. Oil on 
Canvas, 1657. (Waddesdon Manor 
Collection, Buckinghamshire). 
Figure 5. Christian Van Vianen, The 
Dolphin Basin, 1635.(Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London). 
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Figure 6. Willem Kalf, Still Life with Silver Jug. Oil on Canvas, c.1655-1657. 
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam)
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Chapter 4: 
“A Spectacular Liturgy of State:” 
King Charles I and the Order of the Garter 
 
In the final hours before his execution in the winter of 1649, King Charles I 
prepared himself to part from the world that he had seen turned upside down. These 
preparations included seeing, for the last time, two of his youngest children and giving 
away what was left of his possessions to his attendants and companions. The last of these 
possessions was his badge of the Order of the Garter, otherwise called “The George.”1 
The king gave his George to his confessor, Bishop William Juxon, with instructions to 
give it to the nineteen-year-old Prince of Wales.2 Although the badge was later 
confiscated from Juxon and was never to reach the prince, the king bequeathing this 
object to his eldest son was a highly symbolic act. In passing on the George, he was 
symbolically passing along the mantle of kingship, which the prince would not formally 
receive until the Restoration eleven years later. For King Charles, the George and the 
order it represented encapsulated the ideals of his kingship and best articulated his 
worldview.3 
 Charles had a deep interest in the Order of the Garter. Throughout his reign he 
sought to reform and improve its statutes and to elaborate its ceremonies. For instance, in 
the first year of his reign he decreed that the knights would be newly required to 
contribute to the manufacture of plate for use in its services; then in 1626 the red cross of 
                                                
1 The badge was called “The George” because it typically featured an image of St. George, the patron saint 
of the order.  
2 Robert Partridge, ‘O Horrable Murder:’ The Trial, Execution and Burial of King Charles I. (London: 
Rubicon Press, 1998), 91.  
3 The passing on of the “George” was a tradition for the Stuarts. On the evening that Prince Henry died 
King James I sent a messenger to the Palatine to tell his nephew Prince Frederick that the King would now 
consider him his first-born son, and as if to symbolize the transfer of his affections, invested him with the 
same star and ribbon of the Garter that Henry had worn. Charles’s role at the ceremony, held privately on 
21 December 1612, was that of a younger son: stooping to attach the Garter around Frederick’s knee. 
(Charles Carlton, Charles I: The Personal Monarch. London: 1983, 14.) 
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St. George was added to the livery, and in 1629 the knights received an aureole (or silver 
star) to wear as part of the Garter costume. The king also reestablished the medieval 
tradition wherein the rituals of the order were celebrated with great splendor at St. 
George’s Chapel at Windsor Castle.4  
The Order of the Garter during Charles’s reign and his attitudes towards it have an 
important place in this study of the rituals and materials of ceremonial dining at his court. 
The preceding chapters represented my attempts at understanding how royal dining, with 
its profound religious undertones and material congruencies with the chapel, can be seen 
as reflective of Charles’s attitudes towards kingship. In this chapter, I argue that the 
festivities of the Order of the Garter offer a key moment of religious, cultural and 
political confluence wherein, each year on St. George’s Day, “the chapel” and “the 
chamber” met in grand style. Moreover, I argue that the order, with its reliance on notions 
of homage, loyalty and fraternity, also contributed to the antique magnificence of the 
court that this king fostered during his reign. 
The Garter festivities were a highly elaborate, costly and politically potent set of 
events conducted over three full days. The two most important ritual moments of the 
festival, the Chapel service and the ceremonial dinner, served as the pinnacle of ritual 
splendor for the Caroline court each year. Household warrants, royal and diplomatic 
letters, and works of art all serve as important historical sources for understanding these 
ceremonies. However, the most important source is The Institution, Laws and 
Ceremonies of the Most Noble Order of the Garter by the celebrated antiquarian and 
royalist Elias Ashmole.  
                                                
4 Elias Ashmole, The Institution, Laws and Ceremonies of the Most Noble Order of the Garter. (London: 
1672), 444. 
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By the time this work was published, Ashmole had already established himself as 
an expert on ceremony, protocol and heraldry. He had been appointed Windsor herald by 
the College of Arms in 1660 and he published a widely used list of peers of the realm in 
order of precedence in 1661.5 He was an intellectual of great repute in his own time and 
benefited from relationships with other notable antiquarians such as Sir William 
Dugdale.6 Published in 1672, The Institution, Laws and Ceremonies of the Most Noble 
Order of the Garter was highly praised by King Charles II and the contemporaneous 
Garter Knights, including the Duke of York, the King of Denmark and the Elector 
Palatine. In the tradition of the late seventeenth-century antiquarianism, Ashmole took a 
very scholarly approach to writing his history. In writing about the Garter during the 
reign of Charles I, he relied heavily on household source materials and other forms of 
empirical evidence. Lisa Jefferson has explained that Ashmole was familiar with a very 
large number of manuscripts each offering descriptions of actual events written by eye-
witnesses and from these descriptions he “distilled a very broad ranging overview of each 
successive part of the ceremonies.”7  
While the depth of his knowledge cannot be disputed, there are issues and 
concerns with using this kind of work that should be addressed. Ashmole’s volume is 
useful, but the historian should always be mindful of challenges of relying heavily on an 
antiquarian work such as this. On one hand, the work is lacking in historical analysis and 
thus cannot be considered a work of history in the modern sense. However, on the other 
hand, the work is a chronicle, detailing the minutiae of the Order and its ceremonies. In 
                                                
5 Michael Hunter, “Elias Ashmole (1617 – 1692)” ODNB, np. 
6 Graham Parry, “Sir William Dugdale (1605 – 1686)” ODNB, np. Ashmole married Dugdale’s daughter 
Elizabeth in 1668. 
7 Lisa Jefferson, “A Garter Installation Ceremony in 1606.” The Court Historian, 6:2 (September 2001), 
111. 
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this sense, it is indeed valuable as a historical record. In an ideal situation, my use of 
Ashmole’s volume would have been tempered by examining each of his manuscript 
sources in person. Yet, given the constraints associated with researching and writing this 
study in its present form, Ashmole’s history is a viable alternative.8 
Although the exact date of its foundation is not known, it is generally accepted 
that King Edward III created the Order of the Garter in the winter of 1347-8, with the first 
celebration of St. George’s Day at Windsor taking place in 1349.9 Edward III’s motives 
for creating the order seem to have been complex. In order to increase his personal 
prestige both at home and abroad, he wanted to promote an image of himself as a 
chivalric king in the tradition of the mythic King Arthur by surrounding himself with an 
elite group of heroic knights.10 This concept of a brotherhood of chivalric knights placed 
significant emphasis on loyalty, both to the values of the order and amongst the members 
themselves. Thus, it has been suggested that one of Edward’s motives in establishing the 
order was to unite his fractious nobles. Indeed, the king may have seen the order as 
helping to bind these magnates to the throne as well as to each other.11 As we shall see, 
three centuries later, Charles I saw the order as fulfilling the same purposes and used its 
ceremonies to this end.  
Edward also partially rebuilt and rededicated the chapel at Windsor Castle that 
had heretofore been associated with St. Edward the Confessor as St. George’s Chapel and 
established the chapel as the seat and ritual center of the order. The rededication of the 
                                                
8 See the Appendix for a more in depth discussion of using works such as those produced by Ashmole and 
Wordsworth. 
9 Samantha Riches, St George: Hero Martyr and Myth. (London: Sutton Publishing, 2000), 91. 
10 D’arcy Jonathan Dacre Boulton, The Knights of the Crown: The Monarchical Orders of Knighthood in 
Later Medieval Europe, 1325 - 1520. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), 164. 
11 Riches, 109. 
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chapel was a significant move. Indeed, it represents the choice of St. George as the 
preferred patron saint of the English kings and it is indicative of how other saints lost 
prestige or significance for the monarchy while St. George moved to the fore. For 
instance, the Order of the Garter was actually founded under the joint patronage of the 
Holy Trinity, the Blessed Virgin and St Edward the Confessor, as well as St. George, but 
the other dedicatees were quickly relegated to minor roles.12 
In some ways, Edward III’s veneration of St. George was the culmination of the 
saint’s journey towards the patron sainthood of England and an inexorable link with the 
monarchy. The earliest association between an English king and this saint developed in 
the twelfth-century. Richard I is thought to have invoked St George as his personal patron 
during the Third Crusade, perhaps as the result of a vision of the saint which some later 
sources claim he experienced at the siege of Acre. Moreover, Richard is sometimes 
credited with establishing the cult of St George in England.13 In the intervening years 
between the reigns of Richard I and Edward III, St. George’s role and significance grew 
steadily until the formation of the order, which cemented the special place of the saint 
within the spiritual and chivalric culture of the monarchy. 
In view of the central role played by the king in the Garter’s administrative and 
ceremonial life, it was inevitable that the tone and character of the order during each 
reign would be shaped, at least partially, by the personality and preferences of the 
individual monarch.14 The heirs of Henry VIII made a number of changes to the order. 
                                                
12 Ibid., 106. 
13 Ibid., 103. 
14 Hugh Collins, The Order of the Garter, 1348-1461: Chivalry and Politics in Late Medieval England. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), 182. Although Collins’s work focuses on a period 150 years prior to the 
reign of Charles I, given the antique quality of the order during this reign and Charles’s efforts to revive 
medieval practices, Collins’s descriptions of the ceremonies remain relevant here. 
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During the reign of Edward VI, the king sought to purge “the statutes of this fellowship” 
of “many doubtful, superstitious and repugnant opinions” including the veneration of St. 
George and his images.15 Indeed, Edward had personally drawn up plans to rebrand the 
festival as an overtly Protestant celebration, not least by severing its ties to St. George. 
However, upon her succession, Mary Tudor promptly undertook measures “for the 
reestablishment of all the due Ceremonies relating to the honorable dignity of that Order 
[of the Garter] which consists in the saying of certain masses, and confessing themselves 
at certain seasons, and celebrating the festival of St. George, according to the original 
institution.”16  
Charles’s I revival of the order can be seen as a part of his greater interest in 
shaping the court and his kingship by invoking the “historical past” and through forms of 
antique magnificence. As we have seen in previous chapters, upon his accession, Charles 
embarked on a reformation of the household, by establishing his vision of high medieval 
order and decorum and emphasizing platonic themes of harmony and virtue.17 From 
Ashmole’s work to the most recent histories of the Garter, there has been a general 
consensus that Charles I had a very special relationship with the order. It could be argued 
that Charles’s personal enthusiasm for the Order of the Garter began when he was quite 
young, when, as Prince of Wales, he often stood in for his otherwise uninterested father at 
                                                
15 R.C. McCoy, 218. 
16 Douglas Shaw, “Scotland’s Place in Britain Coronation Tradition” The Court Historian 9:1 (2004), 41. 
For a discussion of the Order of the Garter during the reign of Elizabeth, see Roy Strong’s chapter “Saint 
George for England: The Order of the Garter” in his The Cult of Elizabeth: Elizabethan Portraiture and 
Pageantry. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977). 
17 See John Adamson’s section on “Organization and Ethos” in his “The Tudor and Stuart Courts, 1509 – 
1714 in The Princely Courts of Europe (1999) and Kevin Sharpe’s essay “The Image of Virtue: The Court 
and Household of Charles I, 1625 – 1642” in The English Court: From the Wars of the Roses to the Civil 
War, edited by David Starkey (London: Longman, 1987.) 
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Garter ceremonies; as he did in 1616 and 1618.18 Moreover, his reforms were perhaps 
indicative of his desire that the Order of the Garter should emulate the Hapsburg Order of 
the Golden Fleece, the festival of which he may have witnessed in Spain during his 
influential trip in 1623.19 Indeed, Leslie Ellis Miller tells us that on Easter Sunday 1623, 
Charles observed Philip III wearing his badge of the Order of the Golden Fleece attached 
to a thick gold chain that he wore asymmetrically across his chest.20 As John Adamson 
has noted, by promoting and in many cases reviving the values of the old aristocratic 
honor culture, while seeking to overlay them with a cult of allegiance to the prince, the 
monarch invested the older chivalric ethic with a new lease on life.21 This came in the 
form of reviving forgone practices and through the monarch’s personal involvement in 
the planning and facilitation of the Garter festivities. For instance, in 1629, the king 
revived the custom, long lapsed, of the sovereign proceeding publicly to Windsor on the 
eve of St. George’s Day.22  
 His revival of older forms of ceremonial, particularly the Garter Feast, also spoke 
to this king’s desire to recreate bonds of loyalty between his subjects and himself. Like 
Edward III, Charles too may have been aware of the impact of feasting on creating bonds 
of loyalty. Whereas, the focus of the king’s dining-in-state was his solitary splendor as an 
object of veneration, the focus for the Garter Feast was sociability among the king and his 
knights and creating relationships of various kinds. For centuries, princes had understood 
that feasting could create cooperative relationships within groups. It could foster 
                                                
18 Charles Carlton, Charles I: The Personal Monarch. (London: Routledge, 1995), 17. 
19 Kevin Sharpe, The Personal Rule of Charles I. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1992), 
219. 
20 Lesley Ellis Miller, “Dress to Impress: Prince Charles Plays Madrid, March – September 1623” in The 
Spanish Match: Prince Charles’s Journey to Madrid, 1623. A. Samson, ed. (London: Ashgate, 2006), 43.  
21 Adamson, 21. 
22 Ashmole, 444. 
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cooperative alliances between social and political rivals. And it could create political 
power for the prince through the creation of a network of reciprocal debts and the 
solicitation of favors.23 Ultimately, all of the benefits of feasting revolve around the 
creation or maintenance of important social relationships.24 In creating these social 
relationships and these bonds of loyalty Charles sought to augment his authority and to 
legitimate his place as king. In addition to dining with the king, service to the king also 
had political importance. Indeed, ceremonial attendance upon the king was not just a 
form of pomp, but a way of manifesting crucially important social and political 
relationships.25 For instance, in April 1642 Charles summoned his household officers to 
attend him at York for St. George’s Feast. The Earls of Essex and Holland, who served as 
the Lord Chamberlain and Groom of the Stool, refused to attend the king and therefore 
were dismissed from their offices. 26  
As we have seen from the vignette that opened this chapter, the order and its 
paraphernalia played a major role for the king up to the end of his life. On the day of his 
death, Charles put on his cloak, bearing the large Silver Star of the order in readiness for 
the short walk from St. James’s Palace to the scaffold at Whitehall.27 On the scaffold 
itself the king wore the George until the final moments.28 Ashmole describes the George 
that the king wore to his death as having been “cut in an onix, set about with 21 large 
table diamonds in the fashion of a Garter. The reverse featured a portrait of Henrietta 
Maria, “rarely well limn’d set in a café of gold, the lid neatly enamel’d with goldsmiths’ 
                                                
23 Brian Hayden, “Fabulous Feasts: A Prolegomenon to the Importance of Feasting” in Feasts: 
Archaeological and Ethnographic Perspectives on Food, Politics, and Power, edited by Michael Dieter and 
Brian Hayden (Smithsonian Institution Press: Washington, DC, 2001), 30. 
24 Ibid., 31. 
25 Malcolm Smuts, “Art and the Material Culture of Majesty,” 88. 
26 Conrad Russell, Origins of the English Civil War. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 188. 
27 Partridge, 79. 
28 Ibid., 81. 
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work, and surrounded by another Garter, adorned with a like number of equal sized 
diamonds, as was the foreside.”29 
The badge of the order was very special to the king. It was often the most visible 
and symbolic sign of his devotion to the order and to the ideals that he felt it embodied. 
Thomas Herbert, a servant and confidant of the king, informs us that Charles put on his 
George first thing in the morning and never failed to wear it.30 Moreover, Charles 
changed the garter badge to enhance its religious imagery by adding, “a huge aureole of 
silver rays copied from the French Order of the Holy Spirit” and the cross of St. 
George.31 He exempted the garter badge alone in the 1640s from the ban on ornaments on 
clothing. 32 And after 1630 he is depicted again and again wearing either the badge, star, 
or sash of the order.33   
The figure of St. George himself had a great political and cultural significance for 
Charles. The artistic theme of the “the king as St. George” relied heavily on associations 
with the saint and divine favor as well as the basic premise of good conquering evil that 
the saint’s story represents. Rubens’s Landscape with Saint George and the Dragon 
(Figure 13), commissioned by King Charles at the start of the Personal Rule is a fine 
example of this tradition and the importance of saint to the king himself. A close reading 
of the painting reveals that the setting of this picture seems to be the banks of the 
Thames, as Lambeth Palace and Southwark Cathedral are discernible in the background. 
The saint bears a strong resemblance to Charles, while the damsel seems to be modeled 
                                                
29 Ashmole, 229. 
30 Thomas Herbert, Memoirs of the Two Last Years of the Reign of King Charles I. Edited by G.W. Nicol. 
(London: Bulmer and Co, 1815), 146. 
31 Ashmole, 229. This description was taken from The Book of Sales which was a ledger used by the 
Trustees of the Commonwealth sale to inventory and record prices for the king’s goods. 
32 James F. Larkin, ed. Stuart Royal Proclamations II. (London: 1973), no .422. 
33 See Figures 7 – 12.  
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on Henrietta Maria. Moreover, Samantha Riches has suggested that, despite the overt 
martial content, this image can be read as an allegory of the king as peacemaker; the 
dragon represents the horrors of war, which Charles had recently overcome by 
concluding a peace treaty with Spain.34 This reading certainly coincided with the date of 
its commission, at the beginning of the “Halcyon Days” of the Personal Rule. 
The king’s personal devotion to the Order of the Garter led him to amplify its 
ceremonial and material culture. Indeed, Ashmole refers to Charles as a “great restorer of 
the ancient Solemnities and Discipline of this order.”35 The historian argues: 
King Charles I, of ever blessed and glorious memory, who 
while it lay in his power, was (and much more would have 
been, had not the angry Fate of our late times opposed) the 
greatest increaser of the honor and renown of this most 
illustrious order: He, I say, taking into his princely thoughts 
all things whatsoever, which carried any shew or 
probability of adding luster thereunto, designed and 
endeavored, the most compleat and absolute reformation of 
any of his predecessors. 36 
 
Indeed, the king formed a commission in 1629 with the expressed purpose of reforming 
and increasing the rituals and festivals of the Garter.37 
Election to the order had been initially based on the notion of the sovereign 
surrounding himself with heroic and chivalric knights, illustrious company that would 
serve to increase the prestige of the Crown and the monarch himself. However, by the 
reign of Charles I, election to the order had come to reward companions of the king, as a 
natural and much expected honor to close relatives of the king, as a special distinction to 
                                                
34 Riches, 117.  
35 Ashmole, 446. 
36 Ibid., 196. 
37 Stephen Orgel and Roy Strong, Inigo Jones: The Theatre of the Stuart Court. Vol. 1 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1973), 69. 
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foreign princes and perhaps a diplomatic tool, as well as a bargaining chip or bribe for 
wealthy men whose support the king wanted.38  
During the first year of his reign, Charles selected the Duc de Chevreuse to the 
order.39 Chevreuse was a companion of the king and had served as Charles’s surrogate 
during the proxy marriage ceremony in Paris in 1624. The year of Charles’s succession 
also saw the earl of Holland rewarded with the Garter. Holland’s election is a fine 
example of how ambition, meritorious service to the king, and patronage could add up to 
social advancement at court. The earl had been appointed by James I in 1617 as 
gentleman of the bedchamber to Charles, he was also a client of the influential Duke of 
Buckingham and eventually a close confidant of the king.40 Moreover, Holland served as 
one of the two ambassadors who helped negotiate the king’s marriage treaty. Clearly, 
these two men were being rewarded with the Garter, at least in part, for their service to 
the king at this important moment in his life.  
The Garter was also rewarded to foreign princes as either a special recognition or 
reward by the King of England and perhaps as a diplomatic maneuver. In 1625 the Duke 
of Brunswick was installed as a Garter Knight, and in 1628 both the King of Sweden and 
the Prince of Orange received the same honor, presumably because of the support they 
offered England during the Anglo-Spanish War.41  
The two eldest sons of the Charles’s beloved sister, Elizabeth of Bohemia, were 
both awarded the Garter when they were relatively young men.42 The Princes Charles 
                                                
38 See Raymond Waddington’s "Elizabeth I and the Order of the Garter." Sixteenth Century Journal 24:1 
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39 LC 5/38, 64. 
40 Sharpe, 164.  
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Louis and Rupert were each invited to England by their royal uncle to be installed in the 
order not for any explicit virtuous, heroic or meritorious reasons besides simply the 
king’s affection for them as his nephews. The king’s own two eldest sons were also made 
knights while still boys. Both the Prince of Wales and the Duke of York were elected to 
the order at the age of nine in the years 1639 and 1642 respectively.43 The election of the 
Prince of Wales had special significance for the future Charles II given that the same 
year, corresponding with his election to the order, the king appointed four gentlemen of 
the bedchamber to the prince and it was decided that he would “hold his court apart.”44 
There were also more overt political purposes for election to this order. In times 
of financial strain the king used the knighthood as an inducement to secure money for the 
Crown. In 1642, the king promised both the Lord Herbert of Cherbury and the Earl of 
Worcester the Garter in return for two separate loans of £10,000.45 Then in 1645, he 
attempted to appease and placate the Marquess of Ormonde with a promise of the Garter, 
after the Marquess threatened to resign his post of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.46  
Although some knights were courtiers, many were foreign princes and high 
nobles who were not always in close contact with the king. The main corporate activity 
for the Knights of the Garter was the annual assembly or “congregatio” held at Windsor 
on St. George’s Day each year.47 Given that the Order of the Garter met formally on only 
one occasion a year, the celebrations surrounding the Feast Day of St. George held a 
particular significance in the ceremonial calendar of the companionship of knights. While 
the king’s daily wearing of the George on his person and the pervasiveness of the Garter 
                                                
43 For the Prince of Wales, CSPV, 1636-39, 404. For the Duke of York, SP 16/390/8. 
44 CSPV, 1636-39, 404. 
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46 Ibid., 283. 
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symbolism in court art were important, nothing compares to the annual festivities of the 
order in terms of ritual and material significance for the king and court. These festivities 
were grand enough to warrant detailed mention in the letters of ambassadors at court.48 
In view of the size of the celebrations surrounding the feast day, advance 
preparations were necessarily extensive. A primary consideration was the provisioning of 
cloth for the livery for the Sovereign, companions, officers and Prelate of the Order.49 
Warrants were sent in advance to the Keeper of the Great Wardrobe for the purchase of 
the requisite materials; the wardrobe accounts for the order’s early history are full of 
entries for the purchase of raw materials, such as velvet, wool, taffeta, silk and furs for 
the order. 50 Moreover, the efficient provisioning of food supplies was particularly 
essential to the organization of the festivities, especially given the large numbers of 
additional personnel in attendance upon the king. The foodstuffs varied enormously from 
the oats, probably intended as fodder for the horses, to the poultry, meat and other 
provisions for the feast day.51 Finally, the need to ensure the luxurious accommodation of 
those residing at Windsor was also a significant consideration.52 
Out of the three days of festivities, which included chapter meetings, installations 
of new knights, and the procession, the chapel services and ritual meals were the most 
important and striking aspects of the Feast. The annual service at St. George’s Chapel 
marked the order as a distinctly spiritual fellowship of Christian knights.  
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Given the religious complexion of the Caroline court, it is no surprise that the 
rituals of St. George’s Day reached far back to the “ancient solemnities” of Pre-
Reformation England. Ashmole records that the chapel ceremonies of Charles’s reign 
were “performed with great veneration, and all due reverence” acknowledging that this 
king was a “high promoter of Ecclesiastical decency and holy discipline.”53 Although his 
Calvinist detractors may have conflated the king’s piety with Popery, the king was not, as 
he had been accused, a clandestine Catholic. The Garter chapel services were highly 
ritualized, yet they were distinct enough from Catholic rites that the French Catholic 
queen consort did not attend due to her profound “scruples of conscience.” 54 
The offering of plate was an important moment of the Chapel service. As with 
other aspects of the court’s culture and rituals, silver plate played a significant role in the 
ritual life of the order. During the offering, the Bishop of Winchester, in his capacity of 
Prelate of the Order, read three verses from Scripture each invoking both the material 
obligations of the faithful and the magnificence of the Lord. The first of these was taken 
from Exodus 35: 4, “Take from among you a contribution to the Lord; whoever is of a 
willing heart, let him bring as the Lord’s contribution: gold, silver, and bronze.” The 
second was Exodus 35:21, “Everyone whose heart stirred him and everyone whose spirit 
moved him came and brought the Lord’s contribution for the work of the tent of meeting 
and for all its service and for the holy garments.” The third was taken out of Matthew 2:1, 
“On coming to the house, they saw the child with his mother Mary, and they bowed down 
and worshiped him. Then they opened their treasures and presented him with gifts of gold 
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and of incense and of myrrh.” 55 From the king’s point of view and his belief in “the 
Beauty of Holiness,” precious objects in silver served to define the majesty of God, His 
saints, and His priesthood. Lavish offerings reflected not only the glory of God, but also 
the status of the donor. As God’s deputies on earth, secular rulers presented rich gifts to 
the Lord and His saints both to express their piety and to proclaim their rank. Thus, this 
moment in the Garter ritual was religious and political, both announcing and promoting 
the king’s religio-political agenda.  
After the chapel service, the knights and sovereign reassembled again in order to 
proceed together to the Great Hall for a magnificent banquet. Preparations for the meal 
were estimated to cost between £700 and £750 per annum during Charles’s reign.56 The 
Venetian ambassador noted the special occasion of the banquet when he reported “the 
king celebrated St. George’s Day with the usual public ceremonies…then afterwards 
entertained them to a state banquet in the great hall.” He further remarks that “they are 
not accustomed to issue invitations of any kind to foreign ambassadors but they assign 
them a place apart merely to satisfy their private curiosity to see the sights.”57 Their 
“curiosity to see the sights” is not surprising given the magnificence of the meal. Indeed, 
the banquet was a lavish affair. The meal itself comprised only two main courses and 
between the two there was an important ritual moment, wherein the officers approached 
the sovereign’s table and called for largesse.58 The conclusion of the banquet was 
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probably marked by a series of entertainments.59 Ashmole’s recording of the ceremonial 
dinner of the Garter during Charles’s reign offers possibly the fullest description of a 
ritualized meal at the Caroline court. Moreover, there appears to have been little variation 
in ceremonies from year to year during this reign so Ashmole’s description can 
reasonably serve as a model for this feast.  
As with other dining ceremonies, the meal began with the washing of the king’s 
hands. Water was then presented for the knights to wash their hands as well.60 Then the 
Prelate of the Order said grace, being assisted by some of the king’s ordinary chaplains. 
After the grace was said, the king assumed his place in the Chair of State, under the 
Canopy of Estate, which were collectively called “The State.”61 Music was played while 
the first course was brought up from the kitchens and placed on the king’s table, then 
subsequently the tables of the knights.62 When the first course was cleared away, the king 
and his knights performed an important ceremony, called the “Crying of Largesse” which 
represented the king’s munificence and the knights’ dependence upon the sovereign as 
the fount of honor and granter of charity. The knights stood and demanded largesse from 
the king and then proclaimed, in unison, the king’s styles and titles in Latin, French and 
English.63 Then the Treasurer of the Household distributed the sovereign’s largesse into 
the hat of one of the knights who afterwards distributed it amongst the others.  
This part of the ceremony was the foremost example of the relationship between 
the king and his knights. As the fount of honor, the king was expected and indeed at 
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times called upon to provide largesse for his subjects and for his personal entourage in 
particular. Those knights in attendance on St. George’s Day still represented an original 
system of knighthood that was born out of military service to a lord. In ceremonies of 
homage and allegiance knights offered up their lives to protect and their liege lord. 
However, in order to keep those bonds of loyalty and alliances strong, the lord was 
required to be generous and give with much liberality. While both their service as knights 
and the largesse they received (aside from the food) was largely symbolic, the political 
impact of this bond would not have been lost on anyone in attendance – particularly in 
the 1640s as war loomed on the horizon.  
The crying of largesse was the only aspect of the Garter Feast that was fully 
public. Other courtiers including the queen, her ladies, and various ambassadors were 
allowed to come into St. George’s Hall to witness the splendor of the feast and the 
largesse ritual itself. 64 It was important for the entire court to witness a key function of 
this ceremony, which represented an fundamental aspect of Charles’s kingship. Once this 
ceremony had ended, the second course was brought up and served in the same manner as 
the first. At the end of the meal, the knights washed, rose, and stood before the king. 
Then, each of the knights made three obeisances before The State. After this, the Prelate 
of the Order said grace again and the king washed his hands, signifying the end of the 
meal.  
In addition to the preparation of ceremonial clothing and dining, arrangements 
also had to be made for the decoration of St. George’s Chapel and the Great Hall within 
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the Castle. How these ritual spaces were decked was of great importance to the king and 
the royal establishment. Great care was taken to make sure that the glittering splendor of 
these rooms worked to reveal and enhance the magnificence of the King and God 
Himself. The chapel in particular was lavishly adorned with a rich collection of silver 
plate, luxuriously embroidered altar cloths and the like which were normally held in the 
custody of the dean and canons of the college.65  
The manner in which the Chapels Royal and St. George’s were decorated and 
equipped was an expression of the king’s sincere and fervent attachment to the ideals of 
the Beauty of Holiness. Indeed it could generally be expected that “Charles, with his love 
of art, would prefer a movement in the church that favored the use of art and imagery to 
the bareness of Puritan austerity.” 66 However, his preference was not simply based on 
cultural tastes (though, that played a major role); it was also an affirmation of his 
personal style of piety, whose practices in matters of style and imagery were a rejection 
of the iconoclasm of the Tudor past and of contemporary Calvinism. Indeed, the adorning 
of St. George’s chapel, the seat of the order, was a matter of great concern to the king and 
represented like the decorating of his Chapels Royal, his commitment to the Beauty of 
Holiness and to the style of piety promoted by Archbishop Laud and himself.  
Ashmole offers a description of the sumptuous décor of St. George’s Chapel 
during Charles’s reign. He notes, “The Chappel where the Divine Services are to be 
celebrated at this Grand Feast…is usually set forth and adorned with peculiar and most 
rich furniture. The altar as the principal place in the House of God…hath been adorned 
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with vessels, sumptuous both for materials and workmanship.”67 The east wall of the 
chapel was adorned with twenty-two panels of cloth of gold and crimson velvet. Over the 
altar were pictures of St. George on horseback and of the Assumption of the Blessed 
Virgin.68 Whether or not these pictures were victims of the iconoclasm of the Civil War is 
not clear; further examination of inventories of the Chapel and College of Windsor is 
needed. The plate that richly adorned the altar and greatly contributed to the 
magnificence of the chapel décor is discussed below. 
The king’s closet, or private stall for hearing the chapel services within St. 
George’s Chapel, was also exquisitely decorated, fitting a monarch who was concerned 
with his own personal dignity and the elevation of Christian worship through rich and 
costly surroundings. The closet featured a canopy of the same cloth of gold and velvet 
that hung on the chapel walls and sumptuous velvet cushions for kneeling and sitting 
during the service.69 
Like St. George’s Chapel (the Chapel), St. George’s Hall in Windsor Castle (the 
Chamber) was also furnished and adorned as a ritual space. The king’s table, which was 
12 feet long and 3 ½ feet wide was placed on the upper end of the room, and raised on 
dais, the ascent of which required three steps. Above the table hung the Canopy of Estate. 
On the left of the table was the Cupboard of State, containing all of the plate that would 
be used to serve the king throughout the meal. Beside that was a side table for glasses to 
facilitate drink service to the king. Ashmole notes that “on the uppermost step of the 
raised floor, is set a strong rail, with banisters cross the hall, to keep off the crowd from 
                                                
67 Ashmole, 491. 
68 Ibid., 500. 
69 Ibid. 
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the Sovereign’s table.”70 Ashmole insists that the rails were there so that “officers 
appointed to attend therat, may with more liberty perform their several duties and 
services.”71 However, it seems that, as with the king’s dining-in-state, the visual impact 
of rails surrounding a table adorned with exquisite plate at the upper end of the room that 
was the focus of the ritual activity would have had very specific religious and political 
resonances for the king and his courtiers who participated in and witnessed this meal as 
well. 
On the right of the king’s table below the dais and beyond the railing stood the 
table at which the knights would dine. Warrants were typically issued to the Wardrobe 
for great and costly hangings to be brought from Whitehall and hung at Windsor in order 
to further enhance the magnificence of the room. These fabrics included that which was 
used for the Canopy of Estate and four pieces of arras “wherein were wrought the History 
of St. George and the story of Abraham and Lot in silk and gold.”72 
As in other aspects of the ceremonial life of the court, plate was the thread that 
drew the secular and the religious aspects of the St. George’s Day festivities together. 
Gilt plate played a central role on the Lord’s Altar and on the king’s dining table,  
 and Charles sought to increase the significance of plate in the Garter ceremonies. Like 
his father, Charles demanded plate for the order from his knights, but he eventually also 
demanded money for the commissioning of a new set of plate in addition to collecting a 
mélange of silver from various sources.73 
                                                
70 Ashmole, 500. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid. Arras is a style of finely crafted tapestry, named for the northern French city that was a center of 
tapestry making in the middle ages. 
73 Ashmole tells us that King James also ordered knights to provide plate for the chapel. He writes that 
“Taking into his pious thoughts the nakedness of this altar and considering how decently sacred utensils 
would become the service of God, [King James] made some convenient provision for the adorning thereof, 
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On 24 November 1625 it was proposed and approved by all the knights present 
that each knight should freely and liberally bestow a piece of plate of no less value than 
£20.74 On 24 September 1629, the king’s innate desire for beauty, order and uniformity 
led him to decree that each of the present knights should take care before the following 
Feast of St. George to send at least £20 to Windsor to be used to commission a uniform 
set of plate. The knights then entreated the king that he himself (in way of example to all) 
should bestow some larger amount toward the plate, to which he “most readily and 
willingly condescended.”75 
The artisan chosen to create the new set of plate for the Garter was Christian Van 
Vianen, the king’s goldsmith of choice. Van Vianen was to be paid 12 shillings per ounce 
and received an advance of £600 at the start of the project. The initial delivery of nine 
pieces of plate came in June 1637. These included: “Two little candlesticks, chased and 
gilt, two chalices, with four patens, two great candlesticks, two little basons and one great 
bason all three of which contained the whole history of Christ, in chased work,” the total 
of which cost £732.76 
The King offered Van Vianen a second commission for altar plate in 1638. This 
commission included “two great Candlesticks, weighing together 471 ounces; on the foot 
of the one, was excellently chaced, the Histories of Christ's preaching in the Mount; and 
on the other, those of the lost Goat and Sheep.” There were two book covers, both 
weighing 233 ounces. The one meant for a Bible was chased with “the Histories of Moses 
                                                
which at length was best resolved on and effected by the free contributions of the knights-companions 
themselves.” Thus, on 23 April 1619, it was decreed that “every of the knights-companions should give to 
the use of the Altar in said Chappel a piece of plate of the value of £20 at the least.” 
74 Ibid., 491. 
75 Ibid., 491. 
76 Ashmole., 492. 
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and the Tables, David and the Ark on the one side, and on the other, Christ’s preaching 
on the Mount, the sending of the Holy Ghost, and St. Paul falling from his Horse.” The 
other was intended for the Book of Common Prayer having what Ashmole describes “as 
the Angel of Incense on the one side and the King healing the Evil, the manner of our 
Preaching and Christening on the other.” There were also “two great Flaggons, whereon 
were the Histories of Christ's Agony and Passion,” which weighed 268 ounces. There 
were a total of 17 pieces all wrought in silver gilt, weighing 3580 ounces and costing a 
total sum of £1,564.77  
In the same year, the Prince of Wales also donated plate created by Van Vianen at 
his installation as a knight. On 22 May 1638 the prince offered “two large gilt Water-
pots, chaced with Histories” weighing 387 ounces and valued at £232.78 These pieces 
were included in an inventory of St. George’s in 1638 along with old plate at the chapel 
which included two gilt flagons with covers, two chalices gilt, with covers and crosses 
and one small bason parcel gilt with a rose in the middle.79 As we saw at the beginning of 
the Chapter 4, all of the exquisite plate by Van Vianen was looted by Parliament and 
presumably melted down to pay troops and purchase provisions.  
The materials and ceremonies of the Order of the Garter clearly played an 
important part in the ceremonial life of the court, but the order and what it represented for 
the King were also important for the cultural and political complexions of the court. 
Garter imagery was ubiquitous not just in the badges worn daily by the king and his 
courtier-knights or the paintings featuring paraphernalia and themes of the order. Other 
                                                
77 Ibid., 496. The final payment to Van Vianen was not issued until 1665, during the reign of Charles II, 
when a warrant for the final payment of £108 was issued as final payment to the goldsmith. CSPD, 1664-
65, 233.  
78 Ashmole, 495. 
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important aspects of Caroline court culture also featured references to the order. Thomas 
Carew’s 1634 masque Coleum Britannicum concludes with a pastoral of Windsor Castle, 
as center and symbol of the monarch’s power in the country and the seat of the Order of 
the Garter. Carew’s final vision of Windsor alludes to the Knights of the Garter. This 
reference to the Garter, parenthetical though it seems, expresses what would have been, 
for the contemporary spectator, a clear visual allusion to the ideals of Charles’s reign. 
The allegorical figure of Religion appears in the clouds, attended by Truth and Wisdom, 
hovering over Windsor Castle. The imagery sums up in one simple tableau a whole 
panoply of Caroline religious, ethical and social ideals.80 
The magnificent ceremonies and sumptuous materials of the Garter brought 
prestige and glamour to the court and, in doing so, served to project the majesty and 
power of the king. Moreover, the Garter’s annual festivities acted as the showcase for the 
antiquity of the English monarchy, and were designed to impress domestic nobility and 
foreign visitors alike.81 They served as a reinforcement of antique principles and an 
affirmation of chivalric ideals. For the king, these ideals included wisdom, chastity, piety 
and self-regulation, honor and hierarchy, order and propriety, all of which can be seen in 
other aspects of his court culture and which he perhaps saw as lending to himself and his 
court the patina of a bygone antique glory.82  
Most importantly, the rituals of this ancient order affirmed the “holiness” of regal 
power and the sacredness of the bond of loyalty between monarch and subject.83 Indeed, 
the ceremonies of the Order of the Garter offer further evidence of the sacralization of the 
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82 Strong, 165. 
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monarch in this reign. Given his personal attitudes towards religion, we can understand 
the king’s augmentation of the ritual splendor of the Order as having spiritual 
significance. These ceremonies offer a case study of the ways in which ritual behavior 
and material culture can combine to enhance the magnificence of the court and reveal the 
point of view and ideals of the king. Indeed the Garter and its festivities exemplified the 
king’s personal attitudes towards society, culture, religion and governing of his realm, in 
what has rightly been called “a spectacular liturgy of state.”84 
                                                
84 Sharpe, 222. 
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Figure 7. Anthony Van Dyck, Charles I, 
King of England. Oil on Canvas, c. 1632 – 
1637. (Portraitgalerie Schloss Ambras, 
Innsbruck, Austria). 
 
Figure 8. After Anthony Van Dyck, 
Charles I. Oil on Canvas, c. 1635 – 1637. 
(The National Portrait Gallery, London). 
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Figure 9. After Anthony Van Dyck, King 
Charles I. Oil on Canvas, c. 1635 – 1637. 
(The National Portrait Gallery, London). 
 
Figure 10. Michael Hayee, King Charles I 
Engraving, c. 1650. (The National Portrait 
Gallery, London). 
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Figure 11. Anthony Van Dyck, 
Charles I with M. de St Antoine. Oil 
on Canvas, 1633. (The Royal 
Collection, London).  
 
Figure 12. Unknown. King 
Charles I and Sir Edward Walker. 
Oil on Canvas. C. 1650 (National 
Portrait Gallery, London). 
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Figure 13. Peter Paul Rubens, Landscape with Saint George and the Dragon. Oil on 
Canvas. c. 1630. (The Royal Collection, London) 
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Conclusion 
 
 The Eikon Basilike, or The Pourtrature of His Sacred Majestie in His Solitudes 
and Sufferings, was published in London on 9 February 1649, ten days after the 
beheading of King Charles I. The book, which was purported to have been written by the 
king himself, consisted largely of Charles’s supposed meditations and prayers before his 
execution. The frontispiece of the book [Figure 14] features the king, draped in the robes 
of majesty, kneeling in prayer before an altar. His eyes are fixed on a heavenly crown, 
which is labeled Beatam & Æternam (Blessed and Eternal) and emblazoned with the 
word Gloria. Tumbled at his feet lies his own temporal crown, labeled Splendidam & 
Gravem (Splendid and Heavy) and marked with the word Vanitas. A third crown, a 
crown of thorns, is in the king’s hand, which is labeled Asperam & Levem (Bitter and 
Light), and contains the word Gratia within it.  
 The three crowns represent Charles’s past, present and future. The splendid yet 
troubled crown of England is now cast off, with the realization of its meaninglessness in 
relation to the heavenly crown. The crown of thorns, which represents the king’s 
suffering, is borne lightly because of the Grace of God, which is required to endure his 
misery. Finally, the heavenly crown before him represents the celestial reward awaiting 
him and the glory of his sacrifice. This final image of the king, one that would become a 
widely popular piece of royalist propaganda, presented the king in terms that he had been 
working to achieve for his entire reign. While it shows the king in his suffering, it also 
shows him in a transcendent state, directly connected with the divine and fully prepared 
to take on his heavenly crown. As we have seen, this relationship to the divine was at the 
heart of Charles’s kingship and was a major feature of the ritual life of his court. In the 
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preceding chapters, I hope to have illuminated how the dining ceremonies of Charles’s 
court reiterated the terms of this relationship for the king and his courtiers.  
Although my focus has been on dining, we must not forget that nearly all aspects 
of early modern royal life possessed both liturgical and secular aspects. Indeed, dining 
was just one of three rituals that both represented Charles’s political worldview and 
helped him to promulgate and enact his vision of rule. The coronation, with its anointing 
ritual, was the actual "sacralization" of the king's person. The periodic rituals of the 
touching for the king’s evil, wherein the king laid his hands on his subject to cure their 
scrofula, provided the evidence of his sacred status. And courtly dining, as the most 
frequent ritual, served as a constant (or at least consistent) celebration and solemn 
reminder of his sacred status as king. If the coronation imbued the king with divine power 
and the touching served as enactment of that divinity, then dining was the celebration of 
his sacred station and an opportunity for courtiers to pay homage and venerate the king in 
his sacrality. Ultimately, dining was a celebration of the king’s sacred majesty and a 
solemnity meant to call to mind the king’s divinity, generosity and magnificence.  
 In this study, I have attempted to showcase the royal dining and to highlight the 
ways in which it can provide insight into the kingship of Charles I. In the first chapter, I 
sought out the origins of Charles’s piety and religious point of view. In illuminating his 
religious convictions and exploring his fervent attachment to the Beauty of Holiness, I 
attempted to give context to the dining ceremonies that I explore in the next chapter. 
Here, my goal was to use the available sources to offer a snapshot into the king’s dining-
in-state and the complex system at work in the royal household to feed hundreds of 
courtiers, administrators and servants. By synthesizing these sources and placing them 
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within the context of the culture and religious complexion of the Caroline court, I hope to 
have illuminated how dining ceremonies, in their antique magnificence, hearkened back 
to older modes of ritual kingship – particularly those that were prevalent before the 
Reformation – and aided the king in presenting a particular vision of his rule that was 
characterized by a conflation of the secular and the sacred. 
 In the next chapter, I sought to provide a view into role of silver, in its various 
forms, at the court. Here, I attempted to redress important misconceptions that still affect 
our understanding of silver's place in the material culture of the court. Although the reign 
Charles I has been described as “disastrous for English silver,”1 I believe that the 
remaining records allow us to see how, at least until 1642, Charles’s reign was filled with 
important purchases and gifts of silver and that silver played a key role in the daily, ritual 
and religious life of the Caroline court. 
 Finally, in my study of the Order of the Garter in the last chapter, I traced the 
history of the Order during this reign while also highlighting the role of its festivities in 
the ritual life of the court. I presented the Garter Feast as a case study for how the secular 
and religious aspects of courtly dining ceremonies were used together to enhance the 
magnificence of the court. I hope to have illuminated how they could reveal the point of 
view and ideals of the king, which was characterized by fervent belief in his own status 
as God’s deputy on Earth and a reliance on antique forms of kingship to express that 
divine status.  
 Charles’s focus on antiquity affected myriad aspects of his court culture. Indeed, 
the 1630s saw comprehensive attempts to re-impose antique standards of display and 
conspicuous consumption at Court in order to emphasize values such as tradition, 
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hierarchy, order and obedience.2 Charles’s revival of antiquity was only one aspect of a 
broader return to older precedents – in finance, in the form of Council, in his view of the 
nobility in the ordering of the Church of England and so on.3 Moreover, from classical 
models, Charles constructed a court culture based on “intellectual distinction, spiritual 
refinement and instinctive elegance.”4All of this added up to a court culture that was 
heavily colored by antique forms of magnificence.  
 This permeated the artistic and cultural modes of court life as well. For instance, 
the return to antiquity was evident in the king’s choice of Inigo Jones as his Building 
Master and chief designer of the courtly masques. Jones, who is largely contributed to 
bringing the Palladian style to England, created the Banqueting House at Whitehall, the 
Queen’s House at Greenwich and the Queen’s Chapel at St. James’s Palace – each in a 
neoclassical style that represented the overall artistic, cultural and ritual tone of the 
court.5 In addition to his building projects at the royal palaces, Jones’s renovation of St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, along classical lines, was indicative of the king’s commitment to 
antique cultural and artistic forms. In 1636 Jones completed the great Roman portico on 
the west front of St. Paul’s. The king and Jones recognized the fact that there was no 
portico like it north of the Alps, and that it was thoroughly Roman.6 With this 
construction, it can be argued that the king sought to remodel St. Paul’s to serve as “a 
reflection of religious stability which they felt long had been lacking since the 
                                                
2 Neil Cuddy “Reinventing a Monarchy: The Changing Structure and Political Function of the Stuart Court, 
1603 – 1688” in The Stuart Courts, edited by Eveline Cruickshanks (London: Sutton Publishing, 2000), 67. 
3 Ibid.,69. 
4 Smuts, Origins, 203. 
5 The Palladian style was typified by the symmetry, perspective and values of the formal classical temple 
architecture of the Ancient Greeks and Romans. 
6 Harris, 251. 
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Reformation.”7 By reaching back to antiquity in creating the cathedral’s new façade 
Charles was aligning himself and the Church of England with very old forms of 
magnificence that, as in his dining ceremonies, bolstered his dignity and legitimated his 
rule. 
 Indeed, these threads of classicism that permeated every aspect of Caroline court 
culture “strengthened and enriched a very old pattern of thought, which had long 
buttressed the Crown’s authority.”8 Monarchical power can often seem aloof and 
arbitrary and this was perhaps particularly true of the style of authority wielded by 
Charles I during his personal rule. Thus, the reiteration of antique virtues and classical 
ideals in the ceremonies of the court helped to legitimate and support the king’s authority. 
This was a logical choice, because as Malcolm Smuts has explained “from Plato onward, 
many classical philosophers expressed misgivings about republics and praised the rule of 
wise and virtuous monarchs.”9 
 As we have seen, the promotion of antique virtues and classical ideals was 
enhanced by Charles’s conflation of religious and secular ceremonial and the material 
congruencies that emerged from this conflation. Ultimately, to view his rule and kingly 
authority as deriving directly from God was natural for Charles. To his own mind, using 
antique forms of monarchical ceremony helped to legitimate and add authenticity to 
something that was a part of his conception of the natural state of things, but was 
nonetheless contested. Moreover, these ceremonies helped to foster the reciprocal bonds 
of loyalty that the giving and receiving of largesse helped to create.  
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 If we are to believe Edward Muir when he states “nothing is more revealing of the 
basic assumptions of a culture than dining customs” then we can assume that the court 
had fully co-opted a firm belief in the authority and legitimacy of the king. However, we 
cannot believe that the king himself saw it this way. Loyalty, including the want for it and 
the suspicion of not getting it, provided a constant source of motivation for Charles. 
Conrad Russell argues that the king’s “constant nagging doubt about his status and 
capacity helps to explain Charles’s fear about loyalty.” According to Russell, “to feel 
slighted is an emotion that grew more common in Charles’s utterances as his reign 
progressed” and this sense of “personal inadequacy underlay many of Charles’s less 
fortunate political characteristics.”10 Thus, this self-doubt could have led him to search 
for antique means of legitimating his rule and to rely on ceremonies that were designed to 
celebrate his sacred majesty and foster feelings of loyalty and obedience among the 
observers. In this way, we can clearly see the importance of these ceremonies as the part 
of a kingship whose authority had to celebrated and legitimated repeatedly in order to be 
believed.  
 We have explored this ceremony with the intention of using it to better understand 
the king’s political point of view and his approach to kingship. But, why is this point of 
view worth knowing? What do we gain from understanding his approach? Although I 
have not fixated on the Civil War and this work is not meant to contribute directly to our 
understanding of the causes of that conflict, the events of the 1640s do have a role here. 
Indeed, there is no difficulty in seeing Charles’s character and point of view as one of the 
causes of the Civil War. For instance, as Russell has argued, “the king’s decision to 
impose the Scottish Prayer Book…was so entirely Charles’s decision and followed so 
                                                
10 Conrad Russell, Origins of the English Civil War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 204 – 205. 
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naturally from his settled convictions about the nature of authority…that to deny his 
responsibility would amount to a wholesale rejection of the evidence.”11 Throughout this 
study, we have seen the nature of his authority written in the language of gesture. We 
have seen learned that through the language of gesture, dining ceremonies reiterated the 
critically important axioms underlying the monarch’s attitudes towards his own kingship. 
 With this work, I hope to have highlighted the ways in which political ceremonies 
were not simply “the ephemera of power” but “its very essence.”12 Based on the tacit 
understanding that the king was the center of the English power structure…the center of 
politics, of culture, of law and of religion,13 I sought to demonstrate that this king enacted 
power through ceremonial performances, which ultimately helps us to rethink Charles as 
a king and as the centerpiece of intense and complex ceremonial at his court. 
  This study, which attempted to locate the political in the court’s ritual behavior 
and material culture, I hope to have contributed to a new vision of the court and its 
political relevance that has been developing over the last two decades. I have attempted 
to rescue King Charles and his court from the misconceptions and lack of context that 
have for too long clouded our historical judgment. As Conrad Russell has explained, “the 
fact that he lost [the war] has made it easy to abuse him, and indeed often easier than to 
understand him, and many charges have been made against him, which do not seem to be 
fully sustained.”14 Here, I have attempted to redress the balance and provide a new 
method for understanding his kingship and his political point of view. Yet, despite our 
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efforts, perhaps historians will never truly understand Charles I. For instance, on one 
hand, it has been suggested that “perhaps no monarch in English history succeeded to the 
throne better briefed in the responsibilities of office than Charles I.15 Yet on the other, it 
has been argued that “Charles I, whatever his virtues, was unfit to be a king.”16 
Ultimately, further work is required and new leads must be followed if we are to ever 
fully come to grips with the personality and point of view of one of England’s most tragic 
monarchs.  
 Monarchy, its representations and its expressions of power had been transforming 
since the sixteenth century. However, due in large part to the efforts of King James I, an 
older conception of kingship was revived at the beginning of the seventeenth-century. 
More so than had been done during the reigns of the Tudor monarchs the nature of the 
king’s authority became increasingly tied with his special relationship to God during this 
reign. James articulated the relationship between God and king that characterized early 
Stuart kingship in a work dedicated to Charles I. In A Meditation Upon the Verses of St. 
Matthew (1620), James presented kings as not only God’s deputies on earth but as Christ-
like figures themselves. He argued that just as Christ and kings are concerned with the 
wellbeing and happiness of their people, together they are deserving of the love and 
loyalty of their people. Thus, he ultimately suggests that loyalty from subjects to their 
king is tantamount to the devotion of the faithful to the Lord. 
 In addition to the Christological aspects of Christian kingship that were 
promulgated by James and wholly adopted by Charles, there were new secular ways of 
representing monarchy and the powers of the king that were developing in this period as 
                                                
15 Kevin Sharpe “Conscience and Public Duty in the Writings of Charles I.” The Historical Journal 40:3 
(September 1997), 643. 
16 Russell, 207. 
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well. The most important of which “was undoubtedly the new, theatrical dimension 
accorded to the person of the prince.”17 Elizabeth was keenly aware of this when she 
stated, “We princes are set as it were upon stages in the sight and view of the world.”18 
And King James spoke too of the unique position of monarchs when he wrote, “A king is 
as one set on a stage, whose smallest actions and gestures all the people gazingly 
behold.”19 Through my examination of the rituals of the chapel and chamber, it is clear 
that Charles lived his whole life upon a stage, keenly aware of the gaze of his audience. 
And as we have seen, for better or worse, he put on a spectacular show. 
 
 
                                                
17 Monique Chatenet, “Etiquette and Architecture at the Court of the Last Valois” in Court Festivals of  
the European Renaissance: Art, Politics and Performance. Mulryne and Goldring, eds. (London: Ashgate, 
2002), 76. 
18 As quoted in Orgel, The Illusion of Power, 44.  
19 C.W. McIlwain, ed. Political Works of James I. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1918), 43. 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. William Marshall, illustrator. Eikon Basilike.The Pourtracture of His Sacred 
Majestie in His Solitudes and Sufferings [Frontispiece]. (London, 1649). 
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APPENDIX 
 
A Note on The Manner of the Coronation of Charles I  
and the Henry Bradshaw Society 
 
 My heavy reliance on Christopher Wordsworth’s The Manner of the Coronation 
of Charles I (1892) in my discussion of King Charles I’s English and Scottish coronations 
warrants some discussion of the problems, challenges and benefits of using such a work. 
Given the ever-present constraints on both time and finances as a graduate student, it was 
impossible to locate and examine the original manuscripts of every document pertaining 
to Charles’s two coronations. Thus, The Manner of the Coronation proved to be a viable 
alternative. However, there are a number of considerations that must be made in 
understanding the utility of this volume. 
 The Henry Bradshaw Society was founded in 1890 as a learned society for the 
research and publication of rare liturgical texts pertaining to the Christian church in 
England. The society was named in honor of Henry Bradshaw, Librarian of the 
University of Cambridge from 1867 to 1886.1 The Manner of the Coronation was one of 
the first volumes to be published by the society. King Charles’s 1626 coronation had 
historical significance for Wordsworth and his cohorts because these scholars generally 
considered it to serve as the first “modern” coronation service. The 1603 English 
coronation of James I was the first coronation to be conducted in English. Decades later, 
Charles too decided not to use the old Latin service and to have his coronation conducted 
in English. However, because his father’s coronation was planned and executed in haste, 
Charles set up a committee to revise it. Wordsworth understood that the detailed planning 
                                                
1 For more information about the Henry Bradshaw Society see Anthony Ward and Cuthbert Johnson’s “The 
Henry Bradshaw Society: Its Birth and First Decade, 1890 – 1900.” Ephemerides Liturgicae (104) 1990, 
187 – 200.  
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by the king and his committee of bishops as well as its impact on subsequent coronations 
warranted scholarly attention. 
 As a Victorian High Anglican churchman and a founding member of a learned 
society that was specifically dedicated the study of liturgical texts we can assume that 
Wordsworth made a number of deliberate choices in the compilation of this volume. For 
instance, as discussed in Chapter Two, the text of the coronation sermon delivered by the 
Bishop of Carlisle was not included in the volume. Although Wordsworth does not offer 
an explanation of his own, it could be that given his focus on liturgy, he saw the inclusion 
of a sermon as perhaps distracting or irrelevant. 
 Moreover, other factors such as personal interest and professional motivations 
could account for choices that may have been made by the editor. For instance, in his 
footnotes Wordsworth includes details about the marginalia in the original drafts of the 
coronation service used by both the King and Archbishop Laud. His inclusion of some of 
these annotations is very useful for understanding the mindset and motivations of the 
king and the archbishop however, without seeing the original manuscripts it is impossible 
to know what, if any, annotations may have been excluded.  
 While all editors make difficult choices in what is included and what is ultimately 
excluded from their texts, we should be mindful that what might have seemed 
unimportant to an editor at the end of the nineteenth century may indeed be useful to 
historians now. Moreover, having been complied before the advent of the 
professionalization of the study of history and the development of commonly accepted 
historical methodology; this work, and others like it, could be framed as more antiquarian 
than historical. Given these considerations, we should not think of works such as these as 
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complete historical records, but as helpful guides that may contain interesting leads that 
should be pursued further. Indeed, as this dissertation is revised and expanded, the 
manuscript sources reprinted in works such as Wordsworth’s The Manner of the 
Coronation of Charles I and Elias Ashmole’s The Institution, Laws and Ceremonies of 
the Most Noble Order of the Garter (1672) will be examined in their original form in the 
hope of further developing some of the conclusions that have been drawn here. 
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